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94 and above

1

Sanitation rates
to rise on July 1
By MARY LAYTON
Murra y Lodger & Times Staff Writer

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
JERUSALEM — Secretary of
State James A. Baker III abruptly ended his Middle East peace
mission today when he received
word that his mother had died.

STATE
PADUCAH — Kentucky's
"Quilt City" now boasts a $2
million climate-controlled, specially lit museum for the art of
piecing and stitching.

SPORTS
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — The
potboiler drama over the selection of a new Notre Dame
basketball coach was given
another stir. But it isn't soup
yet.

BUSINESS
Uncertainties about the outlook
for interest rates and the economy helped drive stock prices
lower Thursday, reversing Wednesday's late rally. The Dow
Jones industrial average dropped
28.46 to 2,921.04. The dollar
and bond prices were mixed.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy and mild tonight
with a 40 percent chance of
thundershowers. Lows 60 to 65.
Southeast wind 10 to 15 mph.
Mostly cloudy, breezy and warm
Saturday with a 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Highs near 80.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.8, -0.1; below 317.3, -2.1
Barkley Lake
358.7, -0.2; below 322.7. -1.9

One Section - 20 Pages
Classifieds
17- 19
Comics
I7
Crosswords
1(‘
Dear Abby
14
Dr Gott
Horoscope
14
Murray Today
5- Obituaries
15
Perspective
4
Sports
12. 13
Subscribers who have not
receired their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular oMce hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Fifteen Murray High School students were honored with a banquet Thursda
y night for maintaining
straight "A" high school averages of 94 and above. Pictured seated, from
left. are Ilolly Blalock. .1Iison
Ward. Karen kiikulcik. Leigh Ann Carter. Erin Friend. Katherine Oakley.
(standing, from lett) Erik
Underwood, Rachel Greer. Andrea R. Rose, And Vaughan. ,John Dailey.
Daniel Weston Cohen, I,esia
Nesbitt, Jennifer Fairbanks and Murray State University President Dr. Ronald
Kurth. who serxed as keynote speaker at the banquet. Nine of the 15 students announced they intend
to enroll at NISI next fall.

raised 25 perent.
• Residential and commercial
customers outside the city limits
will pay a 75 percent surcharge
over inside-city rates.
• In regard to the landfill tipping
fee increase, customers inside the
city limits will pay S4 per cubic
yard. while outside-city customers
will pay S7 per cubic yard. Automobile loads from inside-city customers will be S2, while loads from
outside-city customers will be
S3.50. Pickup truck -loads from
inside-city customers will be 54.
while loads from outside-city customers will be S7.
• Brush pickup v.ill be raised
from SI to S4 per load. Materials
requiring special cover will be
from S6.25 to S8 per month. Persons single and over age 65 will be
raised from 54.84 to 56 per month.
Commercial businesses and industrial hoist truck customers will be

Effective July I, the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County will
begin paying higher sanitation
rates.
Although the rate increase has
not yet been adopted by the city
council, Mayor Bill Cherry said
that the rate increase will "definitely pass."
At Thursday night's city council
meeting, Ruby Hale, chairperson of
the Public Works Committee, read
an itemized list of all the increases
suggested by the committee. The
council members then voted to
have an ordinance ritten so that
they can officially approve the rate
increase at the next council
meeting.
Hale presented the following
summary of rate increases by class
of customer and service:
• Rates for residential customers
iihin the city limits will be raised (Cont'd on page 2)

Mother's death ends Baker's Mideast peace mission
JERUSALEM (AP) -- Secretary
of State James A. Baker III abruptly ended his Middle East peace
mission today when he received
word that his mother had died. ,
After more than a week of shuttle
diplomacy. Baker seemed to be
making some headway in efforts to
ar'range peace talks between Arabs

and Israelis.
"We got some answers but there
are some questions for 'which we
have no answers," Baker
told
reporters after a meeting with
ISr:deii
Prime Minister Yitzhak
In Washington. President .1 Bush
Hi reporters 1 3aker "has made

progress" toward a Middle East
peace prpcess.
-Though problems remain. I
think the bottom lire is there is
some reason for op::mism ... There
are still some sticky problems. but
we're not going to give up. Were
going to continue to try to !bring
peace to that troubled corner of the

world," Bush said.
"I can only say that due to the
fact that the talks were interrupted
in the middle, nothing was concluded between the prime minister
and: Mr. Baker," said Avi Pazner,
an aide to Shamir.
But Israeli sources said Baker
agreed that the Palestine Liberation

Union of schools, businesses works locally
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Since 1988. the Murray Calloway County School-Business'
Partnership has allowed both
schools and community businesses
to; work together as partners in
progress for local youth.
At the first School-Business
Partnership Annual Dinner last
night at Murray State University's
Corns Center, Dr. Jim Booth. provost at NISI:. issued this successful
organization a challenge — to continue the strive for excellence.
In most ,cases, businesses give
and schools receive, Booth said,
and some schools have been overrun by private enterprise getting
into publiC school systems. and are
short on real school improvement.
As a result, "We are failing in
the business world, because we are
not training students in the skills
they need to compete on the international scene." he said.
One example of how businesses
dominate in other partnerships is
through school boards composed
primarily of business people. who
have the ability to manipulate educational policymaking. Booth said
to beware of busineises who
"donate" equipment. because these
contributions arc often not without
strings attached to the use of such
gifts.
On the other hand, Booth commended the local partnership. "The
school-busIness partnership in
Murray-Calloway County is unique
for two reasons." Booth said.
"First, because it has two of the
finest school systems anywhere in
the United States and the leader-

'A+ Awards winners were announced Thursday night at the School Business Partners
hip Annual Dinner.
Instructors from both school districts are pictured above (front row from left) Wilma
Beatty, Murray;
Carla Rexroat, Murray; Yvette Pyle, Calloway and Tonya Wells, Calloway (back row
from left) Dr. Paul
,Iones, superintendent of Murray City Schools; Eugene Kirk, Calloway; Dr. Jack Rose, superint
endent of
Calloway County Schools, Lynda Coleman, Calloway; Shirley Garrison, Calloway and
Billy Rue Nix, Kr.
Tech - Murray -Calloway County. Not pictured is Mark Etherton, Murray.
ship is exceptional and secondly, nated by students, teachers, parents
because of the enlightened, prog- and other educators. The nominees
ressive business community that is ire then reviewed by the A+ Award
so committed to its schools."
committee selection.
"Everything is right for success
This year's A+ Award winners
in the partnership with the commit- were: Murray City Schools — Wilment of business and the quality of ma Bailey. Carla Rexroat and Mark
education."
Etherton; Calloway County Schools
Booth spoke on the need to — Eugene
Kirk. Yvette Pyle.
maintain the virtues of the local Tonya
Wells, Linda Coleman and
collaboration.
Shirley Garrison.
Following Booth's remarks, outBilly Rue Nix also received an
standing teachers and educators
A+ Award representing Kentucky
were honored with "A+" Awards. Tech—Mu
rray-Calloway County.
Candidates for the award are nomiAlso recognized were those 21

businesses involved in the partnership for 1990-91, which support
the two school systems. They are:
Bank of Murray, Piggly . Wiggly,
Edward D. Jones. Hilliard Lyons
Co.. Wal-Mart, Peoples Bank, HT
Marketing, Briggs & Stratton, Kenlake Foods, Fisher-Price Toys,
Ledger & Times, Murray Supply,
Vanderbilt Chemical, South Central
Bell, Ryan Milk, Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital, Murray Lumber,
Murray Cablevision, Hutson Ag
Inc., Storey's Food Giant, Murray
State University.

Bush cites 'modest' progress toward summit
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said today there has been
in Europe. The settlement of the European forces issue, disclosed Thurs"modest progress" toward a summmit meeting with Soviet President
day, clears the way for renewed efforts to complete the START agreement
Mikhail S. Gorbachev following settlement of a dispute that had held up
and reschedule the summit.
ratification of a treaty to reduce conventional forces in Europe.
This morning, Bush told reporters that there still was no date set for the
The summit had been scheduled for Moscow from Feb. 11-13 but was
summit. But when asked if Secretary of State James A. Baker III had
postponed due to preoccupation with the Persian Gulf War and the supermade any progress toward setting it up during his recent visit to the
powers' inability to settle their last remaining differences on a treaty to
Soviet Union, Bush replied, "Modest progress."
slash long-range nuclear weapons by about one-third.
. The progress was first revealed after a meeting between Baker and
That accord, known as the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, or
Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander A. Bessmertnykh that focused primariSTART, was in turn held up by the dispute over non-nuclear force limits ly on Middle East issues.
4
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Organization would not participate
in the peace talks.
The Israeli government also told
Baker it was prepared to discuss a
number of regional. issues with the
Arabs. including the economic
development of the Midfc Eatt,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Carter 'sickened'
over reports that
politics stalled
hostage release
ATLANTA (AP) — Former
President Carter said he is sickened by renewed reports the
1981 release of American hostages in Iran was delayed for
political reasons and thinks they
should be investigated.
Carter said he had discounted
rumors that members of Ronald
Reagan's camp negotiated a
secret deal during the 1980
presidential campaign to prevent the release of hostages
until after the election.
The reports were revived earlier this month when The New
York Times published an opinion piece by former Carter aide
Gary Sick. a Middle East specialist who helped handle the
hostage crisis.
Sick also was featured on the
hour-long public television
program "Frontline," which
devoted its show last week to
the possibility of a secret deal.
"It's almost nauseating to
think that this could be true,"
Carter said Thursday during a
gathering at the Carter Presidential Center. "I have looked
upon it in the past as
inconceivable.
"My only comment is I think
there ought to be a more thorough investigation. There have
been suggestions that a congressional committee can do it," he
said.
About 90 people, including
63 Americans, were taken hostage in November 1979 after
followers of the Ayatollah Khomeini. then the leader of Iran,
stormed the U.S. Embassy in
Teheran. Concern over the hostages' plight dominated the rest
of Carter's presidency.
Some hostages were released
in the early days of the crisis,
but most were held for 454 days
and were not released until Jan.
20, 1981, the day Reagan took
office after defeating Carter.
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Government says recession dee

pened this year

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER

rebounds, helped by the end of the Persi
an Gulf War and falling interest
The GNP price index that measures
rates.
a
jumped up at an annual rate of 5.1 perce fixed marketbasket of goods
However, other economists are not looking
WASHINGTON — The recession deepened in
nt
in the first quarter, compared
for
an
uptur
the
first
n
befor
three
mont
e
Labor
hs of
to a 4.7 percent rise in the fourth
Day or even later, contending that the
this year as the U.S. economy shrank at
quarter.
jobless rate is still growing sharply
an annual rate of 2.8 percent, the
Whil
e the 2.8 percent decline in GNP was
and thus consumers, even if they are
government said today.
more confident, don't have the
only slightly worse than
many economists had been expecting, it
income to spend.
The Commerce Department said that
did serve to emphasize the widethe gross national product, the
spread weakness in the U.S. economy'
Bush administration officials said today
country's total output of goods and servi
.
ces, fell at an even faster pace
Virtually every area of economic
the pace of decline accelerating as the 's GNP report, while showing
than the 1.6 percent rate of decline
activity' posted declines during the
year began, did not shake their
recorded from October through
first quarter of the year.
belief that a recovery will begin in the
December.
current quarter.
Consumer spending, which accounts for
"The forerunners for resumed econ
It marked the first back-to-back GNP decli
omic activity are coming into
nes, the classic definition of
activity, fell for a second consecutive quart two-thirds of total economic
place," said Commerce Undersecretary Mich
a recession. since America's last down
turn in 1981-82.
pened since the first half of 1980. Even er, something that has not hapinterest rates, lean business inventories and ael Darby, sighting lower
The National Bureau of Economic Rese
in
"tent
arch, the group of academics
ative
signs
of
impr
oveconsumer spending did not drop for two the severe 1981-82 recession.
ment in housing and autos."
who are considered the official arbiters of
quarters in a row'.
when recessions begin and end,
The 1.4 percent decline in consumer purch
But Darby warned that the country has not
said Thursday that the recession actually
ases
seen the end of bad economin the first quarter subbegan during the third quarter of , ic
tracted S9.5 billion from the GNP and follo
last year in July even though GNP durin
statistics even if the recession does end this
wed an even sharper 3.4 perg that period was a slight positive
quart
er.
cent
"We are moving into a transition stage
fourth quarter drop.
at 1.4 percent.
.
ous aspects of economic activity for sever so expect crosscurrents in variThe biggest negative factor in the first quart
The bigger question for the country is
al
months yet," Darby said at a
when the recession will end, and
lion drop in business investment as companie er came from a SI9.8 bilbriefing on the GNP report.
on that economists are di% ided.
s, faced
cut
Even
back on their purchases of capital equipmen with slack demand.
Many analysts agree with the Bush admin
as the recession deepened. inflation got
t.
wors
istration that the downturn
e
durin
g
the first
three months of the year according to
Other areas of weakness included a S12.1 billi
should be over in the current April-June
a measure of prices changes tied to
on drop in resider'
quarter as consumer spending
the GNP.
construction and a rare decline in governme
nt spending, which fell
•
billion in the first quarter.
AP Economics Writer

Mother's death ends Baker's mission...
I•
k' •

(Cont'd from page 1
water resources.
—.oly
control of arms Jc
to :h.:
area.
Baker 117.,: Shj— ,.40..'1,1C,1 10
continue the talks at a later date.
but set no specific time.
of
course is not the end of his
sion." Pazner sad.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Ass

ociated Press
Michelle Smith.
Baker. was silent about specifics.
Baker had planned to see
but Israeli officials speaking on
stands for the Somali Salvation Demo
U.S.S.R.
Defense Minister Moshe Ahrens
cratic Front The two groups as well as
MOSCOW — A bomb exploded today
condition of anonymity said Levy
and a group of Palestinians before
near a Communist Party office in the
the United Somali Congress that controis
sectold Baker Israel was "weighing ession
the interim government. represent dine
ist Estonian republic, damaging
flying home later today.
rent clans and sub-clans that joiner:
the building and nearby homes but
causBaker was trying to narrow dif- sympathetically" European partici- ing
together to oust President Mohamen
no casualties, the official Tass news
pation in the peace talks.
ferences betrween Israel and Syria
agency reported It was the fourth such
Siad Barre in January
In another concession, the Israeli attack this year in Estoni
on the framework for a peace cona's capital, TalNORTHERN IRELAND
government would consider having linn, Tass reported Most of the others
ference and the question of which
BELFAST — An IRA fire bomb expiodeo
were aimed at buildings owned by
the
the opening conference called back Russi
Palestinians would attend.
Thursday in the trash bin of central Be'
an republic, Tass sad Although
KENTUCKY
into session from time to time the attackers were not
fast hotel, causing only slight damage
He had just told reporters that he
identified, both the
and no injuries. police said The blast
while the Arabs and Israelis negoti- Communists and the significant Russian
did not know if he had made
LOTTERY
occurred in a hallway of the Europe Hole.
minority in Estonia have suppo
rted
ate
direc
tly
over
enou
their
gh
headway to plan another
differences. efforts to keep the republic within
(Conrd from page 1)
as people were being evacuated follow
the
the sources said. However, Levy Soviet Union
ing telephone warnings from the Irisn
The explosion came a day
raised from S4 per cubic yard to 58 mission here. This is Baker's third
Repubican Army. a police spokesman
told Baker Israel would retain the after Soviet troops seized at least a
per cubic yard. and materials over six week's.
said During the 1970s the Europe Hotel
dozen buildings in the neighboring Baltic
right
to
veto
"We
reopeni
don't
ng the confer- republic of Lithuania, reported the
know yet whether
became the worlds most frequently
req.ainng special handling and covLithuaence. said the officials.
nian parliament Lithuania is
bombed hotel Its management took
er will be raised from S8 per cubic we'll be coming back," he said,
also
pride that it stayed open despite more
secessionist
before receiving word of his
The sources also had said earlier .Mikh
yard to S16 per cubic yard.
than 20 bombings
ail S Gorbachev is asking the
moth
er's
death
.
that Levy would go to Brussels on world to help his Country cope with
Cherry said the rate increases
the
Baker told reporters after seeing
EL SALVADOR
multibillion-dollar legacy of contamination
May 14 to discuss the issue of that
will he higher for county residents
SAN SAL VADOF? — The tour parLes in
the
Chern
Israe
obyl
li
nuclear power plant
Foreign Minister David
European involvement with the unleashed five years
because the county's fiscal court
El Salvador s National Assembly preago
today
A
Levy
"I
:
am
glad
to have received
sented a constitutional reform proposal
foreign ministers of Italy, The radioactive cloud rose over the Soviet
Aould not pay S200,000
toward the some positive
aimed at ending the war Thursday, but
republics of Byelorussia and the Ukrai
responses here."
Netherlands .and Luxembourg.
S5"0.000 operational cost of the
ne
rebels' rejected it, saying it contained
and moved quickly across Europe after
But Baker added, "There are
Thes
e
three countries, known as the 1;86 blast and ensuing fire in
this year. The fiscal court still
nothing new The proposal presented to
Reaca question or. so that we need
the full assembly, dealt with the judicial
"the Troika," represent - the _past. tor No 4 The Soviet government says
agreed to pay only SI15,000. he to work furth
er on if
and electoral systems, human rights and
present and future chairmen of the the disaster killed 32 people two immediwhich is half of the deficit ate a process that we are to crereconstruction of the army The Farabun
ately, 28 within three months and
works."
two
I2-nation European Community.
Cc, Marti Nat :nal L be•al.cn Front said it
that has resulted due to the state's
more in the past five years But some
was the sae proposal made by cove—
loox
Soviet scientists and radical politicians in
new and costly mandates for landment negot ators at ta . ks underway. ir
the Ukraine claim the actual death toll
.
Mexioo and o -ot address
was at least 250 and coulo be as high
eft.st
as
demanos
Cv.: that "OU1S1.leu!'„', \W :11 bring in approxiSOUTH AFRICA
Murray State University alumni and frien
S•5.ik'10 which will make
CENTRAL AMERICA
JOHANNESBuRG — A witness in 'Win
ds will gather Friday and
Satur
SAN
day for the traditional Alumni Weekend and
JOSE, Costa Rica — Venezuela
nie Mandela s kidnap and assault trial
the fiscal court would
the
inaug
urati
on
of
pledg
Dr.
ed
$10 million in credit to help
Ronald J. Kurth as the university's eight
testified Thursday that the alleged vict.ms
Cosh president.
ta Rica recover from a devastatin
went volLnlarily to Ail,s Mandela 5 home
g Centr"Charting a New' Course" is the theme of
In other business. the council:
al American earthquake, as the death
to escape sexual abuse by a church
the weekend.
toll
from
Featu
red
the
• R1', i.._171: /.L',1 Inc service of city
temblor rose to 86 A child and
activities today include:
ntster The witness Aubrey Nxurnalo
two infants died Thursday in
*Members of the class of 1941 Emeritus Club
said he also was viot mized by the minis
the hospital
Mike Outland who will
in
met
Puert
for
o Limon, the Costa Rican city
a coffee and
ter at the Methodist -Church home Ln
reminiscence hour at 9:30 a.m. on the third
GARLAND S
7e. to Fort Smith, Ark.
hardest hit by the quake, Red
floor concourse of the Curris
Soweto. wh.ch housed homeless boys
Cross
Cente
r.
Their
spok
esma
lunc
• A: .nted Mrs. Rob (Kay) Rav
n Ulises Ouesada sad in an
heon began at noon. The featured speaker was
PROFESSIONAL •
and men Nxurnato took the stand as
Dr.
Forinterv
iew The deaths brought the
defense attorneys tried to show the
u- c Murray Electric Plant Board rest C. Pogue. the class advisor for the class of 1941. This year'
quake
PAINTING
toll in Costa Rica to 57 Twent
s graduatdefendants had legit.mate reason to
y-nine died
ing seniors were also honored during
the
;:
.
echre.
;..
4
in
term
neigh
of
the lunc
boring Panama from the ternbl
the
Pt-torte 753-8.E23
remove youths from the home and that
cr
*Third annual Mudball tournament began at heon.
Monday that registered 7 4 on the
R..t." Ray.
no -force was used
noon on the intramural
Richter
scale
Hundreds
• A:pointed Richard L. Ford to field. Nludball is a variation of volleyball played in
people were
ten inches of mud. injured and thousandsof lett
BANGLADESH
homeless
'Tours of the Murray State campus, conducte
• M..rr'ay-CaThway. Park Board
d by Student AmbassaDHAKA — A 16-year-oid law used by
t;.-,e 'unexpired term of Robert dors, will begin at 2 p.m. from the Curris Center.
CAMBODIA
successive Bangladeshi governments to
BANGKOK,
•MSU Spring Choral Concert featuring John
K Martin who resigned.
make arrests without charges will be
— Cambodia s
largest guerrilla group the communist
repealed Prime Minister Khaleda
Concert Choir, University Chorale, Choral Rutter's "Gloria," with the
• C:.•ricially endorsed the Murray
Zia
Union and brass ensembles.
Khmer Rouge, today became the
said Thursday in Parliament The law
last
has
will be presented at 8 p.m. in Lovett Audi
Memorial Fund.
rebel force to agree to a temporary
Peen
used
to
arrest
torium. Admission is free.
thous
ands
of
truce
people
beginning May 1 in tne 12-year-old
.- ol..dirg farmer President Hussain
• • • •
war
against the Vietnamese installed govern
Muhammad Ershad who is currently
Bents on Saturday include:
filc
ment The proposal had been accep
chatiges of corruption and abuse ot
ted
•A Letterwinner's Club meeting at 9:30 a.m.
zizwei
by lfietnam the Vietnamese -Insta
in
the
Barkl
ey
lled
Room of
the Curris Center. The meeting is open
government and the two non-commun
ist
to anyone who has lettered in a
For our Convenience No Oilers
groups allied with the Khmer Roug
ISRAEL
varsity sport at MS12.
the forces of Prince Norodom Sihane —
jER'SALEM - - The rrayor of the West
ouk,
*Traditional alumni banqaet at 11:30
and the Khme• Peoples National
a.m. in the Curris Center ballBank settlement of Ariel said Thursday
Liberaroom. Thomas D. Hutchens, recipient
tion Front
the town will name a street after Presiof the Distinguished Alumnus
Award, and the recipient of the Distinguis
dent Bush despite his view that Jewish
hed Professor Award wll be
settlements in the occupied territories are
PERU
recognized. Tickets are 512.50 each.
Daily Monday - Friday
an obstacle to peace Ariel Mayor Ron
LIMA — In the latest wave of
guerriila
*Inauguration of Dr. Kurth at 2:30 in Lovet
Nachman said Pioneer Street, runni
violence tettist rebels have dynam
t
v
Audi
tori
um.
The
ited
publi
Ship Weekly & Save mon
at
is
c
through the settlement, would hfe
invited to attend the inauguration cere
least a dozen banks in different
ey
areas of
mony
.
renamed for Bush to "show our appre
the
UP
S
capita
l,
‘1-1: 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7
police
*The
cia
said Six people were
Student Alumni Asslciation will spon
p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
ton of fi,s commitment to save Kuwai
reported wounded At the same
t
(.41 N.
tion in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery begin sor a post-inaugural receptime,
()1 mpic Plaza
from
the
Iraqi
aggre
Maois
ssor
t
I
am
Shini
sure
that
ng
ning
if
Path
753-1380
at 4 p.m.
guerrillas Thursday
Israel was in danger he would do
•A Dance Theatre - performance will begin
shot dead three people including
the
a vilat 7 p.m. in the Robert E.
same for us '
lage mayor in the southern
Johnson Theatre. Admission is by season
Andes.
ticket or general admission of
according to news reports The
S5 for adults and 54 for 1.udents or
attacks
TURKEY
appltired to form part of a rebel
senior citizens.
offensive
'
ERZURUM — A Soviet officer flew a mili,
The cap to the day's events will be the
which has caused extensive dama
inaug
ge
ural
and
ball
begin
try helicopter to this city in eastern Turk
ning at '9
ciaimed at least ten lives in the
p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom. The
past
ball will honor Dr. and Mrs.
eiy and requested political asylum a
week More than 22,000 peopl
Kurth. Tickets are SIO per person.
e have
Foreign Ministry official said Thurs
died in political violence in the 11
day
years
He said the pilot and the helicopter were
since the Shining Path took
• • • •
up arms
being held after arriving on Wednesda
For ticket information. cal: the Murray Staig
y
r ;ht The official
Alumni Affairs Office at
Spoke on condition of
CHINA/S.KOREA
762-3737, 762-3023 or 762-3437.
anonymity The Soviet news agenc
BaiiNG — Premier Li Peng
y
Pazner quoted Shamir as saying
that Israel "shared in the sorrow"
of Baker and his family.
Baker's mother. Bonner Means
Baker, 96, was pronounced dead on
arrival at Houston's Methodist
Hospital early this morning. She
apparently suffered a heart attack,
said a hospital spokeswoman.

Sanitation...

MSU weekend events start
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RWANDA
The survival of the worlds last mount
ain
gorillas featured in the film -Gorillas in
!he Mist is threatened by the
gunfire
and mortars of a spreading rebellion
conservationists said Thursday in New
York city One group of seven gorill
as
has been missing since January, an
infant gorilla was found dead, and three
gorillas have been ensnared in traps as
economic upheaval led to increased
poaching said Dianne Hitchingham.
managing director of the Digit Fund in
Englewood Colo "For comparison. during all of 1190. we did not have a single
gorilla caught in a snare in Rwanda,
H
Foitscsheing
y ham said The Digit Fund sup
ports the Karisoke Research Center
established in Rwanda in 1967 by Dian
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Lg. Hamburger. Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru April 27

friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Cstfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good
Food

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
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Tass identified the man as Senior
Lieutenant Navigator I Gimatov, saying
he made an unauthorized take off in
a
MI 8 transport helicopter from an air
force unit on the outskirts of Yerevan
a
Soviet Armenian city
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NEW SALON HOURS:

SOMALIA
NAIROBI Kenya — Somalian rebels on
Thursday said soldiers from Somalia s
interim government not only failed to cap
ture the major southern city of Kismayu
as claimed but were pushed back 160
miles "Early this morning we talked by
radio to our person in Ktsmayu who said
it remained under the control of
the
SSDF and the SPM
said Yusut
Mohamed Ismail of the opposition Somali
Patriotic Movement or SPM The SSDF
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will travel to
North Korea on May 3 for a
three-day
v.sit the Foreign Ministry
says South
Korea s bid to gain membership in
the
United Nations is expected to be
the
locus of the discussions durin
g the visit
announced Thursday Countries
with
close toes tci North Korea have
tried to
discourage South Korea s attem
pts to
loin the United Nations But China
a
strong supporter of the Pyongyang gov
ernment has increased contacts with
South Korea even though the two coun
tries have no formal diplomatic ties
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Museum shows quilts as art
By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

PADUCAH, Ky. — Kentucky's
"Quilt City" now boasts a $2 million climate-controlled, specially lit
muscum for the art of piecing and
stitching.
Thousands of women sporting
patchwork vests and quilted purses
turned out Thursday for the opening of the Museum of the American
Quitter's Society.
The museum displays focused on
modern quilts created as hanging
artwork, with some antique bedspreads mixed in among the three
galleries.
"We can learn from the past and
get our minds blown away by
what's being done in the present,"
Nancy Parmeless of Sonoma,
Calif., said as she stood outside a
room devoted to the color orange.
The museum's opening coincided with the first day of the
Seventh Annual American Quitter's
Society Show and Contest, which
runs through Sunday. The competition drew about 875 quilts, including entries from Japan, England,
South Africa and Australia.
More than 30,000 people are
expected to visit the show and
museum this week, according to

Bill and Meredith Schroeder of
Paducah, who founded the Quitter's Society in 1984. The group
now boasts almost 75,000
members.
"What we really wanted to do is
promote the quitters of today,"
Mrs. Schroeder said. "Not too long
ago quilts were something you
found in grandmother's attic. I
don't think people realize the way
they've progressed artistically."
The museum will show up to 200 quilts with exhibits changing
every three months.
The opening batch included solid
colors, geometric designs and floral
patterns. Some quilts portrayed
su'ojects as diverse as spring flowers and suicide.
Beverly Williams' cream colored, single-piece quilt hung
with other past show winners. She
watched nervously as passersby
leaned in for a close look at the
dark-brown stitching.
No glass protects the quilts, but
visitors are asked to stay about
a
foot away, behind tape marks on
the floor. And don't touch.
Mrs. Williams of Cadillac,
Mich., said the museum was a
blessing.
"Quilting's always been grandma's little hobby," she said. "Now
people will see it's an art. There's

Lions Club Sale

Grouping leads to
discrimination
within schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional investigators say about
10 percent of the nation's middle
schools may have placed minority
students in 16w -ability groups "in
a possibly discriminatory manner."
Lawrence Thompson of the General Accounting Office told a
Senate panel Thursday that Education Department data show a disproportionate number of minority
students in some classes in more
than half of the nation's school
districts.
About 1,700 schools covering
grades six through eight may have
grouped students in the low-ability
classes on a possibly discriminatory basis between 1983 and 1989,
Thompson told the Senate Labor
and Human Resources Committee.
Thompson said the department's
Office of Civil Rights took little
action to correct the problems,
which he said "resegregated" the
schools involved.
Michael Williams, head of the
department's Civil Rights Office,
told the committee that severe
funding problems had forced the
office to halt compliance reviews,
surveys and all other activities not
directly related to the processing of
complaints.

herbicides after they are applied to
fields. Separate studies are looking
at how herbicides get into rivers
and streams as well as ground
water, Goolsby said.
The study took samples from 81
sites in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont.
Virginia, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
Seventy to 80 percent of herbicide use occurs in the Midwest.
The highest concentrations were
in Illinois, Iowa. Indiana, Kansas
and Nebraska, although Minnesota
and Wisconsin were just behind
them. Goolsby said.
The studies on runoff to streams,
leaking into ground water and getting into the clouds, could prompt
the U.S. Agriculture Department to
recommend possible changes in
farming practices, Goolsby said.
Putting herbicides an inch into
the soil rather than laying them on
top would diminish evaporation
greatly, he said.
Goolsby said his findings show
higher concentrations of alachlor,
which is sold as Lasso. But there
were more incidents of atrazine.
which goes by trade names such as
Aatrex and Bicep. Researchers also
found breakdown products of atrazine and metolachlor, which goes
by the trade name of Dual.

.

FASHION • EXPC •
301N1JS • SALE
SATURDAY
ONLY!
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

% OFF
I
0
ALL MERCHANDISE ON
SALE IN OUR LADIES'
DEPARTMENTS
Includes stone jewelry 8 14Kt gold sale

EXAMPLE OF SAVINGS:
REGULAR PRICE

S19 00

SALE PRICE

12 99

YOUR FINAL COST
After addltoonai 1Q

7170
o

GREAT SAVINGS FOR THE FAMILY!
SUPER SATURDAY

SALE

AIRMAN 1ST CLASS DEN
NIS M. TIVRMOND has gra
duated from the airlift aircraf
maintenance specialist course a
Sheppard Air Force Base, Wichita
Texas.
He was taught aircraft maintenance fundamentals of repairing
and servicing aircraft with turbo
engines. Maintenance ;management
and documentation' were also
taught for assessing the aircraft
reAdiness capability.
His wife, Margaret, is the
daughter of Jim and Anna Gregory'
of 348 Friedman Ave., Paducah.
A 1985 graduate of Murray High
School, he is the son of Mike and
Donna Thurmond of 208 Irvan St..
Murray.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27TH
FOR WOMEN

FOR MEN

25% OFF

30% OFF

•ALL MISSES FRENCH NAVY &
CABIN CREEK SEPARATES
• ALL CASUAL TOPS & ALL
SHORTS FOR JUNIORS.
MISSES PETITES & WOMEN

25% OFF

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO

• ALL SUN & SUMMER DRESSES
FOR MISSES
• ALL FABRIC HANDBAGS
AND TOTES

NEED•
GARAGE?

• ALL SWIM WEAR FOR MISSES.
JUNIORS AND WOMEN

2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level Lot

$4325

Sizes Available
Free Estimates
CALL 502 6745530
Other

1991 JCPenney Company Inc

Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun 12.30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues -Wed 10-8
Thurs. & Fn. 9-8
Sat. 9-6. Sun. 1-5

• ALL MEN SAND YOUNG MEN S
SWIMWEAF? AND SHORTS
• OXFORD CLOTH
DRESS SHIRTS

FOR CHILDREN
25% OFF
•ALL SOCKS. UNDERWEAR AND
PAJAMAS FOR BOYS & GIRLS
0.1

JEWELRY

JEWELRY

40%"50% OFF

3OS 40% OFF

• 14KT GOLD CHAINS.
BRACELETS AND EARRINGS

Ross Insurance Agency

753-0489

•

The Murray Lions Club annual Light Bulb
and Broom Sale will be held Monday and Tuesd
ay, said
George karnasas, president of the club. Three types
light bulbs will be axailable for sale. Pre-packaged of brooms, two sizes of mops and a wide lariety of
light bulbs will be offered at $4.50 per box of six.
Brooms are priced at $6.50 for a kitchen
broom. $8 for a warehouse broom and $11 for a push broom
Lions will be going door to door on the two
.
evenings in an effort to contact each household. Order
s may
also be placed through order sheets left at
homes. Residents not contacted may call Hill
Electric at
753-9562 for home delkery. The local organization
is invoked in soeral local charities including eye
care,
assistance to diabetics, scholarships for local high
school students and other local causes.

• ALL STONE JEWELRY
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Traces of herbicides found in rain
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A
federal study of precipitation in 23
states. including Kentucky, has
found the broadest evidence yet
that farm herbicides are evaporating and returning to Earth in
rainfall.
Preliminary results of the
18-month study found traces of
weed-killing herbicides in rain,
according to Donald Goolsby, a
water quality specialist for the U.S.
Geological Survey.
The amounts detected were on
average below the health-advisory'
level for drinking water, although
in some of the smaller rainfalls, the
herbicide amounts were significantly higher, Goolsby said.
"There appears to be no cause
for alarm to human health," he
said. "But we are not looking at
the effects on plants and animals.
Maybe this will raise questions of
what the effect is on plants."
The rain samples averaged about
one-third of the federal drinking
water health -advisory limit, he
said.
Herbicides have traveled from
farmland to as far as Isle Royale in
Lake Superior. according to the
study which was released last week
at a meeting of the American
Chemical Society.
The study, which will be completed in September, is part of an
investigation on what happens to
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a lot more to it than sitting in your
rocking chair stitching."
Many quitters now use sewing
machines, others work only by.
hand. Fabrics range from burlap to
silk and brocade. Colors cross the
spectrum. and designs include large
blocks of color and illustrations
crafted in minute detail.
Barbara Howell of North Wales
Visited the museum and show as
part of a quitters' tout of the
United States. The quilts were
inspiring, she said.
"I'm full up to here with new
ideas," Ms. Howell said. gesturing
with one hand above her head.
Helen Squire. who writes books
and a magazine column for quilters, said quilting is popular across
the United States and much of the
There are two smaller quilt
museums in the country. and
dozens of quilt shows, she said.
The majority of U.S. quilters arc
women ages 30 to 50. although
there arc some talented male quilters. said Ms. Squire of Demarest.
N.J.
"There's almost the same proportion of qi,illers in city areas as in
rural, areas, and they're spread
evenly from East Coast to We:
Coast." she said.
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Chestnut Hills • Murray

Jewelry available only at JCP•nney stores rnth Fn.
* Jewelry
departments &electron may very by store Some rnerchandr
se
may not be roulade at every store "a.' new .s not avertable
at
your nearest JCRenney store, we wrIl gladly ordw for
y0...

Regular prices appearing in the ad are offering
prices only
Sales may or rnay not have been mode at rower prices

Sae prices erfectwe April 27th Percentages off
represent savings on regular Orw-R. or On9lnli
Onces
Intermediate markdowns may MVO been taken on original
prices Reductions or original priced merchandee effective
until stock a depieted AA sales exclude JCPenney
Smart Values.

Office Phone
759 1400

Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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Letters to the editor

Murray School Board credits
volunteers as key to success
Dear Editor:
When we discuss the reasons for living in Murray with
those who are
considering making this their home we always emphasize
that Murray is a
"wonderful place to rear children."
Why is that true? It has a low crime rate, a first-rate University
, extensive recreational, cultural and spiritual activities for any intere
st, and
superior health care. While all of these are important, we usual
ly find that
parents most often express interest in what kind of education
their children are going to receive.
One of the primary emphases of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act
passed by last year's legislature was the encouragement
of parental
involvement in schools. It makes sense that a school syste
m will respond
to the interest and involvement of the community and the
parents. We
realla get the product that we as parents and community are
willing to
help create and demand.
This year in the Murray School System over 300 parents
and communita leaders volunteered their time to make Robertson, Carte
r, Murray
Middle and Murray High better schools for our young citize
ns. That may
help to explain wha these schools produce the outstanding
students they
produce scar after year.
The Merray Board of Education wishes to thank all of those
who have
volunteerea to work in classrooms. committees and as busin
ess partners
this sehool aear. Because of you we will continue to be the
best place in
Kentuaky to "rear children."
Tee alarraa Board of Education
\ \and:- Dons Cella, Dr. Hollis Clark, Sid Easley and Van
Have•se

West View director thanks
many volunteers for service
s „s. of Apr.. 21-2" Is set aside as National Volunteer Week
and
a pe7te,t time for me to express my thanks and gratitude to
the
many
volunteers at West View Nursing Home. With a resident popul
ation of
174, 11 Is often a very difficult task to meet all of
their needs. Our volunteers help fill an gaps and also to enhance our existing
programs.
Some eaamples include volunteers that visit in the rooms
of selected
residents to read. just "chat," write letters. etc. Also inclu
Adopt:a-Grandparent groups. Others come weekly to bring ded is our
programs of
Bre.e studs. music, church and bingo. We have some very
special people
vane., :- ec.1 some of our residents during the noon meal.
Some decorate our
7. •
Groups of church women have mended our blankets.
maaa
s',.`7CS and special projects such as wheelchair scat belts.
held a volanteer reception on April 23 to recognize and
" • 7 ,t
and concern. I feel this is a small. but
7ae.e, :nem for their kindness and concern for 0.-7

Tonkin Gulf: the true story
On Aug. 7, 1964, barely 72
hours after the famed "incident" in
the Tonkin Gulf, Congress reacted.
It adopted an historic resolution
authorizing President Johnson to go
to war in Vietnam. There were
doubts about the incident at the
time, hut with publication of an
astounding novel those doubts
today have been removed.
Most readers will remember the criteria
it may be Nk, described. The
neeful affair. Tensions between the work is
tight:a potted. The princiUnited States and North Vietnam pal chara
cter. Tu,'ker Montana. is
had been mounting rapidly. Then artful
ly drawn. 1 I:,271:
/4 IS a modicum
came word that North Vietnam had of sex
and a s.151 j'al of dialogue,
made a night attack on two U.S. thoug
h sometimes the se\ do‘ not
destroyers. At least three torpedoes fit
the dialogue. and when Oakes
reportedly had been fired. None of speak
s of hk lady love as "an
them reacted their targets. Capacadermc
sometimes the
of the two slaps reported "a dialo
gaa does no: fit the se‘. Never
coinesing picture." Something had
mind, lnee are Hniar cements
neeeeeed. What was it!
Now we know wien really hap- of t":'.e
Thk:
loef
pened. and we keow who was
of
fascination not as fiction, but as
responsible. It wa. William F.
Buckle\ Jr.. the author of "Tuck- barely concealed autobiography.
er's Las: Stand." In his latest book. Think about it. What do we really
aeblishea laal month by Random know of William F. Buckley' Jr.'?
House. Beckley confesses his cru- Only this much: born in 1925, gracial role. Lain; the code name of duated from Yale in 1950. founded
"Blackfora Oaaes." one of s,everal National Review in 1955. a syndinames Buealea has been known to cated columnist since 1962.
There emerges from "Tucker's
use. he stage-manag9d a fake
attack on the two destroyers. The Last Stand" a startling truth. Are
you ready? Bill Buckley has led
provided all the provoca- two
lives. Ostensibly he is Buckley
:
the e-esident required.
the public figure. Secretly he is not
"LON
Las: Stand" purports Buckley
but Blackie. top agent of
be a rove!, and ha- certain
the CIA

The Reagan book that won't sell out

:5

F. -

.e the communita who might like to volunteer but
1 have prepared a -check list:
play bingo with around 15 residents on the second
each month'.
'Boo•
Tea Leo. socks. kleenex, clip earrings. behble e:h.
Freedent gum, etc.)
'Sew :ea op seeeeas with ties, large bibs, other mend
ing)
•aases
•ao7-7, -7a reeeents. lust to visit and fill them in
on current
-%S. reading. writing letters. etzei
.:7a77•
music. dance or displays)
•
seceethe
-7 a month to work with seven or eight residents
so-nie
•
7"::w bout Scout groups school classes. 4-H clubs
d include visits, sending cards for special
•N1
717,:ay parties (would a club or churCh group like
to sponsor a
eth.,:y 7
for the t'esideeta who have birthdays in that month. for one
.

•

'

•(lae.tas a7 .e: some of the men to play cards. checkers or just
>7.
a small group of men residents)
,
•Ccerese- ,roteeee w7.:e letters to some of our residents
who have no
•Fee_
s is a seeeial program which includes training A (ery
impeoae: 7,2.ed a: noon meal or 5 77, meal) •
If aea of the areas listed interest you. please call West View for
fenther
.nforreatiee aed/or scheduling.
Again, on behalf of the residents and staff of West View.
it me extend
oa- ,o,ey f'aittfal and dedicated volunteers our hear.felt thank
sll! You
exe -et- lifa the volunteer motto. "Volunteers. the firs: to :end a heap:- hate the last to turn away."
Y
aci:v its director
Home
.a
S.lrah. P.O. tBox 1909. Murray

Civitan Club thanks helpful
supporters of awareness week
Dear Editor:
First. Murra vy
• eths eorigratulate Walt Apperson on recei
ving the
.e.-deserved ha:7: :7 of 1990 Citizen of the
Year.
r. gii;r: :he Murray Civit
an Club wishes to use The Murray Ledger
&
Times to thank people and organizations that
are continuously helpful to
Civil:24 and others.
During the Civitan Awareness Week April
were extreme!‘, helpfel: they include: Marth 14-20, a variety of groups
a Ails at The Bookmark. Harold lv1eReanoids at G. en and Austin; Mrs.
Shropshire at Brights: Universey Bree.,h Bank of Murray; radio statio
ns WNBS. WKMS. WSJP; local
eable, TV Charnel
and WCSD Channel 28 and The Murray Ledge
r&
Tanc.s.
Tnc Marra Civitarts are deeply grateful to
all these for helping them
stress the 71st birthday of Civitan Intern
ational.
Isn't it great to live in the Murray Communit
y?
Wayne Williams
For the Murray Civitan Club
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The illusion has been maintained summer of 1964,
supposedly this
in part by the use of a double. Such urban
e sophisticate, or as he might
a strategem is not unusual. We say,
this bon vivant, was sailing the
know, for example, that there are water
s
two Jesse Jacksons, for it is impos- some of Polynesia. Some handsible for one Jesse Jackson to be photo fellow in dark glasses was
graph
photographed at 10 o'clock with girl in Tahited with a grass-skirted
i, and the photo caption
the queen in London and for the said
it was Buckley. Now we may
same Jesse Jackson to be photo- say
with certainty that the real
graphed at 10:05 with the Pope in Buckl
ey, the secret Buckley. was
Rome. This happened two years operating
a motor launch in the
ago when the Jackson doubles team Gulf
of Tonkin.
mixed up their schedules and lost
We may now surmise that using•
in straight sets. But I digress.
Consider the sheer volume of CIA resources. Buckley' invented
Buckley's work, or as he might an electronic transmitter no larger
than a freckle. A friendly' dentist.
say. his oeuvre. We are asked to
who was in truth an agent of the
believe that one man could edit a
magazine, make speeches, produce CIA, in 1964 inserted the device
a TV show, play the harpsichord, into a filling in one of Lyndon
write 23 bOoks, sail the seven scas, Johnson's bicuspids. We have reaand maintain a voluminous corres- son to believe it wsa the second
pondence with the rich and famous. bicuspid on the left after passing a
It is too much. In fabricating a cov- canine, but this is not disclosed.
Buckley thus became privy to
er story' for the covert Buckley', the
agency' has overdone it. Clearly a Johnson's most private conversations. The transmitter remained in
look -alike is involved.
On examination, mysterious gaps place until it was dislodged by a
appear in the record. We have been chewy candy bar in August ,e
led to believe that Buckley' spends 1971.
every winter in Switzerland. and
The
we have seen a photograph that may public Buckley, of course.,
be
shows the author with what appears thing. expected to deny everyThis is the way of the CIA.
to he an Alp in the background. But
let me encourage every lover
But is it really Buckley? Is it really' of
conspiracy to read this engaging
an Alp'? It is hard to say.
and absorbing yarn. There is much
Again, we are told that Buckley' more here
than meets the reader''-.
is an inveterate yachtsman. In the eye.

Quick. who is Kitty Kelley?
An cesa question. By' now, just
abet CS ens
knows her name.
In less thee two weeks. her nasty
hookNrc Reagan has
7•7;,IL
'5,7:051.7. living

Although the hostages were
alive, there wasn't much Carter or
any president could have done to
get them out without running the
risk of getting them killed. One
rescue mission had failed
miserably.
-.27. one. yen() is
However, Carter had imeosea
Gary
trade sanctions and Iran was feeling the pinch on its military harde1C.7, ring
.-..7,es are it never
ware, so Carter hoped he coald eat
s 7:aaC1:74 tastes
his own deal for their re:ease.
what the\
And that, according to Sick.
what scared the Reagan can
If
ee' elotate because
Carter pulled off what they ne7v Ol)iit a!70at
ously called an "October Surpr:se
WI.,
n .1% Inf-- standing proudly in front of the
7:2.
TV cameras with the freed hoshe would suddonlaIn k
etfeetive. heroic. and -might win the
election after all.
I ,ffle?.
Sick's sources, who aren't a,
• •••
:tents
bunch of meter maids, said that's'
:77
vanen Reagan's political puppeteers
• But because there's r uning in it
matched the plot. Reagan's can-,.about 01' Kee Eyes 7e honest. paign manager was Willn
er, Caaey,
isn't. Frank the reto
bought a brilliant plot-hatcher from his
it?). it hasn't stirred evae. .01 perdays in military intelligerce, and
cent of the rne.aia interest that Kellater as head of Reagan's CIA.
lea's 'ta;-)ok has.
Reagan's running mate was, of
All Sick's book will do is pre- course, George
Bush. former head
sent powerfel eircernstantial evi- of the CIA. There
was no laeaof
dence the: Reagan was elected
experience in plot-hatching.
president in 1986 by Way of the
The deal inyolved Arab gofoulest dirty trick in our political
hetWeens and secret trips to meethisto7a.
And that wa7at sell one -tenth the
copies as somelhint that tells us
Nancy and Blae Eyes shared the
same pillow
in case you're interested.
arte ileassed Sick's appearances on
Paha, TV and Ted Koppel's show,
here's what he's sayieg and
avrettheIn e netseell. he saggest that
Reagan's carepaien team
• - a .eeret deal with the Ayatollah
K. 7
not to release the embassy noseeees in Iran until after the
:9V) C:L!;;I:on. That way, President
Carter couldn't take credit and reap
the political benefits. Instead, Carter would look like a hapless mope
and lose the election. And when
:he hostages were finally released
only 30 minutes after Reagan was
sworn in. Ron would look like the
tough guy hero.
As Sick tells it. the hostages
were the key to the electior,. This
couniry had been worked into a
frenzy by the nightly TV jolts of
chanting Iranian America-haters
outside of our embassy.
'N

n Spain and France. Israeli
. ....genee got in on it because
Israel didn't want to see Iran
b,:,orne so militarily' weak that it
,aalde't fight off Irate
So the deal was made. The ayatollah would hang onto the prisoner, until after the election was over
and Caner had been made to look
like a wimp. In return. the Reagan
administration would turn on the
weapons spigot for Iran.
This isn't some bizarre scenario
that just popped into a hungry writer's head. Sick was a career naval
officer who was or) the staff of the
National Security Council during
Carter's administration. He's an
expert in foreign relations, government snooping and sneaking, and
has a reputation for being an
extremely intelligent, skeptical.
systematic. probing thinker. And it
appears that he's done a thorough
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job of research.
He's talked to people who say
they' were a part of the deal or
knew of it: government intelligence
agents from this country. Israel and
France, international weapons merchants, cash handlers, and others
who live in the shadowy world of
intrigue that most of us know little
about.
As Sick says, for a long time he
didn't want to believe something
that cruel, sleazy and un-American
could happen. But after he heard
the story from enough sources, and
the pieces began to lock, he had to
believe it.
It's now being suggested that
Congress appoint a special commission of experts to sift through
the evidence.
I don't know if that's the best
way to market the story. If there
were hearings, they'd probably' be
shown on C-Span. And when
Sick's book comes out. it will be
reviewed by The Nation magazine.
No, if they want this story to hit
it big, they should think about
bringing in Kitty. Kelley' as Sick's
co-author. That way, they'll have a
shot at "Entertainment Tonight"
and Geraldo. And even if Sinatra
never had secret lunches with the
ayatollah, can he prove he didn't?
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Looking back
Ten years ago
Tv4enty years ago
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Calloway County High School
Nlemners of Murray Tennis
Murray" by James C. Williams.
superlatives are Kim Weatherford, Team who won
West Kentucky
Thirty years ago
Keith For. Debbie Stubblefield, Conference Team
Championship
The Civic Improvement AssociaBill Alexander, Marty McCuiston, are Alan
Spencer, Del Purcell. tion is again placing
tubs of flowJena Hoke, Freddie Vincent. Shelia
Timmy Shown and Mel Purcell.
ers in the downtown area this year,
Lilly, Kelly Rogers. Donna Swift,
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis has
according to Mrs, Hershel Corn.
Mike Jackson, Tammie Blakely, proclaimed
the week of April 26 to
project chairman.)
Shane Morton. Laura Brown, May 5 as "Clea
n-Up" Week in the
More than 10.000 books were
Shane Darnell. Ginger Compton, city of Murra
y.
checked out from Calloway County
Darvin Stom, Teresa Bell, Ben
Births reported include a girl to
Public Library and Bookmobile
Brumley. Debbie Ferguson, Danny
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Riley Jr., April
during the month of April, accor
Lamb. Lanesa Jones, Candy Mad- 18; a girl to Mr.
dand Mrs. L.D.
ing to Mrs. Esco Gunter, librarian,
dox and Marcia Cunningham.
Cook Jr., April 19; a boy to Mr.;
and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, bookmoWilliam Campbell of Ripley, and Mrs. Jerry Nanc
e
bile librarian.
Tenn., has been named as band Mr. and Mrs. Johnn and a boy to
y Adams. April
Dr. Ralph Tesse
director of Murray Independent 20; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James "Mental Healt neer talked about
School District.
h" at a meeting of
Ray' Wilkinson and a girl to Mr.
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Mrs. Nell J. Sexton Hahs and Mrs. Geral
d Brown, April 21. the Daughters
of the American
observed her 100th birthday on
"Nettie Klapp is proud of her
Revolution held at the home of
April 25.
azelias in front of her home," from
Mrs. W.P. Roberts.

India

Forty years ago
Pvt. Ted J. Barnett and Pvt.
Rupert Parks Jr. are completing
their basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Eldridge,
April 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan H. Hillman, April 19; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Washburn,
April 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis E. Jones, April 21; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. L.P. Hendon, April
22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Carson, April 24.
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Prof. Harry Sparks, professor of
education at Murray State College,
was speaker at a meeting of Henry
County Teachers Association held
at Buchanan School.
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray-Calloway County Preschool Screening will bc held Monday.
April 29, for Murray, and from Tuesday, May 7 through Thursday, May
9, for Calloway County. Screenings will be as follows: Monday, April 29,
Robertson Elementary, 8 to 11 a.m. and 2 to 5 p.m.; Tuesday. May 7, East
Elementary. 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.; Wednesday, May 8, Southwest Elementary, 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.; Thursday. May 9, North Elementary, 10 a.m. and
7 p.m. All children in Murray and Calloway County who are three or four
years old or any two year olds that will be three by Oct. 1, 1991. should
be screened at this time. Parents are asked to phone 753-4363 to register
for screening in Murray and 753-7059 to register for screening in Calloway County. For further information parents may contact the Murray
Independent or Calloway County Board of Education offices.

Special meeting Monday
'Turning Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21st Century' is the
theme of the various meetings being held throughout the state of Kentucky
this month. The local meeting will be Monday. April 29, at 7 p.m. at Murray
Middle School. This report, published by the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, recommends sweeping changes intg eh services offered for early adolescents, 10-15. The report encourges schools, families and communities
to
unite to transform educational opportunities for these young people The
public is invited to attend this meeting on Monday to learn about this report
and share suggestions about this age group. For more information con:act
Kentucky Department of Education, Curriculum and Staff Development,
1 -564-2672.

Alpha meeting changed
Alpha Department of Murray Woman s Club has changed its meeting from
Saturday, April 27. to Saturday. May 4, because of the many activiti
es
clanned this weekend. Members are asked to note the change from the
announcement made Thursday.

Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center. South 10th Street
Extended. Nla. field.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North 1,;71h
6-1 1
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
17,1-cL'762-:1 .18:1 .

Sing and Rejlite '91 Gospel

Third annual %%est Kentucky
Play ‘Arights • Festi‘al
n the Park
._
Palestine I nited

Jami Jo Haw and
Charles Dtt'llifne Driskill to

John Lyons Symposium on horse
training/7
LIVeNtOik Sh(V.• an,;
Ceh:L:r.

Marry

Colt League final sign-up x
a.m./Co.t League
Yard sale/Klaynr.ata Youth Group
of First Bapt;st Cha%hiS a.m.-12
noon/Murray Middle Schoot.

Oaks Brunch Saturday
Oaks Country Cub will have its kick-off brunch for Ladies Golf for the
1991 season on Saturday, April 27, at 9 a.m. at the club. Nancy Rogers and
Vicki Singleton, co-chairpersons for ladies golf, urge all lad/ members of the
club to attend to plan for the season of golf play.
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Tennis Kickoff Sunday
S

Murray Country Club will have its Tennis Kickoff for the summer season
on Sunday, April 28, from 5:30 to 6.30 p.m. at the club. This will be an
opportunity for all ladies to meet the new tennis director. Mark Whittaker,
and his assistants. Ladies will be signing ,up for morning tennis play. Al:
members are urged to attend this special kickoff.

Youth yard sale Saturday
The Klaymata Youth Group of First Baptist Church will
have a yard sale
on Saturday, April 27 from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at Murray
Middle School. Main
and Eighth Streets. All money received will go toward offsetti
ng the soct of
!he group's summer camp. Kitchen items, furniture and
other items will be
on sale

Girl Scout Core meeting Monday
Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Core meeting will be
Monday, April 29,
a- 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe
Street,
Seventh and North Eighth Streets. All members are urged between North
to attend, a Core
member said.
•

Colt League sign-up
011 League final sign-up and try outs will be Saturday, April 27, at 8 a m

at Dolt League Field at Murray-Calloway County Park.
In me event of rain,
the events will be rescheduled for Sunday, April
28, at 2 p.m. This is for
Persons born between Aug. 1, 1974 to July 31, 1976, with
the registration
fee being $30 For additional information contact
Joe Guptc-, 753-3231.
day, or 753-9733, night.

Girl Scout Camp Season
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council is accepting reserva
tions for the 1991 Girl
Sccut Summer Camp Season. Girls in the 2nd through
12th grades can participate in fun activities that will help them become more
self-reliant, develop
new friendships and practice skills they will use through
out their lives at
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro or Bear Creek Aquatic
Camp on Kentuciiy Lake. Buses are available to provide transportation
to both camps
Camp brochures are available at the local Girl Scout office.
From June 14
through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer sailing, canoein
g, swimming.
wind surfing, waterskiing, snorkeling, rock climbing and
more to _girls in
graces 5 through 12, and a 17-day session for girls enterin
g the 10th and
11th grades. Camp Pennyroyal's program runs
from June 16 through July
27. with seven-day sessions for girls entering
grades 2 through 11 in the

Kentucky Cancer Program will have its 10th year of
Indian Summer Camp
for children with cancer, June 10-15, at Camp
Burnamwood, Irvine. It will
feature several special events, in addition to the
usual camping and outdoor
activities. This is a non-profit program staffed by
professionals and trained
volunteers, funded through donations from
civic organizations, businesses
and individuals throughout Kentucky Although
this camp is made available
regardless of ability to pay, the expense for each
is approximately
$300. The only mandatory cost for each camper iscamper
a $5 registration fee A
total of 50 children will be accepted at
camp Contributors, volunteers or
others who wish to refer a child to camp may
contact Martha Hinton, Kentucky Cancer Program, Prof. Arts Bldg.,
4403,
2320 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. 42001, or call 1-442-1310.

Travis Wayne Lamb born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Lamb of Rt. 5, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Travis Wayne, weighing eight pounds five ounces measuri
,
ng 21 inches, born
on Thursday, March 21, at Murray-Callow County
ay
Hospital. A daughter is
Tanisha Forrest, 9 The mother is the former
Karen Saylors. Grandparents
are Carlee Saylors and Patricia Saylors, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs Richard
D. Lamb, Farmington. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. B.W Crowe,
Killen, Ala., Mrs. Irene Saylors, Jasper, Tenn.,
Mrs. Pauline Lamb, Farmington, and Martha and Leonard Hobbs,
New Mexico.
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Westside dedication on Sunday
Westside Baptist Church will
have its 'dedication service for its
new building at 300 South Johnny
Robertson Rd.. Murr,ay, on Sunday.
April 28, at 2 p.m.
Dr. Bill Whitaker. president of
Clear Creek Baptist Bible College,
Pineville, and former pastor of
First Baptist Church, Murray, will
be the i guest speaker.
An open house will follow the
service, according to the Rev.
Glynn NI. Orr. pastor, who invites
the public to attend.
Westside had its first worship
service in the new building on
March 3 of this year with a record
attendance of 354 in Sunday
School and .a near attendance of
500 for the worship service.
The mcmbershi now numbers
.445 with a Sunday School enrollment of 465 and an average attendance of 298 in Sunday School
during March.
The church. designed by the
architectural firm of Gingles and
Gingles. Nashville, Tenn., is
located on 10 acres. Construction
was by Cleaver Construction Company. of Murray..
In June of 1981, some 50 to 60
people met at Murray-Calloway
County Park to discuss the possibilities of organizing a new Southern Baptist 'work in the Murray
area. Regular worship services

were first held at Ellis Community
Center and it was there that the
name, Westside, was chosen.
The people later met at Lovett
Auditorium. Murray State University. and then. at Murray Middle
School where Don Farmer was
called as interim pastor. Later and
after organization as a church, Farmer was called as pastor.
In the fall of 1981, the congregation moved into the old Baptist
Student Union Building at 108
North 15th St.. and later purchased
that property from Kentucky Baptist Convention.
On Oct. 4, 1981, with the help
and support of Blood River Baptist
Association, and the mothering
church, First Baptist of Murray, the
Westside Baptist Church was formally organized with a charter
membership of 152.
Over the next three years under
the leadership of the Rev. Farmer.
the church grew to a membership
of 320. Rev. Farmer resigned in
December 1984.
The Rev. Glynn NI. Orr became
pastor of Westside in December
1985. In October 1986 the church
began having two Sunday morning
worship services to accommodate
the growing congregation.
It was at this time that the
church began to work on its plan to

build a new. building on the property- on Johnny Robertson Road. purchased previously by the church.
In 1988, the ,*Together . We
Build" fund-raising program led by
Stewardship Commission of Baptist
Sunday School Board was initiated
and 5246,899 was pledged to be
given over a three-year period.
"To this date, the givipg has
exceeded all expectations with over
5470.000 being given by the people
of Westside toward the building
program," the Rev. Orr said.

United Methodist
Clergy say influence •
helped them decide
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
survey finds that 70 percent of
United Methodist clergy say influence of others helped them decide
to enter the ordained ministry: but
12.4 percent of them say they are
reluctant to encourage others to
consider that vocation.
•

Alpha Department of Murray
%Voman's Club -to Ma\ 4.
Third annual %%est Kentucky
Play rights'
..Ta‘house in the Park.
1h;-o.7759-1752.
50's,60's Dance by Singles Organizational Society, 7::; 0
p.m.;13enton. Info/Pamela,
753-7638. Jeanne,
53-0224.
e‘ents include Alumni ant
Friends Banyactj 1:30 a.m.: Inauguration of Dr.' Ronald J.
Kurth/2:30 p.m.: Post-inaugural
reception:4 p.m.: Dance Theatre
Performance.7 p.m.: Inaugural
Bal1/9 p.m.-12 midnight.
AA and AI-Anon,'S p.rn./AiTierican
Leion
South Sixth and
N1aple. Streets.
Dance/8 p.m.-12 rn(..
-4rnEht,A1....rrav
Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth S!,..o,%:1 6-11 p.m.
Info1753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL events include Deer Up
Close/9:15 a.m., Hawks and ;
Owls/11:30 a.m.. Red Wolves/1
(Cont'd on page 7,

1, Gotta See It To Believe It!
Seven Seas
Sect,

Indian Summer Camp planned

Saturda, April 27
Spring Put Pourri of Arts/
Ca11ov.ay
m.-5 p.m.
(;opel Singing,T ;
Sprngs Baptist

Murray Woman's Club will have a special work day on Monday. April
29,
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Members and any other interested persons are
urged to be at the club house with cleaning tools, etc., to clean the club
house for the upcoming season.

The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a 50's/60's dance at Benton on Saturday. April 27, from 7:30 p.m. to 12 midnight. There will be all
kinds of music with a D.J. Admission cost will be $3 per person. All singles
are invited to drag out the old poodle skirt and blow the dust off for an evening of dancing. You do not have to be a member to attend any meeting or
function. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, 9r Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Methodist

p.m. before

Work day on Monday

Singles' event Saturday

CALENDAR
Friday, April 26
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SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

$3.99
. 641 N.

Chef k the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray s only Mobile Travel Guide Rated 12
Star) Restaurant.

Co

Ketou You

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Sale-f
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat 9-5:30
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Hay and Driskill wedding on May 11
I hc approaching marriage ill
Mi,'s Lino Jo Hay and Charles
Da\nk: Drkkill has been
anniruircd
Mis. 11a% is the daughter oi MN.
June Hay and the late James
A. Has ol Harrisburg. III.
Mr. Driskill is the son of the late
Charles Ausburn Driskill and
Winetta June Driskill of Grand
Rivers.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Harrisburg Township High School,
received her B.S. and M.S. degrees
from Murray State University. She
teaches at Murray State University
as an Animal Health Technologist
in the Department of Agriculture.
She is also employed at Murray
Animal Hospital.
The groom-elect, a graduate of
Livingston Central High School,
received his B.S. and M.S. degrees
from Murray State University and
his Ph.D. from Oklahoma State
University. He is an assistant professor in the Department of Agriculture teaching Agricultural
Engineering/Mechanization at Mur7ay State.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 11, at 7
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All Hends and relatives are
invited to atter.ii the wedding and
the reception. .

•••:'•

PAGE 5

We are pleased to announce that Tammy Torsak,
bride-elect of Russell Boyd,
has made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal registry.
Tammy and Russell will be
married June 8, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Bergen Matinee's
Sat. & Sun ONLY
Adult 3x Child 2"
Rent pwr movies•al the meta...!
1008 11•11e.tnut • 753-3:111
Open 11:am t., 10:pm
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Butler-Furr wedding planned May 18

Most popular
video sales and
rentals listed

\Ls. 1 in.: Denise Butler of
N.J.. and Guy HolTo,as, announce
I:s I ..! ':
the]r
and approaching
1 -..sr.c.e-e.c.c: is the daughter of
N1r and Mrs Da id S. Butler of.
RI; 4. ALhens. Texas.
.The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Furr of
!Murray.
Miss Butler is a 1987 graduate
of Athens High School and
attended Tyler Junior College and
Mary Hardin Baylor in Belton.
Texas. She is a flight attendant for
Continental Airlines, based in
New atk. N.J.
Mr. Furr is a 1980 graduate of
Murray High School. He received a
B A degree from Murray State
1..m‘ersity and a master's degree
!ror.-. :he L'iti‘ersity of Alabama at
13:r7.:ngham. He as a member of
Phi Beta Kappa.
He is the assistant men's basketcoach at Trinitv Valle Cornmun:ty Cohege. Athens, texas.
The eourie \A :11 be ;married
's. - prna: First
Bar:.st Chareh, Athens.
A reception
:olio% the cerc7.107.‘ a: Family Life Center.
Athens
A.1l
and re:a:,ves are
ted to a:tend the wedd.r.i.: and
'

By Associated Press

The following are the most
popular videos as they appear in
April 29th issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1991. Billboard
Publications. Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
VIDEO SALES
1."Ducktales the Movie" (Disney)
2 "Pretty Woman" (Touchstone)
3."The Little Mermaid" (Disney)
4 - Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol I" (Buena Vista)
5."Three Tenors in Concert'
(London)
6."Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol II" (Buena Vista)
7."Michael Jordan's Playground
(CBS)
8."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
The Movie" (Family)
9.- Voices that Care" (Warne'
Reprise)
10 -Peter Pan" (Disney)
11 "Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol II,
(Buena Vista)
A night of gospel singing will be Satu
12 "Driving Miss Daisy" (Warner)
rday. April 27 at Ferguson
Springs Baptist Church. located seen miles
13 "Richard Simmons. Sweatin' t:
east
of Hardin op High- the Oldie
say IR The singing will begin at
s" Onarneri
7 p.m.
14 -Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol. IV
being The Liberty Boys of Benton. pictu y+ith the featured groups
red. Canaan Quartet of Ban- (Buena Vista)
dana, and the Gloryroad Trase
lers of Pulaski. III. The public is
15 "Field of Dreams (MCA iny ited to this eYent. a church spok
Universal)
esman said.
16."Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol. V
(Buena Vista)
17 -Rocky & Bullwinkle: Vol. VI"
(Buena Vista)
18 Deser
I
t Storm The War Begins"
(Turn
er
819 "The Sound of Music" (Fox)
"
d)Schwarzkopf Biography''
(St2ra0n
VIDEO RENTALS
1 "Ghost" (Paramount)
"Presumed Innocent" (Warner
Bros
2
3."Pacific Heights" (Fox)
4 - Arachniphobia" (Hollywood)
5 "Flatliners" (RCA -Columbia)
6."Memphis Belle" (Warner)
7."Wild at Heart" (Media)
8 "Narrow Margin" (Live)
9 -Air America" (Live)
:White Palace" (MCA-Universal)
11."Henry and June" (MCA Universa1)
12 - Millers Crossing" (Fox)
13 "Die Hard 2 Die Harder" (CBS-OX?
10
14 Darkman" (MCA -Universal)
15 -Pump Up the Volume" (RCAColJmbia)
16 "Death Warrant (MGM-UA)
17 "Desperate Hours" (MGM-UA)
18 -Sbling
.Rivalry" (Nelson)
19.- Problem Child - (MCA Universal)
20 "Child's Play 2"(MCA-Universal)

Tina Denise Butler and
Guu Hollis Fur,. to marry

Toastmasters meeting will be Monday
the area governor of organization. This .meet
ing
oastmasters, International and her a:so be part
of the organizational
composed of members from meeting for a Leade
rship Toasta.. o‘er Kentacky will present a masters in
this area.
.:.,11:0n of the Toastmasters
Toastmasters International is a
. on Monda‘, April 29. a: non-profit educa
tional
7. on tnird floor of Cum.. ‘4h1;:h helps men and organization
women deveMarray State University.
:op skr.:s ir, communic
.sno oblization in attend- leadership.Toastmasters ation ar,d
is a v. ay to
, -nzram. However. all perYalaable skills that can benefit
•7. -::ong:ng to :he
perscr:ri h..s or her carc,m Th:s
zrot.ip being
can a:so be an asset to
are encouraged rtc ent:t.es
trtt.rte em.rloyees
'7 more about the :r. Ihe

Toastrnasters is a Cur d,:signed
to show rn,•:7,bers
to express
their
,r1:21 opinions
and de‘,::,, p. their l:.ader,h:p poten:h.70.:i.:7. an k.'7.„
h oro .agnly pro:essiona.•
The co': o:
rr.ernbershlp is norri.p.al.
Nearly thiree m.ff. ion pe,,;•
all ages and
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Give yourself a break. Open jars
of fruit .and vegetable baby food
instead of cooking and pureeing
fresh produce. Baby food is exactly
the right consistency for soups and
sauces and is lightly seasoned.
ready for your choice of flavorings
Creamy Carrot Soup
2 cups milk
4 teaspoons all-purpose flour
TAO 6-ounce jars junior carrct
baby food
LA. teaspoons instant chickcn
bouillon granules
teaspoon curry powder or /4
teaspoon dried dillweed
'A teaspoon onion salt
'A teaspoon pepper
In a medium saucepan sir
together milk and flour. Stir in carrot baby food, bouillon granul:s,
curry powder or dillweed, onion
salt and pepper. Cook and stir over
medium-high heat until thickered
and bubbly. Cook and stir I mimic
more. Makes 4 sen..ings.
Nutrition information per serving: 97 cal.. 5 g pro., 13 g carb., 3
g fat, 11 mg chol., 559 mg sodium.
U.S. RDA: 106 percent vii. A, 20
percent riboflavin, 19 percent
calcium.
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c are pleased to
MUT that Valerie
(moor, bride-elect of
Ricky Hargrove, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Valerie and Ricky
will he married May 4,
/99/.

•
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BeHir Homes Magazine Food Editor
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t.':eory at Belmont
coordinator
:•, pee. program and
prepa7.1.. )7'; department.
1-exas, the count: wh:le stadewnts at Baylor
Mr. F. rd. a graduate of
South:rn Baptist Semiwas minister of
• ,everal ;ears
.
, having last
i-irst
Nashville.
rece.'.....d her master's
• 7.4no : erflormance from
Nashville.
\
arid M•, Ford have two
:•:n and tw .;:randchildren.
Littlef.d. minister of
in.arch, Murray,
_
to hear this speL-i-7, h‘ Mr an‘i Mrs. Ford.
tere 'heis

a.m. z
and
p.m./1

Natio!
today

Creamy Carrot
Soup recipe
is released

Dauid and Linda Ford

p.m.,
Hike
Plane
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National Scouting Museum/closed
today for Easter.

(Sue:ert(Bueiund
irtles
irne'

Brass Choir Concert/3
p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission free.
Singles Organizational
Society/1:30 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to carpool to Playhouse
in Park production. Info/Pamela.
753-7638. Jeanne, 753-0224.
Third Annual West Kentuck
Playwrights' Festival':
p.m./Playhouse in the park.

Alma Kent and Geraldine Randall

Utah couple serving
for Latter-Day Saints

sity for 33 years. He has been
active in the scouting and church
programs. During the Korean conAt a time when the 60-and-older
flict he served two years in the
set looks forward to hobbies, travel
Army. leaving a wife and twin
and sitting in the sun. a small army
babies at home. During World War
of retired individuals is going back
II he served in the Navy.
to work.
Their hobbies include reading,
They support themselves, pick- gardening, serving others and gening up the tab on all eral fix-it activities.
expenses...their pay is personal
Married couples serve together
satisfaction. Their "leisurely" scheas a team, usually living in circumdule begins at 6 a.m. and often
stances less comfortable than at
goes far into the night.
home. Elder Randall will serve as
Final plans for the wedding of
Many older Latter-Day Saints
Branch President of the Murray
Julie
Cathryn Christopher, daughter
like Elder Alma Kent Randall and
Branch of the Church of Jesus
Sister Geraldine Randall of Layton. Christ of Latter-Day Saints. They of Maurice Christopher and the late
Utah, volunteer 12 or 18 months of plan and conduct meetings, teach Juletta Christopher, and William
their lives as missionaries for the
lessons, visit with people as they Martin Brown, son of Mrs. LuethChurch of Jesus Christ of Latterproclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ. ell Meacham and the George
Brown, have been completed.
Day Saints.
The older missionaries join
The vows will be said on SaturThey left three daughters. two 44,000 of their younger countersons and 20 grandchildren to come
parts who are serving throughout day. April 27, at 7 p.m. at First
to serve in the Murray area..
the world. Their two basic tools are United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham will
Sister Randall's profession has the King James version of the
officiate. Music will be by Maxine
been "homemaker" and she has Bible and the Book of Mormon
. Clark. organist, and Margaret
been active in civic and church
which is another testament of Jesus
Boone and Angela Fuqua, soloists.
activities.
Christ containing His visit to His
Mrs. Camille Little of Hey-worth,
Elder Randall retired recently as other sheep on the America
n
and Mrs. Ellis Christopher of
Dean of the School of Technology continent.
Murray, sister and sister-in-law
at Weber State University, Ogden,
For more information persons respectiv
ely of the bride-elect, will
Utah. He had been with the univer- may call 753-4537.
be matrons of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Susan Little,
St. Louis, Mo., Sharon Little and
Sarah Little, Kansas City, Mo.,
Shannon Chrisopher, Washington,
D.C., and Kelsey Christopher,
Murray, all nieces of the brideBOSTON
1-17,=strual syndrome may he the result of a c‘clic
elect, and Judith Alexander, Green:nood disorder Ina:
wich, Conn., sister of the groomwitn. bat not caused h‘. the menstrual
a
elect.
The studs.
Apri
Junior bridesmaids will be Carissie ii \ew England Journal ot Medicine.
as PMS also ma' he :riggered by as-set unidentified
roll Lane Christopher and Courtney
changes related to
reproduction and hormones. not just hormone level changes that occur
Christopher, Murray, nieces of the
during a woman's premenstrual phase.
bride-elect. Flower girls will be
The new research helps explain why using hormone therapy is ineffective in treating PMS.,
The study was conducted by researchers at the National Institute of
Mental Health and the National Institute of Child Health and Develop
ment in Bethesda. Md.
An estimated 5 percent of American women are affected by PMS and
experience behavioral, emotional and physical symptoms severe enough
Murray-Calloway County Hospito affect their work and social lives.
tal has released the dismissals and
Symptoms include sadness. irritability, anger. tension, loss of energy
one expiration for Thursday. April
and changes in appetite and sleeping patterns.
25. No newborn admissions were
The new findings match previous studies showing that therapy with the
listed.
hormone progesterone is ineffective. Although progesterone is not
Dismissals
approved by the Food and Drug Administration for treatment of PMS,
Ed Michael Thurmond. 208 rvan,
many doctors prescribe it to correct a possible abnormality in the premenMurray, Mrs Caroline Martin. Rt. 7.
strual phase.
Box 58, Benton:
"There appears to be no physiologic rationale for the use of progesterWilliam McCutston, Box 167, New
Concord, Miss Tera Lea Todd, 1608
one therapy in PMS,— said David R. Rubinow, one of the researchers.
Oakhill, Dr., Murray; Joe Hutson, Box
In the study. researchers altered the timing of menstrual cycles in
572, Murray,
women with PN1S.
Robert Bushhart, Rt. 2, Box 6, MayBut they found that symptoms continued to occur at the same regular
field; Mrs. Faustine Elkins, 1504 Sycamonthly intervals, despite elimination of usual hormone changes in the
more St., Murray:
Charles Eldridge, Rt. 8, Box 1155,
premenstrual phase.
By JEROME HAINSWORTH

Latter-Day Saints Church Writer
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Reception for Library Director
Ben M. Graves/3 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Spring Pot Pourri/1-5
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Tennis Kickoff/5:30 p.m./Murray
Country Club.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
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LBL events include Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m.. Snakes
Alive/12:30 p.m., Red Wolves/I:30
p.m.. Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m..
Attracting Hummingbirds/3 p.m..
WNC, Planetarium Show/12 noon.
2 and 3 p.m./GPVC, Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m..
Sheep Shearing and Wool
Working/I - 4
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

NEW YORK (AP) — There
apparently is a lot of truth in the
long -held belief that women
squeeze their feet into too-tight
shoes.
At a recent meeting of orthopedists in Anaheim, Calif., it was
reported that almost nine in 10
women wear shoes smaller than
their feet — and 80 percent of
them suffer pain and disabling foot
problems as a result.
The survey of 356 women ages
20-60 was conducted by the
women's footwear committee of
the American Orthopaedic Foot and
Atkle Society. Each subject, some
complaining of foot problems,
some not. was evaluated by an
orthopedic surgeon.
The study found that 88 percent
of the women wore shoes smaller
than their feet. Seventy-five percent said they had not had their
feet measured for more than five
years. even though 60 percent felt
that their shoe size had increased
since they were 20.
The most common disorder in
the study was displacement of the
big toe. 71 percent.
Among recommendations from
the committee: Have your feet
measured at least every two years,
try on shoes at the end of the day
A7hen feet are largest. and fit shoes
to the weight-bearing foot.

•••

LONDON (AP) -- A black cotton polka-dot swimsuit v.orn by
Marilyn Monroe to publicize the
1954 move "There's No Business
Like Show Business" fetched
$22400 at a pop memorabilia auction Thursday.
The swimsuit and matching
white cotton cover-up were purchased by collector David Gainsborough Roberts. 47. at a Christic's
auction.
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Mollie Nell Morgan and
Jon L. Driver to marrv

Christopher-Brown wedding Saturday

Thursday hospital
report is released

Murray; Dr. Joyce Hughes and baby
boy, 1543 Oxford Dr Murray
Expiration
Cecil Davis, Rt 1, Box 81. Dukedom. Tenn.

PROM 9
1 1
Over 150 Styles in stock to choose fr
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Register for Wind Surfer to be given away.

r.

it

Monroe swimsuit
sells for $22,400

e (,•
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Holly Fuqua and Blair Darn,:::.
George Brown, Oran4e Park.
Fla., brother of the gro6rn-cle;:t.
will be best man.
Groomsmen will he
Cook. Cadiz. uncle of the groomelect. Billy Cook. Fort CampbeTh
cousin of the groom -clue:. bhn
Alexander. Greenwich, Conn..
brother-in-law of the groom-elec.:.
Ron Chris:npher, NErrav, rrther

I.R.A.
80110

Eabliryt

a biy,rib
tvlan's Wear & Tuxedos

Jr. & MIssle Apparel

(11.rnpn Plata. Murray; S•nollitaie Plata.
Renton; ‘1140-torld Plaza. VII•yfteld

VI I. 4 • rn
',II

15'

Pepperoni

9 an, t•pm

p

sun Icpm

P12
2,A
$c99
ear • Tax

- WO
'

18Party

12 Months)

$Q99
V • Tax

Ky Farm Bureau
(A+
7534703

"Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town"

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS

ot:Ncor0
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various iunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 29 to
May 3 have been released by Joanna Adams and Margot McIntosh.
food service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus. subjectito occasiona
change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
f
Monday - scrambled egg and tcasr
Tuesday - cinnamon roll, Wednesday
- sausage on biscuit. Thursday donut; Friday - ham and cheese biscuit Milk, juice. cereal and toast are
available daily
Lunch
Monday - burrioes•chiti. hamburger, Tuesday - sack lunch - tarn and
cheese, hot dog: Wednesday - fried
chicken, Sloppy Joe sandwich: Thursday - pizza. tuna salld sandwich, Friday - taco salad, hot fiam and cheese
Peanut butterjeily sandwich. grilled
cheese, fruits vegetables, fries,
desserts, milk and fruit drink are available daily
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - biscuit witutter and jelly,
Tuesday - scrambled egg toast and
hashbrown Wednesday - sausage on
biscuit: Thursday - cinnamon roll, Friday - chicken fritter on biscuit Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of juices
are available daily
Lunch
Monday • fish nuggets, cheeseburger, Tuesday - sack lunch - submarine, peanutbutterijelly sandwich. Wednesday - Mexican pizza, barbecue
sandwich, taco bar. Thursday - fried
chicken, hot harnicheese. saiad bar:
Friday - lasagna. turkey cheese pita
sandwich, pasta bar. Fruits vegetables, fries milk and fruit drinks are
available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - deli ham and cheese.
Tuesday - biscuit wiSausage gravy:
Wednesday - scrambled eggs, hash brown, toast. Thursday - cinnamon
roll; Friday - sausagetiscult. Breakfast bar, cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily
Lunch
Monday - fish nuggets, grilled
cheese sandwich, Tuesday - chili cas-

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ON CHESTNUT ST.
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Elementary breakfast
Monday - pancakes and syrup.
Tuesday - scrambled egges bacon,
toast and jelly, Wednesday - Poptart;
Thursday - scrambled eggs and bisCaiit. Friday - peach turnover Juice or
ault and milk are served each day
Robertson
Monday - hamburger. grilled
cheese: Tuesday - pizza. beef crispy
steak: Wednesday - turkey roast,
gravy. rolls, cremed potatoes, green
peas. fruit. Thursday - hamburger
taco salad: Friday - pizza, Chuckwagon Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily
Carter
Monday - hamburger. egg mac
tiger . Tuesday - pizza, Sloppy Joe
Wednesday - turkey w gravy, green
peas, baked apples homemade 'rolls,
fruit; Thursday - chef salad, ribbette.
Friday - sack lunch - ham and cheese
sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and milk
are availabie daily
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes wisyrL4.t, Tuesday - eggs vahashbrowns: Wednesday - apple turnover; Thursday scrambled eggs: Friday - donuts
Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit are
available daily
Murray Middle
Monday - crispito wicheese, creole
beef and rice: Tuesday - taco salad.
submarine sandwich Wednesday rnarzattl and cornbread, Chuckwagon;
Thursday - turkey and gravy, chicken
fried steak, Friday - chili dog, pimento
cheese sandwich .French fries, pizza,
choice of fruits and vegetables, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - enchilada sandwich with
cheese sauce, Tuesday - salad bar,
chicken pattie, Wednesday - spaghetti, grilled cheese sandwich, Thursday
• taco bar, Chuckwagon, Friday - chili
wisandwich, fish wicheese Pizza.
hamburgers. French fries, baked potatoes, nachos, soft bread pretzels.
choice of fruits and vegetables, milk
.and fruit drinks are available daily.

•

3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

Pier 1

.e

MURRAY CITY

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray. Ky.
Sizes Infant thru It

ANNUAL SPRING

•

t,.,r•ey c.;b sancleocr'. Wednesday - taco salad, hot ham and cheese
Thursday - turkeyidressing. chili dog
Friday - -lasagna. peanut butterijelly
sandwich Salad bar, hamburger
cheeseburger, pizza, fruits. vegetabies deli sandwiches, milk and fruit
a•.,-•s are available daily

Superior Rated ,

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Central Center iNon to Big BNews)
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

SIDEWALK SALE

nr,de-eiect. Butch Kranz.
and Jerry Stewart.
H.
Ray Parrott, Cadiz,
and Roger Huz.hes. Alvaton.
Ring hearer w, be Seth Darnell.
11 be Bnytani Darnell and !Vden Alexander.
ShaAn Darnell will direct the
wedding,
A reception will follow the ceremony at Murray Country Club.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

Study says PMS may not simply
Special survey says be caused by the menstrual cycle

most women wear
too-tight shoes

•

Miss Mollie Nell Morgan of
3117 Jackson St.. Paducah. and Jon
L. Driver of 5330 Clinton Rd. #2.
Paducah, announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morgan Jr. of
Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Morgan Sr. and Mrs.
Lillian Jett and the late Paul Jett.
The groom-elect is the son of
Ms. Marla M. Driver of Hazel and
the late Henry L. Driver.
He is the grandson of Mrs. A.H.
McLeod Sr. and the late Mr.
McLeod Sr. of Hazel and Mrs. R.J.
Driver and the late Mr. Driver of
South Hazel, Tenn.
Miss Morgan, a graduate of
Paducah Tilghman High School, is
a student majoring in political science at Murray State University.
Mr. Driver, a graduate of Calloway County High School, will
receive his Bachelor of Science
degree in chemistry and mathematics from Murray State University
in May.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. May 25, at
7:30 p.m. at Westminster Presbyterian Church, Broadway at 28th
Street, Paducah.
All friends and relative are
invited to attend.

p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m.,
Hike to Honker/3 p.m./WNC,
Planetarium Show/I2 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Sheep Shearing
and Wool Working/1-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
Sunday, April 28
Westside Baptist Church dedication service/2 p.m./reception
follows.

•A•

Morgan and Driver wedding May 25

Saturday, April 27
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Project Graduation seeking
donations for annual event
The members of the fund-raising
committee for the 1991 Project
Graduation under the direction of
Finance Chai•person Linda
Hokens, are currently seeking
donations for the annual event.
Implemented four years ago at Calloway County High School, Project_
Graduation is a nationwide program conducted with the cooperation fo the U.S. Department of
Transportation, the National Transportation Safety Board, and the
Kentucky State Police. The program is designed to eliminate the
needless loss of life in accidents
that follow graduation night parties
across the nation.
Locally.. parents. school personnel. and volunteers from the community sponsor an all night activity
for the graduating seniors coordinated by Karen Helm, Project Gra-

New equipment

duation Faculty Advisor. Held each
year at the high school, those
attending are encouraged to stay all
night by the prospect of winning
various prizes including a car to be
given away at the conclusion of the
event. According to Ms. Helm,
•••-Our goal is to have every graduating senior at Calloway County
High there all night. The prizes
we
offer are necessary as an incentive
for the students to attend. Project
Graduation is effective only if the
seniors participate."
Project Graduation depends
entirely on the generosity of the
community for support. If you
v.ould like to make a donation.
please send it to the Project Graduation. Calloway County High
School, 2108 College Farm Road.
Jo Mathis ileft) and Corinne McNutt (right)
Murr
'
ay, Ky.. 42071. This year's
addi
tion to the activities room in the hospital are shown with a new
event is scheduled for May 17.
Unit. The Auxiliary donated a %idcocassett 's Mental health Care
e recorder which is used
for educational purposes for the N111CU
staff and for patient education and entertainment.

Fewer women have state jobs

WASHINGTON (AP) — There
recent change in the state healt
are fewer women holding state
h
commissioner boosted that to 36
cabinet jobs. even though women
percent, he said.
comprise up to a third of the top
"In a sense, it's tragic that you
appointees for new Republican
have
to give awards to people for
governors, a survey shows.
doing something that's fundamenThe number of women heading
tally right." Carlson said at a news
key state agencies fell from 149 in
conf
erence.
.
1989 to 113 this year. or fewer
than one in five of the available
The survey said the declining
jobs. the National Women's Politinumber of women cabinet officers
cal Caucus said. In 1990. women
was due in part to the departure of
held 136 cabinet jobs.
several governors after the 1990
Five of the seven governors with
elections.
the best records for appointing
Seven governors only have one
women were Republicans. led by
woman in a cabinet-level job.
Arne Carlson of Minnesota. Three
including North Dakota. Kentucky
of those GOP governors. including
and Missouri. which have consisCarlson. were elected last fall. A
tently had among the poorest
fourth. Buddy Roemer of Louisiarecords in the survey.
na. recently switched parties.
After Carlson. the governors
"The good news is that appreciwith the best records were: Roemer
The Auxiliary provides 80 Lifeline home emer
ation of the abilities of women
and Wiriam Weld of Massagency response units in
leaders has become tot.), raa.t.parchusetts, 30 percent, John McKer- the Calloway County area. The units are installed by Ruth Eversmeyer deft) and Barbara Brandon riohr. Lifeline
tisan." said Sharon Rodine, presinan Jr. of Maine and John Engler
users who wear the
button like the one displayed here hy Eversmey
dent of the cai,e'as. which has conof Michigan. 29 percent. All are
er know that help k
ducted the sarvey since 1981.
Republicans. Weld arid Engler won just a push of the button away.
An independent, Lowell Weiaker
their first terms last fall.
of Connecta-at, ranks among the
Democrat Robert Casey of Pentop 10.
nsylvania was next with 28 perThe only
governor
Cent. Weicker and three Demo
ht.
(;ot(, .V.1)
crats
inaluded in :he s..r.,.:•••. Joan Finney
— Bruce King of New Mexico.
of Kansas.
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Annual Soil and Water
Stewardship Week set
Emphasizing everyone's role in
protecting soil and water resources
for future generations, the Calloway County Conservation District
is encouraging local churches.
organizations and individuals to
join the nationwide observance of
Soil and Water Stewardship Week,
April 28 — May 5, 1991.
The local district, who works
throughout the year on soil and
water conservation measures, is
providing literature that highlight
man's responsibility to be active
stewards of our nation's soil and
water resources.
Information and materials for the
1991 observance of Soil and Water
Stewardship Week has been provided to the local ministerial association and bulletins have been distributed to various churches. Bookmarks have been given to ahe
Calloway County Public Library
for distribution. Placemats emphasizing the observance of Soil Stewardship Week were given to several local restaurants for their use.
Albert Wilson. chairman of the

Calloway County Conservation
District, said that although farmers
know that good conservation practices help increase yields and
improve their profit potential. they
also know tha importance of passing on well -cared -for natural
resources for future food producers. "We could give our children
all the money in the world, but
it
would do them little good unle
ss
we also give them a productive
soil
on which to live,” said Wilson.
Since 1955, the National Association of Conservation Districts has
sponsored Soil and Water Stewardship Week, in cooperation with
nearly 3,000 local conservation districts, nationwide, as one way to
emphasize the importance of good
stewardship of basic soil and water
resources.
Further information on the 1991
theme, "As You Sow." may be
obtained by calling or visiting the
district office during busi
hours at the Bel Air Shopping ness
ter. Murray. Ky. 753-5151. Cen-

Higginson presents paper
at AERA annual meeting
Dr. Bonnie Higginson. assistant Canada,
Philippines, Scotland.
professor in the Department of South
Korea and the People's
Elementary' and Secondary Educa- Rupublic
of China.
tion at Murray State University,
In assessing their learning and
presented a paper at the recent
annual meeting of the American study strategies, she found differEducational Research Association ences among the students in areas
such as motivation, time managein Chicago.
ment, anxiety and attitude.
Titled "Learning and Study
Strategies of College Students in
A member of the faculty at MurSix Countries: A Quanititative and ray
State since 1988. Mrs. HigginQualitative Investigation." her pap- son
er was based on reports by teacher read earned the Ph.D. degree in
ing education at the University
education students from the U.S.. of
Georgia.

Sigma Xi Club to host
spring awards banquet
The Sigma Xi Club at Murray
State University will host its annual spring awards banquet at the
_Murray County Club from 6 to 9
p.m. Monday. April 29.
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the
College
Science at N1SU will
speak on "Sigma Xi — A Very
Present Role at N1SU." Dr. Boggess'speech is scheduled to begin
at 8 p.m. and the public is invited
to attend. according to Dr. Ken
Carstens. professor of sociology.
anthropology. and social work at
Murray State.
The banqUet will feature the rec-

of

ognition of 17 students from the
departmeht of biology, chemistry,
geosciences, physics and astronomy and psychology' who have
presented research papers at various professional meetings throughout the year. In addition, two staff
awards, one high school teacher
award and a faculty award will be
presented for outstanding support
of research recognition.
Sigma Xi is the national research
society of North America and
includes research scientists from
industry, eduCation and private
laboratories.

Times says it regrets profile
of recent alleged rape victim

common
•• r:$$$ need treat„• urinary block
Tat canter

$1 Over
FACTORY
INVOICE

NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Times said today it didn't Palm Beach. Rao estate. Smith,
intend to make readers think it was who has not been charged, has
,
challenging a woman's claim that denied the accusation.
The Times profile of herdetail-...-!triatigin I am she was
raped at the Kennedy famnit Health ily
ed.
among other things, the
estate in Florida when it pubi,
jOther
woma
n's past traffic offenses.
lished a proffile that named her.
pointed out she was an unwed
In
an
edito
r's note on page 3 of
- and admother and quoted a high school
• • let:eland. today's 'editions. The Times said
friend it did jriot identify' as saying
mention the April 17 story ''sh
ould have
expliailly asserted that nothing in she "had a little wild streak."
The profile also said she fre
the woman's knoan background
could resolve thc disputed testi- quented bars in Palm Beach and
mony about her er.ounter with Mr. described a reporter's peek in th,:.
window of her child's bedroom
Smith."
"The article drew no concliiThe Times regrets its failure to
include such a clear statement of sions about the truth of her complaint to the police," The Timos
the article's limits and intent," the
said. "But many readers inferred
newspaper said.
that its very publication, including
The newspaper also published on
page 14 a lengthy story on the her name and detailed biographical
debate the °Oval story inspired. material about her and her family,
The .TimeS was among several suggested that The Times was chal1111 S50 purcha
se
news organizations to' name the lenging her account."
sundav ()ids.
woman after the NBC Nightly
Today's story reported on a staff
News broadcast her identity and
meeting at which some Times
ve.
photograph .on April 16. Identify- reporters
and
ing her set off a debate over the original editors objected to
story's tone, the lack
whether the media should., shield of an acco
mpanying profile of
rape victims from public sCrutiny. Smith and
disclosure of the
The Associated Press has not woman's
name.
identified the .woman and only
Max Frankel, the newspaper's
identifies rape victims in extraor- executiv
e editor, said the criticism
dinary cases.
had created "serious problems"
The woman told police she was for The Time
s.
raped March 30 by William Ken"This is a cnsis because many
nedy Smith. the nephew of Sen. people feel
Both,
The Times betrayed its
Edward Kennedy. at the family's standards,"
he said.
Frait
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NASA confident
problem solved
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PALMDALE. Calif. (AP) —
With the theme to the movie
"2001: A Space Odyssey," thundering in the background, thousands cheered as NASA officials
rolled out Endeavour, the latest
addition to their space shuttle fleet.
The glistening, white shuttle —
5 stories high and built at a cost of
$1.8 billion — was unveiled at Air
Force Plant 42 on Thursday to a
crowd of admirers from NASA and
Rockwell International Corp., the
shuttle's builder.
Daniel Brandenstein will command Endeavour on its maiden
voyage in March 1992. a mission
to bolt a new rocket motor onto a
failed communications satellite.
Astronauts will also walk in space
during the mission to practice
space-station assembly techniques.
• Endeavour will be flown piggyback on a 747 next week to the
Kennedy Space Flight Center in
Florida where it returns the shuttle
fleet to a force of four orbiters,
joining Atlantis. Columbia and
Discovery. It replaces the ,shuttle
Challenger, which exploded shortly
after liftoff in 1986, killing all
seven astronauts on board.
As it was being rolled out Thursday. the shuttle Discovery was
bting prepared for launch from

Cape Canaveral.
Discovery is scheduled to lift off
on a military mission devoted to
"Star Wars research at 7:01 a.m.
EDT Sunday.
Although Endeavour is nearly
identical in appearance to the other
shuttles, it incorporates all the
improvements made after the Challenger explosion.
"We will never forget the Challenger tragedy, but we,have learned
and adjusted and persevered," said
Sam lacobellis, executive vice
president and chief executive officer .of Rockwell.

The following students from Calloway County High School were
winners in the Regional Foriegn
Language Festiva; held recently at
Murray State University .

New Clues to the Cause of Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome
Scientists may bea few stcpscloscr
to understanding whatcauses Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), the
unexpected and unexplained death of
an otherwise healthy infant. Currently, doctors know of no way to
predict an infant's susceptibility to
SIDS. However, two University of
Kentucky researcher, believe they have
found a clue which could lead to early
detection, and possibly a way to pre:,
vent this puzzling and mysterious
malady.
In an initial study, UK pathologist
John Hunsaktrand-neurochemist Larry
Sparks performed autopsies on 17
SIDS infants and 14 normal infants.
"We were look ing,for increased body
Or brain weight in the infants who had
died from SIDS," Sparks says. "Instead, we noticed !that the pineal
[pronounced pye-NEE-uhl] gland in
the SIDS victims was about 60%
smaller than in the normal babies."
Sparks explains that the pineal gland
is a small,conically shaped organ in
the brain. "It is believed to regulate
body temperature and secrete melatonin, a hormone which is linked to
REM sleep cycles." REM sleep is the
period of sleep when we dream and
our breathing becomes very deep. "If
a baby's pineal gland is not fully
developed, it may not produce mclatonin effectively," Sparks says.
'Without sufficient melatonin the child
may not be able to achieve this deeprespiration sleep." The resulting
reduction of oxygen availability during riOn -REM sleep may be a factor in
SIDS.
The two doctors have now performed autopsies on 50 SIDS babies
and 22 infants who died from known
causes. So far only four of the SIDS
victims have had a pineal gland whose
size fell within the range considered
to be normal.
Sparks and Hunsaker are also studying the possibility that an abnormal
functioning of the brain may cause
underdevelopment of the pineal gland.
. In a separate study, the researchers
have shown that there may be in-

Among the upgraded changes is
a drag parachute designed to
reduce loads on the landing gear
and brakes. The other shuttles are
scheduled to be fitted with similar
chutes.
Another improvement, is a series
of fuel modifications that will
allow it to stay in orbit for as long
as 28 days, twice as long as the
existing crafts.
Endeavour may be the last of the
stubby-winged space trucks.
Although a seven-shuttle fleet was
once envisioned, the Bush administration included no money for a
fifth shuttle in its 1992 budge:
proposal.

Corpus
Callosum

creased degeneration of neurons in
SIDS, therefore "slowing dawn," or
hindering, some of the functions the
brain performs. "One of these vital
functions is innervation of neurons,
which means the development of
correct communication between nerve
pathways in the brain," Sparks explains. The slowing down of innervation could be what causes the small
size of the pineal gland in SIDS babies. If this can be proved correct,the
presence of chemical markers for
neuronaPdegeneration could be used
as a signal that an infant is at risk for
SIDS.
One other way. Sparks and Hunsaker hope to tAe the size of the
pineal gland to diagnose SIDS-susceptible babies is through a project
with John Kirsch of UK's Magnetic
Resonance Imaging(MRI)unit. MRI
is a way of taking a picture of the
inside of the brain with a magnetic
field. The process is non-invasive,
which means it is done without injecting tracer dyes in the patient or
taking x-rays. "We want to take preautopsy MRI images of the pineal
gland in infants who have died from
SIDS," Sparks explains. "Then we
can compare the size shown by the
scanner with the actual size of the
organ when we do the forensic examination."
If the MRI is accurate in determining the gland's size, then it could be
used to examine live babies for signs
of an underdeveloped pineal gland.
Since this procedure does not involve
surgery and poses no real risk to the
infant, it could be a major breakthrough in predicting the likelihood
of crib death. "Once we determine
what factors contribute to SIDS,"
Sparks says, "then we can begin to
take steps to lessen or eliminate them
entirely."
Comments, suggestions or questions about"UK Science & You" may
be directed to the RGS Communications & Advancement Office,
University of Kentucky, Lexington,
KY 40506-0057.

LOS ANGELES ,AL
Ala,ka
Gov. Walter Hickel
co.nty
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn '.ho.'s
hands publicly to s• A satan Alaska-to-Ca''
line and to
the proje. a \Ad:snout.
-We shook hands on 25 year,
that the people of California vkould
have all the water they need for me
next 25 years," Hahn said Thursday after meeting with the vis.t..n.r:
governor.
Hailed by proponents as an
solt.:on to the state's r ,4`:: is
and assailed hy ern::es as tr..
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Safety the recall of the devices because of wood, lacks several safety features,
experts say that thousands of log; the low number that were including an on-off switch accessisplitters s9ld under the "Bark Bus- distributed.
ble to the operator. It also has no
ter" brand name should be
Four companies made Bark Bus- guard on the auger and no "dead
removed from service because they ters and about 8,000 were sold man" feature to stop the auger if
can injure and even kill users.
nationwide from 1977 through the operator loses control' of the
Bark Busters have been blamed
1988. They are no longer in , machine.
in the death of at least one person production.
CPSC did announce a Minnesota
and for injuries to at least four, the
The agency said owners should company's voluntary recall of
Consumer Products Safety Com- dismantle the machines.
about 100,000 bottles of charcoal
mission said.
CPSC said the log splitters, used lighter fluid because it's too
But CPSC said it did not order by some homeowners to cut fire- flammah
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CPSC warns against use of log splitter, recalls fluid
The company, LanTec of Litchfield, Minn.. is recalling the
32-ounce cans of its Eco-Lite charcoal lighter fluid.
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CCHS Foreign Language
students win at tourney

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) replace the sensor also fixed minor
— NASA counted down today tow- helium leaks in a plate between the
ard a Sunday morning liftoff of shuttle's orbiter and its external
Discovery after the crew of the fuel tank. An unusually large
"Star Wars" research mission got amount of helium was detected
in a few extra hours of training in a inside the engine compartment durspace shuttle simulator:
ing fueling, said NASA test direcThe countdown — the second tor Al Sorge.
one this week — began Thursday
"We're very comfortable with
after a new engine sensor was both repairs, and things are looking
installed and successfully tested.
good," Sofge said.
Discovery is scheduled to lift off
Meanwhile, mission commander
at 7:01 a.m. EDT Sunday. On
Michael Coats and three other
board will be seven astronauts and
astronauts spent several hours pracmore than S260 million worth of ticing ascents in the shuttle simulaDefense Department equipment.
tor at Johnson Space Center in
The first countdown was halted
Houston on Thursday.
less than six hours before TuesDuring their eight-day flight, the
day's scheduled liftoff after the
astronauts will collect information
sensor showed impossibly high
needed by the Strategic Defense
pressure readings for one of the Initiative office to denlop a spacethree main engines. Super-cold fuel based system for tracking and
was being pumped into Discovery's
destroying enemy missiles.
external tank when the sensor
A S94 million spacecraft will bei
malfunctioned.
placed in orbit to study shuttle
"We know now that it was the exhaust plumes and
chemicals
transducer (sensor) that caused the squirted into space. Officials of
the
problem," said Jerry Smelser, SDI program, better known as
manager of the space shuttle main "Star Wars," said such chemicals
engine project office. "The faulty
might be used as missile
transducer was affected by the cold camouflage.
(fuel) temperatures, a problem we
The spacecraft will be retrieved
haven't seen with transducers in after 36 hours in orbit and
placed
any of the previous 39 shuttle back in .the cargo bay for further
flights."
tests.
A bundle of electrical cables
A $160 million collection of five
attached to the sensor was replaced scientific instruments will analyze
as a precaution. •
the aurora borealis and other naturWorkers who went in to the al phenomena that can mask misshuttle's rear compartment to sile trails.

vation
amiers
pracs and
I. they
passatural
roduciildren
but it
unless
fe soil
lson.
ssocits has
ward.
with
n disay to
good
water
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Sunday, April 2Sth 2-4 p.m.
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We're More Than
Just Seafood.

2115 Edinborough

$143,000
Weekend Special

Any Day-Any Time Special

Prime Rib

Grilled Chicken Breast

$1299

$599

8 oz

Hr. 3 bath Like new home in Gatesh
,
t>ubdiviston

'Fake Wisoell to Hvvy 783,South to
South Pleasant Grose Church.
lake strong kit. 14 house on
richt
•,4 feet .4 pleasant •,,1111tt
..:ig in this like ricy, ..ontemporary
Includes 3 acre, wiektra a•.reag4;
available

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries, Salad and Roll
•
•
t.• •

••

/65 000

Sunday-Saturday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Olympic Plaza
753-6149

••••••

Overby Road - Only 1 1:2 miles
from Murray

4
.

Come & Check Out Our Other Daily Special

313R.2 bath bnek watt central heat & air Hwy 121
South to Overby Road, turn left. First house on
left

4k_o
ft.
- .:•-•%•,s-3- 77"
•Av.
•
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• ,
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c,b •ot•
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For further
information
call or
come by...

Spasious 3 Br, 2 bath home in Westiwood
Suhdivision 14: • 211/2 master bedhtom

Johnny Robertson Road

127,000
st no% on market, outstanding 3 liR, 3 bath
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page
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See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing

in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic 8 Die Cast Molds.
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

RUTHIE'S
IGarigUNIVERSITY GULF
Open 6 am - 8pm Mon -Sat
Sundays 8 a m -5 p m
Pive Points
Murr.31
'53-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

'NffEml

BAPTIST

-DISCOUNT PHARMACY

SAF

SINKING SPRING
M —.rig Worship
11 0(a rn
Worship
7 30 p rn
SPRING CREEK
Sunda. School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
:: 00 am
V‘ening Worship
6 45 p
nor
• 00 p fr,
'IT
.rship
I3Ci a in
.
rye..
:0 45 a rr.
...AN CREEK
:re Worship
11 IX a
orsPup
tSSyrr

ADVENTISTS

753 2411

CHARLIE'S

Communocate Before You Medocate - Ask CHAR
LIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
733-41175
Glendale At 1111fitsell (Across From
Lodger 6 Tilos)

JCPenney
753-1489 •"

A EsT F.,RK
Morni..g Worstup
Ii (Si rr.
sunclo, Evening
6 OP p
wecinrolav Evening 7 00 y rn

CATHOLIC

Mu-ay.

sT HENRYS
ATHOLIC CHURCH
500 p r^
9 00 • tr
LEOS
aTHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p en Stv8 00 • m Sunday
11 00 • m Sande,

•Certif,ed
•Custorn OrCierS
•Supplies
Pt

1

•••

-

.

CHRISTIAN

it.6..."•o•

.1-YST CHRISTLSN
`ir•
910 e
10 45 • a
N
▪
r
:' WSH II'
1,. V

WM:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

GW).

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

759-9995

(ONIPLINIEN

s'•
iu.'1
‘
,

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
RAY SAIWTS

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIS
T
oF LATTER DAY SAINTS
530 9 leth St
Sacrament Moo
10 aes
'....nday School
11.20 us
kref Sous* mid
Pgaoc
11.10 pm.

Compliments Of

INDEPENDENT

Belcher Oil Co.

• • i.41. .

403 L.P. Miller Rtil

1.

V

"..•
'.W.VE
'
RC H '.1 cliRl
',coon
9

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

COLD WATER
Worship
Sunday School

o
103k •
6 'Y.

::.
%Nora" p

S CAMPGROUNIt.
Worship Service
Is 00
Sunday School
9 45
DEXTER HARDIN UNIT
ED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship :1 CO• m 6
00 p m
! FIRST METHODIST
Wor.ship
10 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNIT
ED
Wormp Service
ii 90• m
Sunday School
10 00 a .Ti
GOSHEN METHODIST
churrr. Sc too
10 00• m
Worsrap Service
11 00 am
Evening Sr *or
4 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METH
ODIST
Sunday Scrtool
1100am
Worship
10 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 001 m
Morning Worship
:1 00w m
KIFtKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship.
II 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

'H'

HOLLAND DRUGS

V'

Eastside Court Squarer
• Down
15*. Cash Discount On Pres

criptions
•

M

753-1462

• .

NE.* CON(
9 50 • in &

Full Line • Full Service • Discount
Prices

• 44-4

6110NEY6

p
.
4•m

A i
.
Marr.•-g Sennor
Vv.
,
. 04 Service

950 •in
600 pm

A

'1.
4'• in

Ap

0 s 1, m
4TREET
A--r•rip
:0 45 • m
Aoret,y,
,f
6 01 v m
CI.ENDALL ROAD
(41t..1901 Of CHRIST
e.ryp
95.00
6.hic Study
1r.;
Evainig worslim
6 p.m.
Wed &hoc Study
7 pm.

OF MURRAY

FR ATER\ AI. ADA ANT AGE
Mt RR AY MOOSE
LODGE =2011

11 • m
10 am

LYNN GROVE"
Worship Service
6 44• m
Church School
10 46• m
MARTIN S CHAPEL LT4rr
ED
Moran* Service
9 10 a m
Sunday School
10 30• m

•

753-6656

804 Chestnut

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

Building Blocks /I Ready Mix
Concrete
East Main Street
753.3540

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
II I Nirrth 4th Thirrai, hi

GOLDEN Rtit..r

SIM/013,STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

NAZARENE
CABLE

Bel-Air
Center

V1.519N '3-5005

BIA IA)CK-COLEMAN

PENTECOSTAL

NItirrit

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School10-00 am
Worship
11 a.m & 6.30 pm
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
Worship
11 a ni &6
10 sm
p re
Saturday
7 pm

.

h..

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

West View Nursing Home

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights (
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship Servicell am 117pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2200 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
1011am 7 00 p m

with

1401 South 16th Street P 0 Box 165
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
502,753 1304

(Gulf;

'451
F MURRAY GULF

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
Ilam & 7prtl
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
'
Sunday School
10 • rn
Worship
11 a m
Wednesday
/7 in
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 pm
Worship
1030 •rn & 7 p m
Mtl£F117
OF
Morning Worship
. 11 a m
Evening Worship
4 p tri
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11am
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 00 • m
Worsh:p
11 a re & 7 p
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Sem / 1 OO7SOprn
• LAKE-DAM, APOS
TOLY
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00• r
600 p rr

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-U
P
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Q

759-4796

chrRit-i

900 Sycamore

of murray

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408
N 4th

753-6779

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall

PusinTnuim

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 4205
4 489-2126

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday Sehoo
930am
Worship
10 45• m
LIBERTY (II:MBERIAND
Sunday Schou*
10 00•at
Worship Service
1101) a or
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morn.ng Woranip
11 00 • m
Evening Worenip
700 pm
NORTH PLEASANT GROV
E
Sunday Schoo
945 • m
Worship Service
1100 am
OAK GROVE
Sunday Senora
10 00 • m
Worship
Service 11 00 •to & 7
00 p

Pig* wiggly
3PEN11011-FRI 24 HOURS A DAY. SAT 8 SlItt 7
A.11..110fIGrfT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

12th

Call In Orders 753 7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

CALL
YWAalY
Industri

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m.
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Shell

Serving Western Kentucky
And Western TenneSSee
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12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

i

507 N. 12th

•

Muti
II Cori
• Some year
epistle, Paul
E church in C
I- located but n,
He spent cigh
ing and streni
• He rightfully
. be a great
• proclaiming tl
. various parts
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that he was ar
through a d
rejoiced in the
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deliver for Hir
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consideration
merited favc
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an expression
before there c
peace on ma

Pasta • Sandwiches

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

(.4)
Arbgs

St. .1(
The Fifth 5,
celebrated wit
and 10:30 at
will preside a
Elizabeth Whi
Ted Vaughn.'
Henry Buchai
a.m.
East
Dr. Lynn M;
about 'What C
service and ;
When God Is

Pizza

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERV
ICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Dr. Greg
speak abot
Future" Witt
14:6-12 at
Bobby Malo
week. Steph,
music with L
as accompar
by SanctLar)
tion to Jcy'
Faithfulness'
of Nashville.
the Prograrr
tee Mr and
evening of w
p.m. Sunday
am., Missioi
Acteens at 4
'5 50 p m., Di
RAs and Sic
p.m and Po
Firs
The Rev.
pastor, will s
Wnat We We
Timothy 6.12
day service.
sing an anth.
Thee Are Spc
naus as choir
as organist. A
people. Confii
Pe held Chur,
a

753 6168

401 Olive

753-5142

South side
Shopping
Center

UICKPRINT

"Modern Technology for Today s Printing
Needs

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753-5312

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

Dr. Davi
speak abou
with scripti,
10:45 a.m
the music.
Heaven's E
Beth Ticknc
Van Meter,
der Molen,
ton, Metani
land, Ken
Nygaard, Di
Molen and C
will be at C.

753-6800

501 N 4th
1008 Chestnut
753-3314

The Rev.
am. and
School will
Beth(
The Rev
9-30 a.m. s
be at 10-31

Sun
BETHI
day
LLCH•APEL
,pSchool
10 00 a m
• in id 7 1 "

JEHOVAHS WITNESS
PJnitc Talk
930 •ra
Weuntooer Study
10 30 •m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30• m
2nd & 4th Sun Night 4 00 p
m
BROOK S CHAPEL UNIT
ED
,uriday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 00• m
lot & Sri Sun Night 7 00
p m

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Sup
plies
435-4415

LOCUST GROVE CHINCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a -Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
6 45• m
Morning Worship
10 et a m
Evening Worship
0 4 p
Wednesday Worerap
m

C KRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
S.inday School
9-30 am
Morning Worship
1030 •to
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENT
ER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
9,30•m
Worship •
1046 a.m
Wednesday
7 pm
AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Sunday School
10 am
Sunday Service
11 • m
Wednesday Service
7 p.m
759-9662

METRODIST

L
GO
FEED & SEED CO.

Morning Worship
ii Rio in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
WAYIKEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
Morning Service
11 0501 in
Pastor William J Pratt

Holy Eucharist 600 & 10.30 a.m
Church School
915 a m
Daiiy Evening Prayer 5 15 p to

I!

Open 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m.

STOREY S CHAPEL UNITE
I

EPISCOPAL

IMMANUEL LI -rHE RAN
,unday School &
Bible Class
9 30 a m
Worship
10 30 a m

753-5719

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a r
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITE
:
worsrUp
9 45 a r•
Sunday School
ii 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROV
E
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
6 00 p rn

LUTHERAN

1 —

TAYLOR SEED CO.
nn (Irritt' Firra(i

9 •m
6 pm
710 p.m.

IEROVIUI'S
WITNESSES

10 30 • nt
7 30 p
33 p m

Rat=

i

Morning
Evening
Wednesdey

e Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Scheel
10.00 • m
Morning WorelOp
11-00•m
MT CAR.MEL
Worship
10 ant
Sunday School
11 am
MT HEBRON
Worship
10• m
Sunday School
11 am

"
YO a

III

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
6 00 a m
Worship
10 00 a m
600pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL

.• .145. S EPISC01-• AL
.020 W Ma.r.

micsimun

Tench**

Hours: Tues & Thur
9:30 a.m to 4 p.m
&6:30 .m. to 10
m

HANTNT CHURCH
9 30 o rr
&
I..
- on-

Wo•,
-•

behirte Toyn

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

• .7"tRY BAPTIST
10 Co a rr.
A.,sr.ip
e
-. A .rsr.ip
6• y

vt

H 's S'00a^g C'• —

Carroll
Tire Inc.

Thornton Tile and Marble
Com
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Churches release information about Sunday's

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, April 28,
as follOwS:
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services

service Greg Mayall will direct the
and Andrea Scott will play a piano
music with April Mack and Susan ReyChildren's Church will be directed by
duet A special dedication service will
School with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
the pastor Acolytes will be Rachel
nolds as accompanists Richard
be at 2 p.m followed by an open
tendent will be at 10 a in
Lomax and Gunner Nance will sing
Hutson and Nathan Doyle Mary Alice
Mason's Chapel
house Sunday School will be at 9 30
Cherry Corner Baptist
Humphries will be in charge of the
solos at morning hour. Steve Todd and
United Methodist
a m and no evening service will be
The Rev Charles Anderson pastor,
Brooks Chapel
The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, will
nursery. Music director will be Robert
Loma Borders will sing solos and the
held
will speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m serUnited Methodist
speak about *God Was First' with
Todd Family will sing at evening hour,
Cochrum with Donna Parker and Pat
First United Methodist
vices
The Rev Bob Wiley will speak at 11
Sunda
y School will be at 10
scripture from I John 47-21 at 11 a.m.
Assisting will be the Rev Steve Todd,
Brunn as accompanists Sunday
The Rev Nowell Bingham, pastor
a m and Church Training at 5 p
a m and 6 p in services Sunday
service The Adult Choir will sing with
the Rev Randolph Allen, Rick Beam,
School with Ronnie Hutson as director
in
will
speak
School will be at 10 am
at 830 and 10 50 am serTemple Hill
Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt
Brent Evans. Calvin Todd, Max Dowwill be at 10 a m. and fellowship period
vices Acolytes will be Trey Green and
as
Bethel United Methodist
United Methodist
accom
dy, John Brittain, Anthony Manning,
panists Sunday School with
betwe
en
Sunda
y
Schoo
l
and
worshi
p.
Jerry Boyd. Randall Black will sing
The Rev Bob Wiley will speak at
The
Rev.
Kendr
ick Lewis, pastor,
Frank Coles as superintendent will be
Bob Tanner, David Lee and Michael
Kirksey United Methodist
*Savior Like A Shepherd Lead Us at
9 30 a m. service Sunday School will
will speak at 10 a.m service with Janat 10 am
Cutini Sunday School will be at 10
Chris Shelley, a representative of
8 30 The Chancel Choir with Kim
be at 10 30 am
na Hopkins as music director
a m and Junior Church at 11 a m
the Gideon's organization, will speak
Flint Baptist
Sunday
Black as director and Joan Bowker as
First Christian
School with Benny Herndon as super
Tom Mosley, a representative of
about at 11 a m service. Ron Pace
Glendale Road
organi
st will sing an anthem. 'Festival
Dr David C Roos. pastor, will
Gideons, will speak at 11 a in servic
intendent will be at 11 a in
will direct the music with Clarice NorsChurch of Christ
e
Hymn' at 10 30 Church School will be
speak about 'Promoted to Pure Gold'
and the Rev Thomas Rose, interi
John Dale, minister, will speak
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
wothy and Janice Hays as accomppm
at 9 45 a m and Reach-out Callers IV
with scripture from John 15 9-17 at
pastor
The
about 'So You're Graduating' with
Rev.
ists
Assist
.
at
6
ing
Samm
45
p
y
will
m
Cunni
service Music will
be Emily Collins.
ngham. pasat 5 p m.
10 45 a.m service Lee Kern will direct
tor. will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m
be directed by Bill Miller at 11 a.m.
Wanda Johnson, James Harrison and
scripture from Romans 13 7 at 9 a.m.
the music Jan Sykes will sing 'In
Elm Grove Baptist
and
servic
service and Glen Burse on 'Preserving
Darrin
Don
es
Pasch
Sunday School with Russell
all Sunday School will be
Chapman at 6.45 p m serThe Rev David Brasher, pastor, will
Heaven's Eyes Assisting will be Joe
Moss as superintendent will be
vice Gina Brandon and Karon JohnOur Nation's Greatest Asset' with
at 10 am. and no evening service will
at 10
speak at 11 a m and 645 p m serBeth Ticknor Barbara Pursley, Sarah
a.m.
scripture from Psalm 127 . 1-5 at 6 p.m
son will be accompanists. Paul Hopkbe held.
vices Music will be directed by Donald
Van Meter, Walt Apperson, Doug Vanins will be deacon of the week. Sunda
service. Jerry Bolls will direct the song
Christian Science
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
y
der Molen. Judy Eldredge, Jim ClopRusse
ll Chapel
service Assisting wilt be Joel Fisher,
School will be at 10 a in and DiscipleServices will be at 10 30 a.m SunSuiter as accompanists. Special music
ton, Melanie Dawson, Carmen GarUnited Methodist
Tommy Phillips, Tommy Carraway.
ship
day
Traini
and
ng with Edward Chapman
7:30 p.m each second Wedwill be at 11 a.m Sunday School with
land, Ken Evans, Mike Hicks, Nancy
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
Kelvin White, Johnny Bohannon,
as director at 6 p.m.
nesday. Reading Room will be open
Nygaard, David Roberts, June Vander
Dwayne Fulkerson as director will be
speak
at
9
45
a
m
servic
e
with
Michael Fulton, James Gibson, Dan
Red
from 12 noon to 3 p m on Wednesday
Sinking Spring Baptist
at 10 a.m. and Church Training with
Molen and Dan Wright. Sunday School
Woods as song leader and Dorot
Grimes, Louis Douthitt, Ron McNutt,
hy
The Rev. Glen Stewart will speak at
and Saturday
will be at 9 30 a m.
Brown
Bill
Outla
as
nd
as
direct
pianis
or and Junior and
t Sunday School will
11 a.m and 7 p.m services Michael
Jim Ragsdale, Bill Ed Hendon, Dudley
New Life
Youth Choirs at 6 p m
be at 10 45 am.
First Baptist
Burton and Bobby Galloway. Bible
Milby will direct the music with Laura
Christian Center
Dr Greg Earwood, pastor, will
New Providence-Baptist
Hazel Baptist
classes will be at 10 a m
Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as accom
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, wilt
The Rev Odell Colson, pastor, will
A representative of the Gideons will
speak aboLt 'Fear, Faith and the
panist
West
speak
s Sunday School will be at 10
Fork
at
11
a
Bapti
m
servic
st
e.
The
Rev
Future- with scripture from Joshua
speak at 11 a m service and the Rev
speak
at
11
a
in
and
6
p.m services
am
Youth Sunday will be celebrated at
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
146.12 at 10.45 am service Dr
Sunday Scnool will be at 10 a in
James T Garland. pastor, will speak
11 a.m service with Nathaniel Bazzell
praise and worship. Sunday School
Hardin Baptist
Bobby Malone will be deacon of the
at
6
30
p
m
service
Independence
'. Wallace Lassiter
bringing the morning message
The Rev Ricky Cunningham, paswill be at 930 a in The church is open
and
week. Stephen Littlefield will direct the
will
be deacon of the week Steve
United Methodist
Casey Nesbitt making announcetor, will speak at 8.30 and 1030 a in
for prayer at 9 a m.
music with Lisa Ray and Gina Scaggs
Smith will direct the music with Oneida
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
ments Alan Miller will direct the
and
6 p.m. services Max Lawrence
Kirks
ey
Bapti
st
music
as accompanists Special music will be
will speak at 11 a m service with
White and Gwyn Key as accompanwith Ashley Buch and Kaci Green as
will be song leader with Martha
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
Lou
by Sanckary Choir singing 'An InvitaRichard Dowdy as song leader and
ists Leslie Smith. Dwayne Barrow and
accompanists. Ushers will be Jesse
speak at 11 a in and 6.30 p m. serLawrence and Sheila Clark as accomtion to icy' and a duet. 'Great Is Thy
Patricia Lassiter as pianist Sunda
Steve
Smith
will
sing
Bazzel
y
'Stan
panist
vices
l,
ding
g
Patric
W
A Erwin will direct the music
On
Sunday School will be at 9.30
k Greer, Jeremy Darnell
Faithfulness' by David and Linda Ford
School with Howard Coy as superinThe Solid Rock' at morning service.
a.m
and Laramie Carson. The Rev. Lawwith Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
of Nasholle A special report will be by
Sunda
y
Schoo
l
with Joe B. Adams as
son Williamson, pastor, will speak at
as accompanists Sunday School with
the Programmming ', Facilities Commi6
director will be at 9:45 a.m and Discip.m. service Sunday Sunday with
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
tee Mr and Mrs Ford will present an
pleshi
p Training with Charles Overcast
Brian Smith as director and other
be at
10 a m and Children s Church at
am
evening of worship through music at 7
as director at 530 p.m.
11
youth as class teachers will be at 10
p m Sunday School will be at 9
30
South Pleasant Grove
a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
am , Mission Friends at 10 45 am
United Methodist
Immanuel Lutheran
Dr Robert Fariess, interim pastor
Acteens at 4 45 p m . YHouth Choir
An
old-fa
at
shioned, outdoor, camp
Student Sunday will be celebrated
will speak at 11 a m service with Re,
5 50 p m., Discipleship Training, GAs,
meeting worship service will be at
at 10 30 a.m worship service and this
Smith as song leader and Jimmy W
RAs and Sign Language Class at
10:45 a.m. This will feature singing,
6
year's graduates will be honored The
son as pianist Sunday School witp rr and Praise at B p m.
sharing, testimony and preaching. The
Rev Clarence Helmich, pastor, will
T C Hargrove as director will be at 11UFirst Presbyterian
Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will conduct
am
The Rev Thomas Schellingerhout.
speak about 'Love One Another,' with
the service, assisted by the Church
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
Murray Church of God
pastor, will speak about 'If Living
scripture from I John 318-24 The
Wantland of Eau Claire, Wis., a
Choir, directed by Truman Whitfield.
Is
Dale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
Newly consecrated Episcopal
Wnat We Want' with scripture from I
Choir, directed by Cathy Mallen with
Also assisting will be Tommy Gaines,
Semin
ole.
11
a.m. and 6 pm. services Sunday
Timothy 6 12 at 10 45 a m Youth SunBishop Steven Charleston of
Dr Larry Mallet as accompanist, will
Etill Phillips and Doug Grafton A dinThe
consecration preacher, the
Schoo
l
will
be
at
10
a.m
day service The Chancel Choir will
sing nt is Good to Sing Your Praises.'
Anchorage, a Choctaw Indian and
ner of beans, ham, cornbread, sandwiMurray Baptist Mission
Rev. Owanah Anderson. a Choctaw
sing an anthem, 'Glorious Things
Assist
ing
will
ches
be
and
Alice
deser
Witte,
nativ
t
will
organi
e
follow
of
of Oklahoma, is the second
st.
the service
The Rev Parvin Hall, pastor will
from Oklahoma and the denominaTnee Are Spoken' with Michael BuerJoe Johannsen. Gayne Nerney. Dale
Sunday School will be at 9 45 a m
American Indian to become an
speak at 2.45 p in service Bible
naus as choir director and Pat Bomb
Rotte
rman.
tion's officer for Native American
ERic
Schme
ckpeper. Pat
Grace Baptist
a
Study will be at 2 p in
Episcopal bishop in a 12-month
as organist Assisting will be the young
Kanachki and Dolly Lorenze. Sunday
The Rev Robert Johnson, pastor,
Ministries, told the new bishop of a
Ferguson springs Baptist
period.
people. Confirmation and baptism will
School and Bible Class will be at 9 30
will speak at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and
d.oce
se. half of whose communicThe
Rev
Darvi
n
Stom.
pastor
.
De held Church School will be at 9 30
am
His co-consecrators on March 23 ants
6 p.m. services James Kuykendall will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
are Alaska natives:
am
New Concord
be deacon of the week Kevin Rudicil
were
two other American Indian
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
-Yours is a challenge to reinforChurch of Christ
will direct the music with Dwane Jones
bishops. Bishop Steven T. PlumVivian Stom as accompanist Sunday
St. John's Episcopal
Bob Haley, minister will speak at
ce
and Susan Jones as accompanists.
The Fifth Sunday of Easter will
School will be at 10 a in
mer, a Navajo of Farmington. chasbridges that span the cultural
be
9 50 a in and 6 p m. services Bible
Ann
Rudici
l
will
m of a bicultural diocese. Honsing
at
8:30
and
Sherri
celebrated with the Holy Eucharist
Calvary Temple
N.M., himself consecrated in or
at 8
classes will be at 9 a m and 5 30 p m
Nance at 10:50 Sunday School will be
this cultural diversity but craft a
and 1030 am, Fr Andre Trevathan
The Rev E F Clere. pastor will
March 1990. and Bishop William C. model
Westside Baptist
at 9.45 a m., Deacons' meeting at 2
will preside and preach, assist
speak at 11 a.m and 6 30 p fr, serfor the whole church.ed by
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor. will
pm. and Adult Choir at 515 p.m
Elizabeth Whitmer, Pamela Rice and
vices
Sunda
y
Schoo
l
will
be
at
10
speak
about
'Home Improvements —
Lake-Land Apostolic
Ted Vaughn The adult forum with
am
Dr.
The Dynamic of the Spirit' with scripThe Rev_ James H. Cain, pastor.
Henry Buchanan continues at
Palestine United Methodist
9 30
ture from Ephesians 5:18-21 at 10-30
will
presen
t
a
lesso
n
entitl
ed 'Power
a.m.
The Rev. Calvin Clark pastor, will
a.m. service. Tommy Scott will direct
(Authority) of the Word' in the 10 a m
Eastwood Baptist
speak at 11 a m service. Stanley Dunthe music with Patsy Neale and Sherpreaching/teaching session. EvangeDr Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
can and Mary Conner will direct the
ma Scott as accompanists. The Adult
listic service will begin at 6 p.m.
about 'What Comes Next?' at 11 a.m.
music with Faye Childress as pianist
Choir will sing 'This Is Why I Want To
Memorial Baptist
service and about 'How To Know
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
Go,' Pat Bailey will sing 'We Shall
The
Rev.
Jim
Simmo
ns,
pastor, will
When God Is Calling You' at 6 p.m.
director will be at 10 a in.
Behold Him." and Julie Smotherman
speak at 10.50 a.m and 7 p m serPoplar Spring Baptist
vices. Assisting will be Bill Halford,
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
deacon 41 the week Curt Simmons,
speak. at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
minister of music, win direct the music.
Mark Hardison will direct the music
L--11
Jean Schweigert will sing at morning
Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
hour and Paul and Jan Sharp at at
By James H. Cain
By H.C. CHILES
direct
or will be at 10 a m. and Church
evening hour Sunday School will be at
,
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
9:40 a m. and Teachers meeting, Diswill be at 6 p m
Mutual Concern
comfort, encourage, and strengthen ciple Training, Preschool Choir, Music
Martin's Chapel
II Corinthians 1: 1-11
Maker
s,
Youn
mg
Music
ians
and Youth
others in their troubles. God wants to
United Methodist
Choir at 6 p.m
Some years before writing this open
up to us the treasures of His
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pasUniversity
epistle, Paul had established the
tor, will speak at 9.30 a.m. service.
grace in order that we may be able to
Church of Christ
church in Corinth, a strategically
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
Meet the needs of others.
Chad Hill will speak at 10 a.m. and
with Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sunday
located but notoriously wicked city.
I. The road to success is always under construction.
6 p.m. services. Bart Dawson will
III Fellow Sufferers
School will be at 10 30 a.m.
He spent eighteen months in stabilizdirect the song service. Assisting will
2.
Sending children to college educates parents. It teahces
II Corinthians 1: 5-7
Good Shepherd
them
be Cory Westerfield, Charley Bazzell,
ing and strengthening the work there.
how
to do without a lot of things.
Paul was writing to those who were Steve Perkin
United Methodist
s, Terry Carter, Steve
He rightfully expected that church to encou
3. Middle-age is when the things you bought w ith a lifeti
The pastor, the Rev. Thomas E.
ntering difficulties, opposition, Rowhuff, David Harrod, Joel Hand,
me
be a great missionary agency in trouble,
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. service.
guarantee begin to wear out.
and tribulation. Some of them Jerry Carter, Hampton Brooks, Larry
Diana
Tatloc
k
will
proclaiming the gospel to people from
the music with
4. The best way to lose a friend is to tell him something for
were suffering because of their devo- Strewn, Mike Caldwell, John Grave, Margaret Kennedydirect
his own
and Betty Poole as
various parts of the world.
Jim Lawson. Glen Gibbs and David
good.
tion to Christ and their loyalty to the Thomp
accompanists. Sunday School will be
son. Bible classes will be at 9
I. The Salutation
5. Those who can laugh at trouble must be having a delightful
at 10 am and UMYF at 5 pm.
Christian faith. We are strengthened a m and High
time
School and University
II Corinthians 1: 1-2
now
a days.
Coldw
ater
Bapti
st
and encouraged greatly by the blessed Youth will perform at 7 p.m. with a
Paul wrote this salutation insisting
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
6. We have to be within hearing distance to hear the voice of
social hour to follow
God.
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
that he was an apostle of Jesus Christ assurance that if we suffer with or for
7. Ggod housekeepers are hard to find these days-whether you'r
Him He will certainly compensate us
St. Leo Catholic
Bobby
e
Manning will direct the music
through a direct, divine call. He
hiring One or marrying one.
Masses will be at 6
Saturday
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
rejoiced in the fact that the risen Christ for it in His own way and time. and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8p.m
accompanists. Sunday School will be
p.m. Sunday
had saved, selected, and sent him to
with Fr. Larry McBride as pastor.
at 10 a.m.
IV Gratitude for Deliverance
Assisting will be Nathan Reed, Jason
deliver for Him an accredited message
Lynn Grove
II Corinthians 1: 811
Tidwell, Linda Shepa
Eldridge
United Methodist
to the people who needed it so much.
Paul told the Corinthians that he Haas, Carolyn Haas, rd,
Lynn Fromm,
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, will
Two words in his greeting merit our was called upon to pass
Victor Fromm, Louis Charette, Chris
speak at 9:30 a.m. service Judy Kelso
through
consideration -- grace, or God's un- terrible experience in Asia. What a
Buffington, Virginia Smart, Bob Garwill be organist Sunday School will be
his land,
Mike Stept
merited favor, abiding love, and exact trouble was we do not
Jane Blankenship,
at 10 30 am
know,but Cheryl Gressler,on,
John Mikulcik, Chris
Spring Creek Baptist
abounding power flowing full and
it tried his strength to the limit. To him
Woods, Art Cripps, Carl Woods, Max
The Rev Terry Powell, pastor, will
free to the undeserving, and peace, death appeared certain. It was
Canad
y, Matilde Canady, Don Burke,
to teach
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p.m. services.
which is related to grace as the effect him to look away from self, to
Art Cripps, Paulie Kurz, Paul Kurz, MilSunday School will be at 10 a.m.
lose all
lie Nann, Carol Doyle and Chantal
is related to the cause. There must be confidence in the flesh, and to
Coles Camp Ground
place
Weedman
an expression of grace on God's part all of his trust in God, Who Gover
United Methodist
ned
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis pastor,
before there can be an experience of the past, the present, and the future
The
Rev.
Allsop
Susan
.
-Atkinson,
will speak at 9 a m service with
peace on man's part.
As believers in Christ we have been
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
Donald Williams as song leader and
II The God of Comfort
with Dale Parker as lay assistant
delivered from the penalty of sin
Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunday

Rev. Owanah Anderson
second American Indian
named Episcopal Bishop

FROM THE
it/ z
PLATTER
PARSON'S
?"--- SCRAPBOOK

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

You Are Invited
To Attend A

II Corinthians 1: 3-4
God's comfort is inclusive. There is
not an experience in the life of a
Christian to which God is not equal.
God comforts us for a definite purpose, namely, that we may be able to

GOSPEL MEETING

that is an accomplished fact; we are
being delivered from the power of sin
-- this is a present experience; and we
shall be delivered from the presence
of sin -- when He takes us to be with
Him forever.

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

We're inviting yam!

Celebrates

Come to a special
Friendship Celebration
10:30 a.m.
Sunday, May 5

HERITAGE SUNDAY
APRIL 28
with an

yrtriz

OLD FASHION OUTDOOR
WORSHIP SERVICE
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.

Immanuel Lutheran Church

Bring your lawn chairs and enjoy the old
hymns of the church and worship in the trad
ition of the Methodist Camp meeting. Dinner
on
the grounds will follow the worship service.
Hwy 783 One mile north of Crossland

15th & Main
Murray
753-6712
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APRIL 28 - MAY 1
' SUNDAY BIBLE CLASSES 9 a.m.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP - 9:55 a.m.
SUNDAY NIGHT THROUGH FRIDAY NIGHT 7:00 p.m.

SPEAKER - JOHN MAYS

(PREACHER FOR THE DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRI
ST
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A

NCAA investigators
visit Middle, State
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The NCAA has launched preliminary investigations into possible
rules violations at Middle Tennessee State University and Tennessee
State University.
NCAA investigators spent the
last three days on the Middle Ten• nessee campus questioning basketball coach Bruce Stewart and members of his staff, as well as several
players. the Tennessean reported in
today's editions.
The newspaper reported that
unidentified sources said the
NCAA is expected to charge the
school with offering cash or other
incentives to two former players.
Tennessee State athletic director
Bill Thomas confirmed Thursday
that NCAA officials advised him
this week that the on-campus
investigation of the TSU football
program might start next week.
Thomas declined to discuss specific charges, but said he understood the charges don't deal with
offering "illegal inducements" to
pl as ers.
MTSU Athletic Director John
Stanford said he didn't know why
the NCAA was investigating and
Stewart wouldn't elaborate on
details of the probe.
Stewart said he was surprised by
the investigation.
But I have nothing else to say
about it. I will make a comment at
L'%.. appropriate time and I do not
know when that will be," Stewart

Morris to stay
at Murray State

Sports Writer

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —
The potboiler drama over the
selection of a new Notre Dame
By DAVID RAMEY
basketball coach was given
Lodger & limos Sports EdNor
another stir. But it isn't soup
yet.
Murray State basketball assisA reported deadline passed,
tant coach Craig Morris withand
the Irish remained without
drew this morning from consida
coach.
eration for a vacancy at MoreA TV report had said Georgihead State.
a
Tech's Bobby Cremins would
Morris was a finalist for the
be
in South Bend on Thursday',
head coaching position at Moreaccepting the Irish job. But
head, his alma mater, but the
Cremins was 600 miles away in
former Calloway County coach
Columbia, S.C., for his inducdecided to stay in his present
tion into the state's Athletic
position on Steve Newton's
Hall of Fame.
staff.
"Last night. I was at a party
"There may be a time when
with
my friends and I turn on
that, or another head coaching
the TV and there I was going
position is right for me." Morris
to Notre Dame," Cremins said.
said. "But right now, I'm happy
•'I
just about fell off the chair.
here at Murray State. The supI think everybody is way, way
port of this community. of the
ahead of themselves."
university. and Coach Newton
So the first wrong prediction
and the rest of the staff bad a lot
belongs to Prime Ticket, a
to do with my decision."
California-based cable television
service, which cited unidentified
basketball player at Middle Ten- sources
in reporting Cremins .
nessee, was asked by officials if he signing
as imminent.
had received any type of gifts for
Athletic director Dick Rosentsigning with the school in 1989. hal has
Callovvay County's Bonnie Turner served up an S-5 vvin over Leslie Cunnir u;ham of Hopkinsv
been insisting the uniille in high
school tennis action on Thursday.
faylor was a highly -recruited high
versity won't be stampeded into
school player who originally signed
choosing a replacement for Digwith Maryland but backed out of
ger Phelps. v.ho stepped down
his commitment when Bob Wade
last week.
resigned as coach.
"There wasn't a press conferStanford said the probe is a preence was there?" said a univerliminary investigation.
sity source who asked not to be
Staff Report
Stanford said the college didn't
"They'll take the information
ML.rray L•dger & Times Sports
identified. "Dick's got some
\elf-report any violations to the they've
gather and if they feel it is
people to talk to. I wouldn't be
sufficient enough to go further then
S:ate
surprised if it didn't happen
j,.st scared. I'd be wrong there will be
a primary investigauntil late next week. at the
By DAVID RAMEY
1 wasn't worried about it,'' tion
to
follow,"
he said.
C
earliest."
Murray Ledger 8 T,mias Sports Ed tor
Tennessee State football coach
:1-s .0,, to
Still, Cremins' name remained
'Ire Tennessean also reported Joe Gillam
Sr. said the investigaMurray State tc"—s
atop
an unofficial list of candiBern:
R•,'""Crf, Tay]or, a sophomore
(Cont'd on page 13)
OVC Chan :'.s
dates to replace Phelps. who
Cookcv .- Tchn.
Purcell sh,
announced his retirement April
what he's •
OVC tennis. I.
15 after 20 seasons. Rosenthal,
5-2
'A XI 11 OVC
•
a s.:77
who had answered general ques.in a
,
•,
•
•
tions about procedure. stopped
returning phone calls when the
By The Associated Press
..fTe.h.and
questions turned to specific
I h. e New York Knicks appeared to corner the market on embarrassing
candidates.
•
S
b.c
• ..17.t.:7
1.74.'
Until the Phoenix Suns took the court a few minutes later.
"I don't think he's going to
7 7.
c'ose47:2
-17.: Chicago Bulls, top-seeded in the Eastern Conference, outscored
.7.
budge
on that," said John Hei_
-.;:-....n.-,ecded Knicks 61-26 after falling behind 10-4 in the first half, the
.
,
sler, the sports information
then
M.-nandd Nev. York a 126-85 defeat in their playoff opener Thursday
s
rf.)
-.I a:
t,
director. returning a call directed
night.
The Utah Jazz-Suns game, matching the fifth and fourth seeds in
to
Rosenthal's office. "There's
the
'•;•ext.‘4ZiS supposed to be closer, and it was —
not a great sense of urgency. If
barely. But considering
the game was in Phoenix and the Suns were 55-27 in the regular
it takes a week or two weeks,
‘L'a, 7.. Utah's 129-90 rout was a far
that's not a problem. It's not
bigger surprise.
In both games. it was the winner's most-lopsided playoff victory
like we've got a game in four
ever
:ne loser's worst postseason loss. The Bulls and Jazz both had enough
days."
af:er three quarters to win the game.
Nevertheless, Notre Dame
"It's I sad commentary," Phoenix coach Cotton Fitzsimmons said.
officials did nothing to discour"Kt let me make it very clear — it's just one game. Someone still
age the speculation that increasneeds
I., win three to in the series. I'm very confident our club will
ingly has centered on Cremins.
bounce
sc:d
%,:k. I have no explanation on why we looked so poor."
N
The coach left the door wide
••We didn't expect this," Utah coach Jerry Sloan said. "We
open, refusing a chance to rule
just caught
:r.c Suns on a night when things weren't going well for them.
himself out of the running.
But this. is
one game. So many times you have a game like this and it's the
"I don't know why. But I'm
kiss
1:7..
death for the team that wins because the other teams comes back
not," he said. "I'll let you
read whatever you want into
high."
In other playoff openers, it was Philadelphia 99, Milwaukee 90:
that."
San
Golden State 121: and the Los Angeles Lakers 94, Houston
But Cremins isn't the only
possible candidate.
F
_
The tnree other playoff series open tonigh,t. Indiana is at Boston.
Southern Methodist's John
Atlan:o
/ la at Det7o:t an4 Seattle at Portland.
Shumate, a former player and
The worst previous playoff loss in the Suns' 23-year NBA
assistant under Phelps, told Dalhistory was
_.
defeat to the Los Angeles Lakers on April 9, 1970. Utah's previlas newspapers he would interrno,t-lopsided victory' in the postseason was 108-80 over the Lakers
view with Rosenthal soon.
:o
19. 1988.
Danny Nee of Nebraska. another
',•\•
Karl Malone scored 12 of his 27
former Phelps asistant, was
points in Utah's 44-point third period,
T.."T _••
ni•,inie
N,
-.; the Jazz' sixth victory. in 45 games at Phoenix.
mentioned as a candidate but
RJ,
J;:: Malone scored 21 points and John Stockton had 18
said
Notre Dame hadn't conpoints and 15
In
— • f".•r Utati, which built a 33-point third/-quarter lead by outscoring
tacted him.
ftic)
44-26 in the period.
Former Virginia coach Terry
_
2.
//.
P •••k.c Negele Knight paced Phoenix with 18 points. Kevin Johnsoc•
Holland, now athletic director at
SOFTBALL
tot atN
Davidson, also found himself on
only. three in the second half.
For 1.1-,e.
LL.• •
the unofficial list.
-Turner wa• ah
"Nobody has called but the
Leslie Cunningnarr. at
-• media," he said Thursday. "If
C4.
Julie Yoo posted an
someone like Notre Dame
over
Lori Cur,n.nharr, Kyiie Jonnsor.
called, I'd have to sit down
"The'
:
4•.._
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
defated Mar, Gra,e Ratland co -s
eight-year veteran Troy Loney, ar consider if I wanted to get
CCHS
1)::,nurei Penguins' offense got
No 5. v.rnle the Goa who's in the playoffs for only the back into coaching."
For
into the playoffs. Their
third time. "Six or seven years ago
The search for a basketball
C.4:v
:s keeping their postseason
I wasn't sure we weren't ever coach is much different from
M,Clard. C• going to do it. Now we have the the last time the Irish made a
k•
Wth high-scoring Paul Coffey
1%4
talent, the people."
major coaching change. And it
and Iwo other key defensemen out
"It's a good feeling to look into quickly became apparent this
TRACK
with injuries, the Penguins got a
each other's eyes and say, hey, month that Notre Dame had not
33-save effort from goaltender
man, thanks a lot," said Bryan worked behind the scenes in
Tom Barrasso and yeat Washington
Trottier, a veteran of 183 playoff anticipation of Phelps' departure
4-1 on Thursday rnght to wrap up
games who helped the New York to lineup a successor. Phelps
•Exhaust Work
their first-ever Patrick Division
Islanders to four straight Stanley said be decided only the week
•Brakes
Cups in the early 1980s.
before his announcement that he
Coach Bob Johnson's philosophy
.1 one-ups
The Penguins, who won two would leave.
for his injury -weakened backline
playoff series for the first time
In 1985, Gerry Faust
.1 ire Rotation and Balance
was simple — the defensemen
ever,
will
have
wait
to
announce
find
to
out
d on a Tuesday mornVI
•Air-Conditioning
played defense. It worked.
through April 30th
their opponent in the Wales Con- ing that he would not return
,"You take Coffey out of the
ference finals. Boston moved with- after five seasons as r.`otre
•Oil Changes and More
Free Air Conditioning On All The FollowThw NI :f- I,
lineup and guys are playing
in a game of eliminating Montreal Dame's football coach. Less
"Keeping your car
•Hard Body Trucks
defense.- Johnson said. "There
•Stanzas
and advancing to the next round than 36 hours later, Lou Holtz
•Sentra E Models
were no roles for them to fill. They
or truck maintained,
•240 SX s
with a 4-1 victory over the Cana- was being introduced as Faust's
just
did their jobs out there."
helps keep major
diens.
The Bruins can wrap up the replacement by then-athletic
I'750 Dealer Cash Back On
Pittsburgh got goals from Joe
Division title with a win at director Gene Corrigan.
Adams
repair costs down."
Sentra XE Models With F09 Pkg
Mullen, Ron Francis,. Jaromir Jagr
But Faust's departure was
the Forum on Saturday night.
'1000 Dealer Cash Back On All Maxima ,
and Mark Recchi, the leading scorexpected
after a disappointing
Campbel
The
l
Conferen
finalce
Put Your Trust in
er in the playoffs with 21 points, to
'1500 Dealer Cash Back Path Finder 4)(4 •
ists could be determined tonight. 5-6 season and a mediocre advance to the Wales Conference
Minnesota is at Si Louis in Game by Notre Dame standards —
finals for the first time in the
5 of the Norris Division finals and overall record of 29-25-1.
Ilk
club's 24-year history.
Edmonton visits Los Angeles in the Though Phelps endured a 12-20
Ser., 11•-nin ad Cadbury Carr ft.
Taw
"You don't know how good it
fifth
game of the Smythe Division season, his 393 victories made
800 Chestnut Murray, Ky. 753-8850
514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868
,
feels to see us play a solid series
finals. The North Stars and Oilers him the winningest coach in
and win with confidence," said
Irish basketball history.
lead their series 3-1.

Thoroughbreds fall to Salukis

MSU in three-way OVC tennis race

Bulls, Jazz cruise
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Actions& Reactions Cub bull

Gary Key won the first miniature golf tourn
ament at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf and Sports
Center. Gary finished his 18 holes with four
holes-in-one to win 1300 cash. Gary is
congratulated by Lynn Sullivan In the photo above,
while (below, and not in order), Terry
Leo, Mike Garland, David Dill, David Stom,
Joe Jefferes and Tim Dugger all finished
in
a tit fa second. Sullivan's plans to have
additional tuornaments in the future
.

ifl

SOCCER
'y o! Evae Aces w,i; pay tne
°way
.3occer Assoca
under
bo.ys tea — in exno on ton's
game
Saturday ar 1 30 D
'-e Bee Greer, Soccer
Complex Tne Aces a - e
the nat.on's No. 1
eanriect coiiege team ac
were or'y the NCAA
teams to go uhceteated
througnoLit tne reg...!ar
season They
also be D•Ov C,nD the .rstruc
.
'on for soccer S.am•D at
Murray Stare Ur,vervy
recreat or.a and r' g" schocy
soccer
payers
be ac-'."C 'ree wh.e
aduit ac--ss oh s
or y $2

110

igerCr be

GENERAL
BOSTON — Sports*,:er

Lisa 0son ' ed sur,
aganst the New Eng and Par ots. charg•
-9
ser-a harassment and civ.l rights voa ions
()son *no nas worked or the Boston Herat,
'or four years, * iCave her job tor a s-or1 t
-er attorneys sad Snes current y cover ng the
Boston Br.,"s 'or ine newspaper Olson's su•
was f-led ,n1 Su'IOK Super or Court agans— NFL team 0*- Et• C'0" K am, former ge'e'a
-anac,(er Pa:• cit Su va- 'or'e' "ad a se,
v ces drevor James Gid'am. and t'ree Payers. Zene Mowat M crae Tmpson and Robert
Perryman Ire s.. t a so a r;iges intentona
Cl ernotora d stress and intertona
cam
age to "er prc'ess o-a reo,ration It asns 'or
unspec t..30 rno"elary damages The suit
stemS
trom ircdems Deg
ng ast Sept 1 7 when
Ds& sad sne was ser..a y harassed wn e
conduct "ei a,
•-•+v ^ 1-e Par ots [ocker
room

be

icd
diII

les7C

NCAA
OVER.
PERK
son I 00,1c-es to d
pe-a • es s•-c.../
aIr Ef.es v.-c c-ea
a two
ee.• -rg
a-C Nr aa c" as

117,- - A rgrc...p of Div
NC AA 0" c as "-at l'a-s'er
-t,t,iosee or- sct t-uols a-d
A•o'-er idea comi-g out of
e coac-es ;
-0.0
was a recc--;-_--ni•
t:

force atnietes to meet minimu
m eligibility
requirements before they can even
mane
recru trig vis.ts Representatives
of footbal and
basketball coaches both sad they
wart the
NCAA 10 begin targeting athlete
s as well as
schools and coaches who are
involved in
recruiting or academic irregularities
The twoday meet ng was called by NCAA
executive
d rector Dick Schultz to d•scuss ways
of s rnplyt,"0 recruit rtg rues
The recommendations
.4li go to various recru.t,rg
commit
then to tne NC AA Council and Presidetees ard
nts Corn as On, which coud sponsor them
at the
NCAA convention in January
TALLAHASSEE. Fla - The Florida
Passed a bdi that wousd put a one-year Senate
ml! or
NCAA investga•,ons of Fit:v*4a
urivers 1-es if
're assocal or 1Vs to improve ts
hearings and
aopea s process The Senate voted
30-0 for the
!I-1B 845, W.thOUt debate and
sent the measure TO Gov. Lawler Chiles The
House gassed
"-e proposal Monday by a 111-5 vote if
Cn ies
sghs tIre bill. it would take el'ect
on Ju y
1'492 if the NCAA ta.es no action

FOOTBALL
LOS ANGELES - Ragh,b Rocket
" Isrna,
re'erated that he intends to fulfill his four-ye
ar
contract with the CFL's Toronto
Argonauts
Team owner Bruce McNaii also issued
a statement saying that white he wouldn't
stand in
Ismail's way it the player wanted to play
for the
Los Ange(es Raiders dunng the next four
years.
he wasn't contemplating such
a move The
statements were in response to a story
in me
Los Angeles Times which quoted
Nall as
saying he would allow Ismail to
play
for both
the Aegonauts and Raiders (I approva
l was
granted Ismail, a *de receiver and an AilA -e-ca selection as a kick returner
last season
at Notre Dame. signed a four-year
con•rac.'
worth more than $26 rri4lhor.. with $18.2
rtml:on
guaranteed, with the Argonauts on Saturd
ay
night One day later, the Radees picged
tt the 'ourth round of the NFL drat

pen falters again

CINCINNATI (AP) — Rookie right-hander Heath
cliff Slocumb had an
unblemished record and a logical game plan going
for him. Pinch-hitter
Luis Quinones had a lot of experience and
a hunch.
Experience and intuition won out Thursday night leavi
,
ng Slocumb
with his first major-league loss and Quinones with
more accolades for his
off-the-bench dependability.
Quinones hit the first pitch from Slocumb for a two-run
homer in the
eighth inning, giving the Cincinnati Reds a 6-4 victo
ry over the Chicago
Cubs. It was the Reds' first pinch-hit homer of the
season, delivered by
their best off the bench.
"You've got to feel good up there in those kinds
of situations," Quinones said.
He has reason to. Quinones had the Reds' only pinch
-hit homer last
season, and finished fourth in the National League
by hitting .361 off the
bench. His homer last year also came in a drama
tic fashion — it tied a
game in the ninth inning against San Diego in
Augus
Slocumb (1-1), making his ninth major-league appea t.
rance, had an idea
how to handle Quinones.
Herm Winningham had opened the eighth with
a double off Slocumb.
and advanced to third on Joe Oliver's sacrifice
bunt. Slocumb figured he
might get Quinones to pop up if he threw him a
high fastball on the first
pitch.
He figured wrong. It was the pitch Quinones expec
ted.
"He threw me a fastball right down the middle,"
Quinones said.
"When you're pinch-hitting you've got to look for
a first-pitch fastball.
You don't want to let him get ahead in the count.
When he throws you a
fastball down the middle, you can't let it go
by."
It was a tough svay for Slocumb to learn — even
tougher because it
gave the Cubs their sixth loss in seven games
.
"It was a matter of bad location on the pitch
looking for the fastball anyway," Slocumb said. to Quinones. He was
guess now and say I should have thrown him "It's easy to seconda
It wasn't a good night in any respect for Slocumb. slider."
When he did throw a
good slider in the seventh, it cost him, too.
Slocumb came on with Mariano Duncan on secon
d and two out to face
Eric Davis. Chicago held a 4-3 lead when Davis
, sidelined the last five
games by a pulled hamstring, came off the
bench to hit.
Davis worked the right-hander to a full count.
Slocumb then threw a
nasty slider that Davis flicked to right field for
a game-tying double. It
was his first RBI of the season and the 500th
of his career.
"That Was an outstanding pitch, a slider low and
away
," Cubs manager
Don Zimmer said.
Little consolation for Slocumb.
"It's a game of inches. Another half-inch and he would
n't have touched that pitch," Slocumb said.
Ted Power (2-1) got the in by getting out of
a Cubs' threat unscathed
in the eighth. Ironically, he did exactly what Sloc
umb was trying to do —
get a pop up with a man on third.
Power, pitching with the bases loaded and one out,
and pinch-hitter Chico Walker to pop out and prese got Andre Dawson
rve the 4-4 tie. Dan son's out ended a 12-game hitting streak.
"I've got my hottest hitter coming up with the bases
loaded," Zimmer
said. "We had 'em here we wanted 'ern. We had
the right man up there.
The man can't do it every time."
Reds manager Lou Piniella felt a sense of relief after
the Reds had a
season-high 13 hits and finally produced in the clutc
h.-Cincinnati brought
a .217 team average into the game. and had score
d just 10 runs in its last
five games.

NCAA investigators ...

(Cont'd from page 12)
tion caught him "flat-footed."I don't know enough about the
situation now to comment." he
said.
Both school arc in the Ohio Valley Conference. An NCAA investi-

gation into another OVC school's
basketball program, Austin Peay
State University, was announced
Monday.
(
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insur

ance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

State Farm Insura
nce
Horne Office Bloomi companies
ngton, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State
Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

Baseball
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P
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2
Saturday's Games
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3
3
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3
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"NIGHT OF THE STARS"

Inside/Outside Sale
April 26, 27 & 28

Outside

Inside

the store in the
parking lot

al-

Dennison-Hunt's
Annual Garage
Sale

ler

at
on

- Closeouts
- Discontinued
Items
-- Odd Sizes

et

THE STARS
INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

the store

* * KARATE *
SUPER*STARS

20%
OFF

"Simply
4 The Best"
West Ky. Exposition Center, College Farm Rd., Murray. Ky.

Saturday, May 4th, 1991 at 7:30 p.m.
Super Star T-Shists — $IO 00

Everything
All Items
Th
ro
ughout
Way Below
The Store!
Cost!

ot

le

*

XXL (White or Lack) —1112.00

FILMING — $50 Camera Fee (Battery Pack Came
ras Only)
Only a few slots tut available - Plus 2412
00 Ringside Tickets
($100.00 on Spot Me and Confiscation of Equip
ment lee not having a Filming Certif
icate
andiot Meting free any area other than assig
ned slot)
A
FOR TICKET INFORMATION:
D Promotions (U S A Steele Karate Team)-1502
1 753-0889
Kentucky Tech IDECA, HOS*, VICA Clubs)
- 1502) 753-1870
West Ky. Exposition Center -(502)762.3125

DENNISON-HUNT

it

1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

•••;: k
:•

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

.32 — 6-foot Super Star Trophies
10 — Super Star Championship Belts
Battle of the BlacA Belt Stan

-4(

THE FIRST EIGHT COMPETITORS THAT ACCEPTED INVIT
ATIONS HAVE WON OVER A COMBINED TOTAL
OF 2000
AWARDS IN KARATE COMPETTTIONI *ALL JUNIO
RS SELECTED MUST BE A BLACK BELT - A NATIO
NAL COMPETITOR
- BE ABLE TO COMPETE INFORMS, WEAPONS,MUSIC
AL FORMS, AND MUSICAL WEAPONS- AND HAVE
WON OVER
IGO AWARDS
—1it lif.%1 01. I HI lit •.1
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Investigators say BIA neglecting Indian schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bureau of Indian Affairs has
known fOr years about dilapidated
school buildings that endanger
thousands of students but has done
little to correct them, Interior
Department imesugators say.

,

"Instead of fixing things up
they're pointing fingers to each
other as to who is responsible,"
department Inspector General
James Richards told the Senate
Indian Affairs Committee on
Wednesday.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon
'i\Tt RDA1 • ‘PRIL 27. 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ealled "bargain.NEXT YEAR OF YO1 R LIFE:
IIWO I Aug 21-Sept 221:
Your personal relahonships s• ill at- Being Looped up at home mar make
feL t both our professional and il- •ou teel like a prisoner Get out and
n4111:1a1 status. Romarke is extremel• about -I ake a ,han.:e on something
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No one in the BIA is held individua4 responsible for correcting
the hurnerous health and safety
deficiencies that have been documented in schools and dormitories.
he said.
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan.
who oversees the BIA, is "absolutely comnotter to seeing that
the problem is corrected. "but he's
.only one person." Richards said.
Richards said his investigators
found school buildings in Antona.
New Mexico and eykewhere where
plumbing did not work, restrooms
were unsanitary. lighting was
inadequate, the walls and foundations were badly ;racked and rook
leaked.
Some schools ox.. to meet accreditation standards. and Indian students typically score poorly on
standardlied tests. a problem [ha:
can be attributed to the bad condition of their schools. Richards said.
"In many instances. Indian
school facilities are often so
deplorable as to impede the educat:onal process.- he said.
Moreover. most BIA facilities
that should have filed plans for
correcting health and safety problems didn't do so. and the plans
that were filed were inadequate. he
The BIA operates
schools
40.000 chtldren in 26
states. The agency has estimated
that it needs nearly S500 rniliion.
but the Bush administration

requested just $35 million for both
repairs and new construction next
year.
Only S9 million would be available for new buildings, officials
said.
"It may take us years to correct
all the problems," said Sen. Dennis
DeConcini. D-Ariz.
''This country has just won a
major victory in the Gulf War to
protect our freedom. The right to a
quality. education in a quality institution is also an American dream."
said Greg Bourland. chairman of
the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in
South Dakota.
11:s tribe is ranked second on a
BIA priority list for new school
construction hut probably will have
to wait at least 1993 for money. he
sad
OOlicials with Minneapolis Area
Community Tribal Schools Inc., an
o•- gan:/ation of Indian schools in
:he upper Midwest, said their
"cries for assistance" from the
BIA "fell on deaf ears." The
?.:roup has requested money for 10
new schools.
David Matheson. director of the
Interior Department's constructionl
management office. said Lujan
wants to reorganue the BIA to cut
down on the intertwined lines of
authority.
His plans were put on hold by
Congress last year when some tribal leaders objected to restructuring the agency without their input.
he said.
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'the 10th of each month is a very important day- to your city
newspaper carrier. Your cacrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You sec, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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DEAR ABBY "Had It in Hawaii,"
w hose rwighbor
as borrowing -bmething which she never paid
bacIL reminded me of. neighbor we
had when I was a kid fill v ear!, ago.
She w•a•-• forever borrowing coffee
She always paid it back, only she
gave us a real cheap kind
.Morn got tired of it. when this
neighbor sent over this cheap coffee.
Mom would just set it aside, and the
next time this neighbor asked to
borrow some coffee. Mom would just
lend her -.I'M!. of her own cheap coffee
You guessed it She quit borrowing coffee
MRS J()NES i MY REAL
NAME, IN INDIANA
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DE.A.R MR. YECKLEY: Congratulations to you and your
bride of 50 years. And what a
great idea to hank the cigarette
money that might otherwise
has,. gone up in smoke.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN
901-587-3000
Prices good thru 4-30-91
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Champion in eighth grad: play..
.Playing in h:s first state "ouma•ment. Wade Denton won 2 1/2
games, hut did not place for a
trophy.
In other elementary. action. Murray Middle's Mark Stockton went
4-1 for the tournament and was
declared state Co-Champion for
fifth grade. Das.;,i Crouch took
fourth place honors for fifth grade
and Jeff Page played and won. bat
missed placing for a trophy. Carter
Elementary student Stephen Breec:ng had three wins, a draw, and
only one loss, and took third place
in fourth grade. Robertson's Brandon Kellie, second grade, won
fourth place for grades K-3.
The Murray players are coached
by Dr. Wayne Bell and Mark Galloway. Bell was understandably
proud of the performances of his
players. He noted, however, that
several of them would hardly have
time to unpack their bags from
Louisville before time to take off
to the 1991 National Elementary
Chess Tournament in Rye. New
York. Eight members of the Murray Middle 5th and 6th grade team
will make the trip. They: include:
Mark Stockton, Joe McKee!, Josh
Price. Josh Mitchell. Joey Woods.
David Crouch. Jeff Page and Chad
DeLancey.
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Following their Kentucky state
team chess victories last month, ten
Murray scholastic chess players
competed for individual state chess
titles in. Louisville this past
weekend. More than 160 of the
state's strongest scholastic chess
players vied for individual awards.
Top honors went to a pair of Murray Middle School players who
claimed joint (111.r.4:rship of the
1991 Kentucky Stale Elementary
Individual Championship. Fifth
grader Josh Price and sixth grader
Josh Mitchell each had perfect 5-0
records for the two-day event and
were declared overall CoCharnpoo.".s of the K-6 elementary.
For P71,:e. It Was a Suc-
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Murray chess team players claim
trophies at state chess tournament

defense if the championship title he won in 1990 as a
fourth grader.
In h:L:h s.shooi action. Murray
High's Day ld Chu took top honors
in the loth gr.,de w ;:h a total of
three
The high point of
Chuls
draw in round
two against the state's highest rated
scholastic pyer. and ultimate division winner. Bradd Skaggs of Oldham Count:- .
In Junior r
Caleb Johnson, of N1,.'7,i% Middle School,
went undefeated ''.07 the five rounds
with three w .n,
two draws. His
play won n.7: 1::e title of Co-

Murra% Independent School District has seYeral yolunteers who were
recogni/ed at Tuesday nioht•
rd meeting for their unselfish ser"ices. Pictured abioe are
ft! Linda Parker an elementary
school yolunteer as she is presented certificate of appreciation from
.lean Hurt, principal at Carter an Robertson Flementan Schools.
Pictured below are .LB. Burkeen. who, yolunteers many extra hours at
Murray High School. and Bill Wells. principal at Murray High
•
School.

y•

At the top! Murray scholastic chess players competed in the 1991
Kentucky State Individual Chess Tournament in Louis%ille Saturday.
Winners %ere: Josh Mitchell and Joshua Price, 1991 State Elementary IK-6i co-champions; Caleb Johnson, co-champion tith grade:
Mark Stockton. co-champion 5th grade: Da‘id Chu. co-champion
10th grade: Da‘id Crouch, fourth place 5th grade. Stephen Breeding,
third place 4th grade and Brandon Kellie, fourth place. primary
K-3 i.
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OBITUARIES

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Press Writer

would take an additional S200 million to reach 100 percent.
Baesler said universities must
demonstrate their .involvement in
community economic development.
elementary and secondary education and prove they are adequately
preparing students.
"Once we get those questions
answered. then well look for that
S200 million," Baesler said.
Lt. Gov. Breteton Jones said the
formula is too low of a goal.
"It seems to me that's aspiring
to be average... be said.
He made no commitment on dollars, but said no funding increase
could reach the formula in two or
even four years.
Dr. Floyd Poore said full funding
of the formula was a goal. hut
declined to commit to it. "I can't
lock my-self in," he said.
Gatewood Galbraith said he
wanted to spend more money on
higher education and said he could
find it by legalizing and licensing
the sale of marijuana.
Forgy. Who had his own segment
of the debate, v.hlch was telecast
live by Kentucky Educational Television, said full funding of the for-`
mula could not he done. Forgy said
he supported more money for higher education, especially for
salaries.
The five candidates who
attended also pledged their commitment to the Education Reform
Act of 1990 and they all presented
their ideas for spending more
money for elementary and secondary

Associated

Survivors include two sons, Bob
Melugin, Murray, and Dale Melugin and wife, Delthine, Paducah;
one sister, Miss Lowell Gingles,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Laura Herndon and husband, Robert, Germany, and Mrs. Mary Ann Kelly

OWENSBORO, Ky. - Democratic candidates for governor
pledged more money for higher
education during a debate Thursday
evening, but Lexington Mayor
Scotty Baesler said they should
have to earn it.
Baesler said there is a perception
and husband, John, Peachtree City, that universities do not care what
Ga.; one grandson, Roger Melugin, happens beyond their campuses and
Paducah; two great-grandchildren. they should have to do more for the
money they receive.
Baesler made his comments at a
forum sponsored by the Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education,
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education, but stopped short of a
Friends may call at the funeral promise.
the instruction of Pat -Trevathon.
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
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has most others.
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The MFD also toured the Vant other states. This
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derbilt Chemical plant last week,
state provides about 88
All firemen spent about three hours Cemetery. there.
percent of that formula, but it
Mr. Fuller. 79. a resident of
at the plant going over the safety
Cambridge Health Care Center.
precautions that the plant currently
Madison. died Friday. April 19. at
uses, placement of the different
chemicals and discussing several the center. His death followed an
firefighting techniques that will be illness of 31/2 years.
One son, Terry Fuller. preceded
used in the event of a fire.
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said he believes Iraq will live up to
Some cities have large blocks of
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homes because the local
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Firemen attend
leadership class

Ralph M. Fuller

Campaign contributors say they
were seeking no special treatment

10.3 million dwellings
are vacant according
to Census Bureau
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Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
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National High
Blood Pressure
Month
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519 S. 12th • 753-7688
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hearing aid
HC44

5,04a 14
-44/4-

Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759 4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building •Murray

SrV OM CAR
Automotive
Accessories & Installation
4111111111111!
1.1111111111101111

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Racks. Sun Roofs
10% Off Insudbsiou I eau wash wax, $35 base price
With this Ad
Vacuum A Clean Windows
613 S. 3rd tier Baty Walk) EdiliC Rhodes, Owner .753-8558

or-- •

E.

Ask about
NO-MONEY-DOWN Financing..
Low Monthly Payments!

Ends Mav 31st.'

LOV4
•

S1999. \

',Kra; state Starket Sews Service AprJ 26, 1991
, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes
4
Buying Stations Receipts: 1ct 466,FAL 275 Barrows& Gilts
50 higher, Sows under 500 steady .50 lower over 500 00
1
lower
S 11230-2.50 lbs
___.$4950.S000
IS 1.2 210-230 lbs
......$46.50.4940
2-3 230-260 lbs
549 00-49 5o
1.5 3-4 260270 lbs
S40(10-49 lei
Sows
IS 1-2
lbs
_340 00-41 111;
IS 1-3 300.400 lbs
..3.1I 00.4200
S 1-3 400-,25 lbs
$42.0 800
S 1-3 525 and up
$4300.45 00
l's 2-3 300-500 lbs ................_......_ S39 00-40.00
Boars $34.50-3000

•

Open This Weekend
Sunday, April 28, 2-4 p.m.

* PLUS...
FREE GRS'a
MO:Wm System
worth $300

TROY-BILT® Tractors(12 HP gear)

270.390

NEW GRS'Mulching System recycles grass clippings (and leases
) into
100% organic fertilizer_ ends bagging forever'

•

1

TROY-BILT® Mulching Mowers

Make clippings disappear! Never rake or bag again. 4 or 5HP selfpropelled models, electric start available.

Si® OFF!IMP Eketric Only!

1705 Johnson

(SAVE MO OFF economical4HP Path Madge)

-wenn,

11d

TROY-BILT® Chipper/Shredders

IN

A

Rid your property of ugly brush piles! 4 models to choose, up to 8HP
with electric start!

9Cos

4(1

SAVE up to $300

he

TROY-B1LT® Tillers

us

ft%

Capsule
Summary

HOG MARKET

.

w-

.•

Walter's Pharmacy

1

Ian

he
to
1st

Poore also said schools
be community centers for education and a host of social programs.
'I 5k ant them open from 6 a.m. to
11 p.m.

best possible price
The
for the best possible

Cheney says more
U.S. troops likely
for Northern Iraq

;

d.

Poore said he was a living example of the power of education since
he was the first in his family to
attend college.
"It deserves all the funding we
can give it," Poore said.
Baesler said he would take education first when making a budget
and ensure that the commitments
contained in the school-reform law
are met.
Jones said he would ensure that
the schools got the money needed
and without raising taxes.
Collective bargaining for teachers prompted the only real split
among the candidates.
Poore said simply he was
opposed to collective bargaining,
while Baesler was strident in his
opposition.
He said collective bargaining
could lead to teacher strikes and
said he also favored paying teachers on performance, not just
seniority.
Jones said there should be no
change in state law on collective
bargaining and that the decision
should be left to the local school
districts.
Jones said there are enough safeguards in place to ensure that
teachers are competent in the
classroom.
Galbraith said teachers had a
right to join together to bargain.
Forgy was not asked about collective bargaining.
Poore raised the possibility of
tuition tax credits for parents to
send their children to the school of
their choice. He said after the
broadcast the credits should be
available for attending public or
private schools.

Stock Market
Report

C)
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Gubernatorial candidates debate education

Mrs. Jewel Gingles Melugin
Graveside rites for Mrs. Jewel
Gingles Melugin will be Saturday
at 11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Frida)).
Mrs. Melugin, 93, of 1312 Farris
Ave.. Murray, died Thursday at 1
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Hugh Melugin. died in October 1987.
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To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

America's best-selling rear-tine row tiller, operates with JUST ONE
HANDS!6 models up to 8HP.

Sherwood Forest • 7/16 Scarlell Drive
King Richard Drise. Turn left. Folioss curse to scmiett Drise.
I urn Lilt second House on left. Follow centur!. 21 signs.

South 16th to

SAVE up to $240

OTRoyear

Loretta Jobs Realtors
12th St.
Murray, Ky.
1502) 753-1492
•
Put your trust in Number One.,"
0••••••onow fa lb MN •4.1•Mona.
303 N.

Presto Band

sew,Ominy II MN

FAGS OFFICE IS INDEPENDEST
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

t:-•

ACROSS

41 Roman tyrant
42 Work at one s
trade
43 Separate
45 Male sheep
46 Spanish
article
47 Make ready
19 OiC pronoun
Be Mend
5
.,7,4
„' rt
tea's

' Coloring
substance
, 6 Blemish
'1 Skids
12 Marine snail
14 Diphthong
15 Studio
17 Tellurium
symbol
'8 Youngster
.• 1 Pock
n iet
Egyptiar
goddess
Drunkard
2!•• ,ncigent
:6 Poodle
25 Lawmakers
a la mode
Dance step
Slumbering
..•5 Sew
Oceans
Cle0;:.•*r4 5
riemesit,

DOWN
1 GraIl.
2 Three-t ed
S 01
3 Mounta,o
Crete
4 N
tasketealIers
Sieet:
,^Gs,.:•••••e.•,, fir

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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.. . . .
'R•E*S -0-R T BAN
TER
.U•P
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.
.
. .D.CN•S
.
IONSORES
D I S
'T•R.A.P TOT A WE'S.
RAM PLACES
RIOT E L:i:A
BOL
EDDA
. — TED
LAW
NEA SEND
. .. S
A DAM S D.,I:E:
. I .R S
0 PERAT E
ME
.
.BR
. .
S•AID .D.A.M.
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REELS

by Joe

Fuhrmann
I have discussed U.S. Commemoral:ye ,-0;1•,,
•acrdi of my'
recent columns. This U.S Series
began in 1S92, flourished for a
time -- and ended temporarily in
the early 195iis. I
commemoraLve program was discredited by
coins in :he late 1930s which
marked increasingly insignifcant .
events. Also. at one point too many

commemoratives were being
A half-dollar honoring

dealers and investors. In the next
8
years. /from 1983 through
1990.
-Congress had the Mint issue 14
additional commemoratives. Unfor1,,nately. these coins were not of
the artistic quality of the 1982
Washington half-dollar. Even
more
serious is the fact that the
same
problems which plagued and killed
the program in the 1930s have

Book,:r T. Washington and George
\\ :;neon Carver 1A as issued
in
For 30 sears, no new U.S.
c•moratives appeared.
h,2n, in 1982. a beautiful half1.• a• minted marking the
anniversary of the birth of
George Washington. Everyone was
.!,:Jgitte4 —

collectors and critics.

reappeared today.

Superior rating

What the Mint plans for 1991 is
dangerous for the

praorg
tircauml.arly

Congress .has instructed the Mint
to ;NNL,.• i e..1,:r,:rcmorative coins
in 1 991, a •1!\ ,:rd.;:ar marking the

•L'•::

38th ah — vc:szv

end of the
silver
dol.ar
:nc 50:it anniversary of the [SO. and a 3-coin se:
opre1-nickel 1:alt.-dollar. a silver
dollar and a S5 gold p:c,:ei commemorating the Golden Anniversary
of Mt. Rushmore.

•

a
r

:

rii••

triim lent Matt 1 at4soin and Dust %% ikon: seuind
rov% (from
sun ‘Ic1e. lath % Bomha, Kell Krouse. Janie Martin,
Paige
\,0 , tt and Stephanie Mott: third I from Ian
Karma
Hoiden, Jill Miller. Lori Helmivh. Megan Malinauskas,
Kath Stock •,,,n and David Harp and tourth rot+ (from
left i Chris Tucker, Hopp
Dut.t. Philip Brown. \file stelle
and ‘list
Clark.

PUBLIC

r:i•:1.sotosIt.

The LSO ow.
11, , q.se
so had I don.'
•.‘ ..!cs,7ihe
The three
7-..)r• Coins
are hett,27.
The
onn's
den:'the
.,••• the
N.cry
111".Lt

H.
Iv•-o, i n
SEVEN
IC. per

C•:.%
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touched w
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NIt.

Of

•
R..•••

Obtct•-2

deserved. But is the 38th anniversary of the end of that figh,::ng in

At

• •

Korea a natural point at which to
a commemorative coin.' I
don't think so. even ionsiderng
that the conf: involved the 3rSth,

• l'•••••7..".!

parallel.

1.1

issue

N11.

.1)1A-1.- VAN ORD Irt 1-900-454-3535
i

llel. It is an artistic.

Lor
ci at.

ioke

of a '•-•
of the

that the veterans of that war - ad
the Vietnamese War -- never got
the thanks and honor they

Excellent ratings

the symbol of the 1A. the
symbol and a map of
Korea err.ph,as;r.ng the 38th para-

three

Organiration"

the organitation of such importance as to merit a commemorative
coin? 1 don • t think so. As for the
Korean Alar coin. It's disgraceful

ie!t

the

vin -yang

piece

Service

entertains and sustains the women
and men in our Armed Forces.
That's a wonderful mission, but is

High School band members %ho particpated in a solo or an
enstinhle that recei%ed a superior rating are picture
d abote. First

arships in
big letters we
word: "KOREA". The
of this coin displas an
In

eagle,

"United

• S.."

Murra

see

reverse

am ,at .a.:iloss- to know where to
start in criticiring these coins!
First of all.
bet few Americans know -what the [SO is. The

ill

•1!

the background and
the foreground

Mercam: s

I

14

with inscriptions and illustrations.
One side of the Korean War commemorative shows an infartrnian.
climbing a hill with 2 jet planes in

Rushmore

is

a

'

national

monument. It deserves a
mime mark
:l•
•,..•.:Tve
4
• one coin. hu: not three
S;:]I 'horse are the des:g.ns re en
these tIVC co

Pkton =-02
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THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

40. s

Special Tent
Sale!

610.KINIt
NEEDED
THIS

ASAP!
\

Niumr•P\migmem•9

4.11
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1989 Celebritys
20 To

1990 Cavaliers
6 To

Choose From

1989 Cavaliers
10 To

Choose From
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DWAIN TAYLOR
p.taisAp stas CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
Good

641 South

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Murray, KY.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
.1, Stars

Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-2617
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CLASSIFIEDS
fin
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Legal
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i_egat
Notice

CONINIISSIONER'S SALE
Lommonwealth of Kentucky . Callow ay Circ nit Court. L1,
ons Electric. Inc..
et al. Hamill., Versus (dad y s Blask ford, et al. defendants
NOTICE OF SALE
case No. 91i-ti.30.4
irtue ol J jUdglI17.7111of the CdllipA u Circuit Court it lldeled
Nus ember 14,
1440 in the above calISC. for the sum of THREE THOUSAND
SIX HUNDRED
SEVENTY FIVE and 65iI00 DOLLARS (53.675_65)p
lus interest at the rate of
persent2
per month trout April 6. 1990 to November 14, 1990 plus
nit:rest front November 14. 1990 at twelve percent(12q
)per annum until paid
and its costs therem. I shall proceed to iiffer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the
Ciis I Murr:iy . Kentucky , to the hi ehest bidder, at public
auction on the 15th day
of !slay, 1941 at 1000 :lin_ or thereabout. for cash.
all of the right, title and
of dcteridant, Gladys In ack tord. in and to the following
described
;777 ,perts
(
Blacknird reteL in that LCYIain Land Contract dated
April 5,
i 'oil between Seller. Glals sHIi f ni. and P...rchaser.
Della S Sanders,
nereby
na.er ere...A
Lk' eH, tor the sum of
,••
• •"
•
coida.n..,: in said LarA
(
0.,C.77
t
77.
.7.7.7 I:
I
. .7.

• 71 '7 .1

•

IL.'
121 r.0
.

,
ot :Le

I
'7.:7
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010

n2n

Legal

Notice
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

C

NO EXPERIENCE

NEEDED

ALLIANCE
RAO
Less.TN

MOTORCYCLE STICKERS
DOG LICENSE

EXPIRATION DATE: MAY 1, 1991

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 SliveradO Pickup,
loaded 0109474 1305.91mo.*
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tax. Tole 8. License.
48 filo Closed End Luise.

Saturdays & Sundays

IF ORDERING BY MAIL, PLEASE INCLUDE
CURRENT LICENSE PLATE NUMBER
$50.00 PENALTY FOR FAILING TO PROPERLY
DISPLAY AUTO STICKERS.
Jo Crass
City Clerk (502-762-0350)

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Callow
ay Circuit Court Bank of Miirra
Plaintiff, Versus William Doughty and Wife.
Elizabeth Doughty of Callon..
and U.S. of America Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 90-C1-305
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Callov.ay Circuit Court
rendered at the March 4, term thereof 1991,
in the above cause, for the sum of
FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED
EIGHTY-SEVEN AND 64/100
DOLLARS plus interest at the rate of 12.50%
from August 21, 1990, until date of
judgment; plus $40.50 for 1988 taxes plus interes
t and penalties; 536.68 for 1989
plus interest and penalties; $28.65 for 1990
plus interest and penalties, $271
plus interest from November 30. 1990; 52,430
.01 plus interest from Nos tiiiil.
30, 1990, all until paid and its costs therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at i:•2
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentuc
ky, to the highest bidder, at
auction on the 7th day of May, 1991, at 10:00
a.m, or thereabodt, for cash, the
following described property, to-w it:
Being located in the Southwest quarter of
section 35, Township 3. Range
5, East and being better described as follows
:
Beginning at a point, the corner of Avery
Madrey farm, and at the west
edge of the L & N Railroad right-of-way;
thence West 450 feet along the
edge if an old roadway and along the line that
separates Grantor's property
from Madrey to a corner post; thence in a
Northeasterly direction 90 feet
to a corner post; thence East .410 Feet to
a corner post and the right-ofway of said railroad; thence South 45 Feet
to the point of beginning.
And being the same propeyty conveyed to Willia
m Doughty and v. ife.
Elizabeth Doughty by deed dated February
29. 1988, of record on
Microfilm in Deed Book 171. Page 3020. ni the
office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond. With appros ci
securities, bearing legal interest from the day
of sale until paid and having 'die
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly wi:h
these terms.

020
Notice

$1000 REWARD for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of person or
persons stealing 2-8x10
steel white roll up doors and
2-3ft steel doors and
frames from budding site on
Hwy 280 Contact Eddie
Morgan 759-4547 or Sheriffs office

Unless still in School
or
College. their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

.oc•J

Jarc

VCR Service
\II Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

GRANDMA'S -Old Time
Recipes" for fudge, bonbons, and sugar cookies.
Send SASE with $1 00 per
recipe or all 3 for $2.50 to
Grandma's Recipes, PO
Box 34 Almo, Ky. 42020.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

TEMPLE Hill Cernetary ,,ccepting sealed bids 1:.r upkeep until noon
May
4th Bids may t,e given to
Bob Nanney, Mrs Kenton
Woodall, Leon Duncan or
Larry Roberts

Now thru Oct 27
7eae,s & a.siarrers welcome

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

FOR LEASE:
MOO sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center, corner location.

Call 753-4751
8 io.m.-5

•

025
Personals

TWO homes to be removed
from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street. Will sell
to highest bidder. Time limit
on removal For more information call or see administrator, Murray-Calloway
Co Hospital 762-1101

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554-7904

ler,.•

JO AN S Varieties on the
square is opening a do dad
corner Glass and collectables Check it out. you
may find what you wart
753 9569
LENDERS say YES to all
, type loans, to bad credit
' and to nof collateral
305 733 7303

KIFIEDS

RAVE A $5,000 ELECTRONIC:
MNSMITTAL SYSTE/A AND
`4011 CAN'T 6E7 a Nitlf:RE IT
NEEDS TO 60 FASTER THAN
OVERNIGHT Tr!

UNIIIONINIIi-

Bluegrass Downs
Paducah Flea Market

PENALTY DATE: 10% JUNE 1, 1991
PENALTY DATE: 100% JULY 1, 1991

"Don't make any erratic movements, Miss Holloway./
. Not only is the truculent nature of this species
amply documented, but, as you can discern for
yourself, the little suckers can really jump."

•••••••• Fe newe
fee 0.••••p

1-800-334-1203

Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

8INKMANI I SENT A coPv
rOVERNIGHT ?? Jf4RT IS
NEEDED , FOR OVERtii&HT
THIS, THE STONE AGE
THIS
I DELIVERY HE'LL I
ASAP!
THE
IHORNIN&._
\
r

MATHIS
TRA.NSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or I2xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

no'ant ••I

AUTO STICKERS
BUSINESS LICENSE

Clifill;11",..1071e7 (It
.
a: all reasonable times
ot the Land Contr.h.t. whether

1,..an Miller

AS SEEN ON T V

E:

riortherls
22 teet to a stake:
212
an iron stake.
Lit the proi)ert!,
:he rte!i;
'bk.a iii said
dIrc,tion v..11: said Flighway

1,1

Notice

TRACTOR-TRAILERS

1991-92 CITY OF MURRAY LICENSES NOW ON SAL

it

:diner pa:. by cash or certified site,k.
execute and tender
..ir -.. '
,ear
,,,,
the darrrf-eatt: and-pa!,
Se7I
'1.15
Arts bond will has e the
•
•
er 131
'•• ill be prepared to

let :it ',h.!

Nodes

LEARN TO DRIVE

•
L;!

1120

Legal
Notice

tiOtICO

OR MAILER TRAINDO3 COM

.•
.1

010

ism+

NOTICE

:
II

fin
L•901
Notice

CALL rft A ROMANTIC._ '
TILL &LAVE IN THE POWER
OF THE PRINTED PP6E....

Q

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country, 2.2
acres. $28.500.

Call (618)
548-2846

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly. Have
great references.
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message. I yamturn your call.

CHILD S pet- Ai risk,an Ma
lamute answers to • Nikk.
was taken frcrn 1663 Ryan.
Tues , April 23 Per:,or:s
involved were seen Please
return no questions asi
759-4658
REWARD- Lost dog Small
brown Chihuahua No collar Center Ridge area nest
lake. 436-2402 or collect
615-790-0947 after 5pm
MISSING beloved famoy
pet. Chocolate brown
Teacup/Toy Poodle Ap,
prox. 7-8in at shoulder.
long shaggy hair Answers
to 'Beau' White hair on
rear and paws 14 vi okir
Missing since 7ain Taos
near Independence
Methodist Church Alm°,
Dexter area Call 753 3114
or 753-5451, Marilyn arid
Tommy Walker.

V

•Ge

dams

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

DEEPEST
SIMPATNY

L..)0+<
HP'I,EIL.ALL
IT TAKES IS ScelEfiliNG
TO EAT AND LITTLE
c
.;_.00KING

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

THE WORLD
IS MY15ED
•

10142 CLUBS CALLED
'CALNINS DOk" 114.14
GiAti‘NG T4E NAME OF THIS
CLUEi TO VIOSSES IS A MAKI
FlIA-RIOCEN
'

INS9\.T! I
GO fkiiaD!
DECLARE EIERNAL MIA NOW Ca
*AR ON slouR
WEVI 61111R
CLUB.'
ENEMIES!

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, ben
efits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

10\7 tiu.130
SEE NI C‘WeitiG
STRATEGIES'fl
101. MhP5 IND

1M GOING ID
4R\11. WiSELF
A MESSKE IN
C0%. RIGNI NON!
IT SKIS," CANN
SMELLS LIKE A
BASo3t4!•

4 companies
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companie,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUMES

5 companies
4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvllle Federal Say. Bldg
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

.11•10e.

—2,-.
-P-7-7-$
Polmeeim7 momoupponsainsil
.
. • seme
••• rkm• 1"
•.
„•0
.
• •-••.
••„.,
••
x4
•
I !
.• , • •.
,
•
.
•• .

•

'

,•
•

•

'4' '1
1'1-4.
'

**Alii4.041111111.413810100140
..-••••1600
.
16111116i1.
hk•ss...
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TIMES
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CLASSIFIEDS

••
• r
•s7"1..*"..
a
• ••

OSO
060

Loet
And Found

Help
Wanted

FOUND Charcoal gray cat
male Found by Bradley
Book Co Bldg 42191
Call 759 1573 or 762-4538
f yours

240

ifin

Pets
& Supplies

Miscellaneous
ELECTRICIAN

A. Full -

LPN CMA or MLT needed
for busy physicians office
Send resume with refer
ences to PO Box 1040B
Murray Ky 42071

position High school graduate, or equisalent, with at
least five years expenence
in the field of electricity
required Must be able to
install electrical tees ices
and circuits Will he required to install, construct.
dismantle and make mechanical and electrical re
pairs to all types of electrical lines and equipment for
unisersity facilities Must
demonstrate the ability to
work as a team exercising
immediate supers ision
oser one Electrician B. A
salid driver's license is required Salary S7 7fl per
hour Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray State nisersity, Murray, KY .c.ir 1

100 ACRES (more or less)
of rough land within 15
miles of Murray 753-4658
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

3 PIECE BR suite with Of
without mattress Approx
1 , yrs old Good condition Must see to appreciate 759 9852 after 5pm

GOLF clubs mens and wo
mens) Mens Palmer Axiom irons (sw 3 iron) 1yr
old also women s Power
but countess irons (PW 3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753-5904 at night

PRETTY Ceramics A perfect Mothers Day gift Canister sets rabbits pigs
cats chickens ducks veg etables
vases Churns
little boxes, lots more of
different items All in Wiggins Furniture Shoppers
Mall 2 miles North of Murray on Hwy 641N

A BRAND new brick duplex 2br at gas heat all
appliances
No pets
753-7688 or 759 4703
nights

I

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

MATURE reliable permit
CREAM floral overstuffed
ting clerk for rapidly growFURNISHED apartments
CASH for mobile home sofa Excellent condition
JACK Russell Terrier pup
ing trucking company Must
efficiency 182 bedroom pies Excene
tires $7 $12 each We will 759 '893
ATTENTION Ladies need
nt pedigree
have knowledge of 48 state
and sleeping rooms Also Shots and worm
remove 527-2932
-terested workers for area
PRENC,H Provincial BR
ed
2111
requirements state orderrenting for May Zimmer- 502 395-4
s...eervisor for House of
483
ing procedures etc Fast FARM or acreage approx • te 7 drawer dresser with
man
Apts
S
16th
St
eoyd Decor and More
moving business Only 10 acres. Calloway or toil mirror twin bed 2
Firewood
REGISTERED Chinese
TEXAS made Barrell 753-6609
Paey Pan Everything turndrawer
n ;ht stand
qualified personnel need Graves County 435-4147
Shar-Pei puppies $350
cooker, never used Sears
A FIREWOOD for sale
s^e
Cali
maNEAR
it•ess bc, springs
University Large and up 492
apply Contact Edwina
Ey
Executive Lifestyler multi8792
JUNK cars and trucks
'
467-3880
2-bedroom apt Has large
noospread with pillow 437-4667
1 - 800 - 5 2 1 0 3 1 6
function digital computer
437-4087
living
matchi
im
room
a-0
ng
Large
sheets
kitche
901
WOOD
644,
n
for
0040
sale 753 9745
4...7D frame machine op
treadmill Old Singer treadining area and ample
-:=.; • 9 after 5pm
110
e"-1.J' 759 4782 days
dle sewing machine Wood
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
closet space Range, rePublic
4
L55 n-ghts
dining
•
table 4 chars (2
•• 'arc e and chairs
INGS NEED a job" A
frigerator. dishwasher, disSale
• -e hying room
captains) 2 extra leaves
Miscellaneous
GED" Hope for the future"
posal, and. washer-dryer
,
immediate Position
Call 753 0380 after
You may qualify it •You do
hookup Fully carpeted
011•1•1111MI11•11111M111110=MO ONIN I=
For Parttime
2 30pm
not have your GED or high 386 TOWER Computer
INIIIIIMIIIIMI4•11•EllI=MI
Men MUI=Electric heat and air Well
0111111111111MIIMIMI MIMII=I= MIMI
25MeZ
Shop :Machinist
50meg
I=
hard
drive
school diploma •You are
IMI
1=I
$275eno
TOPSOIL
pickup or we insulated
OM
OD
between the ages of 16 8 EGA cc or monitor 1 2 meg
FACE BRICK -SI
17
I
.0ESM
••
delive
FVB
r
5
753
;
0277 or $275 dep 759-1301 Mon
d•
ve
has software on
MI=
12 Noon Fri.
21 We are an E 0 E This
Pr•ces Start A: I MD II 759-1090 Welch Sand and thru Fri gam-4pm
, sofa ioveso.,'
hard o'.e
. ts!
MOB
$1995
EXPERIENCED press man protect is funded by the
iimi
Apri
l 26 thru
i
brit
•
con
Gravel
00
Hwy 641N Almo
IN UM
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Western Kentucky Pnvate 354-6-330
.1=1
Pr M
needed Full or part time
negotiable
MI=
Ky
Sat.
April 27
Garag
e
with auto opener.
Send resume salary de- Industry Council JTPA
Iti.nt al
5 x8 2 wheei trailer camMb IM
VOWELL &
appliances plus microwave
Cali JTPA Out Of School per topper for ord
East
Sub. at
Y
WOOD
EN
sired and phone number to
1M
=1
storag
e
buildRanger
SON INC. .
...., ings 8x16' starts at $1095, furnished $450-mo lyr
7 5 3
;_ • -1
PO Box 1040H Murray Ky
9 3 7 8
te 2
RS10 Plastic toolbox for SC _
Dead
End
OM
v Martin, TN Sf7-31118 4111 SE 10x16
8a m -11 30a rn
a•-1 4 c •s
42071
full size pickup 759-1777
$142450 12x24 lease Northwood Dr No
Ma
Rain or Shine
•MI=
pets
$250 436 5830
MNIMMII=I=1==IGIB =II= Ma
753-2
905
$2395 Other sizes availNO
---a--a----86 YZ250 $1200. 85
•1=1=1111111=1==I=IGNI=1==1IM.
BACK by popular demand
_
able Acree Portable Build- NEW
•
•epresen
NEEDED energetic well or
SCMA
large apartment with
qL.ree
e
c
ze
Honda
House
Goidwi
Lloyd
of
ng
Party plan is
loaded
appliaric
iat.es F
ings 502-247-7831
make-up COMganized person with above
AREE Carports 12x21
appliances Quiet neigh ,
*ate-bed
I,t
$300
t
hiring supervisors for your
•
21 00C m -les $5000.2 man
rut• r
average typing secretarial
cloth
qualify
f.•,
Reg
$5295
warrar
bors
on
ty
Utility
sale
Ca
room,
for
I
central
753 23n'
area No investment Call
spa good condition $1000
• -`;-( 1 1 -'1
skills Position is with local
$756
20x21
reg
air
gas
heat
ter
$1795
Super
weekdays
low utilion
After 6pm 436 2667
1 800-264-2166
company and starts as
saie for $1156 Call May
ties Gas water heater
cina company
part-ti
BASEB
me
secret
ALL
'-eid
7831
247
ary Send
cards (4800)
ELECTRIC! V's B. Full$385 mo 753 8828
170
e - a riseters
- f.o e.eerience time position High school resume to PO Box 10400 $550 1 7 deep freeze $75
PRIVATE Investigato
Vacuum
A''_AS
Claus
Church
metal
lathe
Murray Ky 42071
759-9597 after 6pm
NICE 1.2 3br apartment
Th "532028 graduate, or equis alent, with
Cleaners
$2500 Two 12ft service D B A Confidential Investiat least two yews experience NEED full-ti
Furnis
hed
Yard Sale
near campus
COLEMAN teet $30 child s ELEC 7ROL
me cooks wa-tcounters one lett service gations Southside Shop:•-•17,..)(
i
eeTANT in the field of electricity re
ping Center. Suite *102 Also 1-3br house 1-4br
Fess es
sadoie $50 10x12 oriental power nozzle
counter $900 for all
dishwasher
Pe.es! ne
•
ee- :eectories quired Position includes asand attach
house W D hook up Day
kitchen help Experience rug $50 see 12 Brownie ments Cornci
-53 4424 days 753 3632 Murray 753-2641
etely re bu
•:-• 3 k ardv•ork- sisting in the installation
9-5 753-6111
T•
night
ot only Apply in person. Are s unifome $15 436 55C1
ignts
Cal
502-462 3368
SHARP copiers Author
0: tinted inch
753-0606
electncal services and Cir- Countr
y
letche
641
n
Hedy
k•D'. '.:a•it time ir a
HOUSE
cuits. installing, constructing. Hazel
CONCRETE forms various ized dealer for sales ser
o' carpet Very le'REY Vacuum and anecSat, April 27
Ky 492-8195
: -::-a':s ics
vice supplies parts and NICE 3br stove and re
good oence en Set of meets
dismantling and making mes zes all
26 'or $50
eke -ew
7 am-?
Ca
trigera
tor
furnis
hed
Half
of
rental
units
Local corn
Wore* Beck Ercyciope- 502 462-3
cnanical and eleancal repairs NOW hiring in housekeeo
'535812
3E8
the
utilitie
s
Across
Befrom
D..ncan's
pany
Call
1 800 248 43/9
a. ai.
to all types of electrical lines ing department Must ap.o'y cfas set ef Cr-id Graft EnMSU $450 mo deposit
AHRI('•Fahric•Fiihric
eye-lope-las Set of Wiid
• roe,94E at
and equipment for unisersits in person at Shoneys ire
No pets 105 N 16th
190
Spring (antics arming 'daily,
•-•
z • • pr
ie`e Eecyeopedias A!. exa: te
the Deteer
fac•lil,es and other related
NOW
ne,ng
753-1
sales and rr an-- celent conde
953 days 753-0870
Farm
Bridal to.-- Ciuntrs
re= ee,
Re-a es are duties di assigned hs supen.i
or 753 7186
Lets o'coce
:omenights
Equipment
agemeet Ste" fcr S'oe a`te,
mnants lisav
1)raffen. <.:
will sor Mdst possess a valid
5.cm
-g a • ,e
Seesa
eee
•
store
Ky
e
to
ocie
3",a
1972 454
NOW renting extra large
„Inv er's license Salerv St liS
GE 25" color consoie Ex
C
: Sropr. -: Aira.y sa'e $350
C•c7
,i71-5F+M
"7";ON A
..ses
per' hit App at PCTS011r.t..,
2br Water furnished
-53 '35,9
cellent condition
1,11
St:;
$315/mo 753-3530 after
1015 a •
-.:-ertrve Seroces. Murray State 1..r,
436-5650
se:ion
ir
tee
v...
3pm
Garage Sale
s z,
?execut ve type to se
-.1e7APE Lava Rock
expense yeryils 'Murray. K3
'ea
6. A ;
ri.a; only $1 50 ea
top and teil PLAN
_o Send 1.0E111-V1f
a;_e_
TAKING applications for
c• ma eeeme
T
E::
'
813
Guthrie Dr.
::• ar., •
••
-53 5812
50Ib bag $1 50
• BRA.eN
Nc t, p a •
section 8 rent subsidized
Mobile
I Ni SI:RANCE
Acton E-te•er ses 253
.'.•
also
have
sanitized
S OH
Rain or shine
eee.'.
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bedHomes For Sale
•
g mower 7-74 Stele',
APPRAISER ADJLSTER. Amer ea- P ace Jeffersor
and 501b bag only
,
its 4
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
354 6075
Independent adjustment corn
vwe
4"30 job 1939
April 26 & 27
.awn Lime 40lb
12x60 3br
; cat'
Hardin, Ky
ce
•
or call
V.20ME• pans seeks auto appraiser
%III 1 Itis sIRF.$ AtIL•
3: 39 ea Coast to
753-3229
NL,RS
E
d
502-43
abe
full
7-4113
or
-•
time
Couc
EHO
h, chair.. end
wee• y adjuster for Northwest Tenn
1.1ris %IRE% i•";• :ware 753-8604
tipm 7a- :
,-eter exper
1-65 "2.
1969 12x50 MOBILE home
T•ave tiro
area
consider part time
in Rs's( ss.)N Is it \r'K
UNIVE
table
RSITY view condo
s, dining
iencee,
'A'
wei tran
-.tones 2"x8"x16"
2br Murray area Reworked
-forma
:.!T1C employee Applic
style apartment 2br cenHoesekeee ^ g experience I s sit k s
table
& chairs,
e' red 69c ea Also and pa tally furnished
a stamped ant
nase prior insurance
tral HA appliances microa pe,s
easant atreo
2 so_iiare or hexagonal $3000 898-7151
en.e-epe tc A-1 ca m experience and furnish
Scions
piano
TVs, co,
wave
$400
mo
753-80
96.
sphere App. ^ person
.• stones gray or red Just
Equipment
:•
•0
rar ,teirtation Submit resume
Bo
753-2633
1977 1260 Excellent con
Fern
pier,
cloth
_o0ge
ing,
-r
.lea
6
We have red
t • Marax 1.3(A, Pans, TN
dition $3500 436-5258
Stec----- square paving
odds
ends
&
ky
E
or 55c ea and 18' $198.00 Per. Mu. 1991
brickfaced patio
heerieims 2 Kith Furnished
peRSON wanted fOr '00m
Si/
- A -n
'
hit •
-eenee $3 69 Coast to :k..:o.ered and set up
cleaning aiso SOnne ignt
ail)'s
11 7.5"/Ssia7 t eardvvare 753-8604
interest 0 A C Keith Baker 2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
office werk W I tree ece•
("41
•
A.•1 St
1623 Loch Lomond
ilornes
711, (
persor Be ae
7911 Paris. In
•:: ese
P NE Bark Mulch or NugRain or Shine
' c.s
,
$500/mo plus deposit Col
weekends
Ei C
gets 2.e., ft bag only $2 59
- c.-580
1
14x60 mobile home eman
Sat. April 27
RE
753-9898
reliable Sood wee
'cciTec soil 40Ib bag lust
_
2br stove refrigerator, air
1-tions V..st
7.9ea
Potting
8 a.m.-?
soil 4015
conditioner and 2 decks 2BR house appliances
Par 3 Golf Course
W• te 0‘.
ce:
"
y $1 99 ea Also
included Call after 5pm furnished $250 mo Non1800
Colle2t :
PCD Box '032 ..",••,a, 1 71. Rd.
• ge
see Shrubs or 435 4014
Golf Carts
smokers preferred
4207'
Aza cci s are just $299 ea
All c-rpi:Jt03i. 001
Deposit references reLighted
1991 14,150 2br 1 bath quired 437-49
'Lew'. to Coast Hardware
31
i(lt,;hen set,, d,r.i ar.d
Total electric W D hookup
SA _ES Persoe
Driving Range
753 8.304
_eeca
ladies cltr.t".',.
,
-•e,sses
underpinned Located Ri vi 4BR 2 bath brick Central
cemeary needs spn- eicnie
CieR STCDPeER S COINS
Miniature Golf
H A appliances Deposit
Case,
tr some saes exzee
era C,ts Lot 7 389-0141
sieep.. •
S eeeano ng • We now offer
required 436-5540
enee and knowleoge
weeeen v terer tar, and 4
Softball &
stamps and stamp supplies 2411 PERRY travel trailer
,mo,ng and bulidine
2 "A
• A :POO
Baseball
along. with silver dollars
self-contained skirted in- AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
teea s Myers e.mbire
brick central HA ap
-‘• 2'4r
procrsets L.; S and foreign sulated underpinned Ex
Batting Cages
5S
4
pliances $500 rho depo
coins and coin supplies
cellent
conditi
on
brick
pa5450
Lessons By
sit Coleman RE 753 9898
oirs and stamps are great tio prrvacy fence
See at
Appointment
SATE.....eTE de' Ar-icii•ua
eeneee Eree
hobbies 0ne1 also make
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
1
Sc,
$4;"; 020
Jimmy
Sulliva
n PGA Pro
365
eh-ere:
wonderful g fts and invest
56-2
t'asty
Lynn SuNivan PGA Pro
Sat. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
MUST sell 12x70 3br 2
For Sale
ments Visit us today at the
▪ "
OBO 753 '458
Velvet Jones
m -•
bath Needs some repair
121 So. 3 mi. from
Or Leese
Ox • Yoke Artique Store
•
c•
753-9413
753-1152
Murray turn left -FairSTEEL.--OE woe boots fee
Haze!, Treasure House
• :...o- eaeee,
ever and women Motorey
view Acres Subd. 6th
MURRAY, KY.
arid Book Rack (Murray)
RENT? When you can
cie heir-ets army boots
house on right.
Mercant.iefAurorai arid
buy a 1491 2. bcdriirirn for only
-..••• Oa 'er a- ez -; C.
parts ar acrets .r.ery s
Book Shelf (Parisi We $137.00 per mo Keith liaice•
3'4
Sporting 6te
ceey cons and stamps and
'-c-,t
Homes Hwy 791:. Par:Ra. y
A
-; 7,0
compieee:
S
Ma /peed Ky
aepr ise estates
t44-(%)l2, I SOO
.vreees cash fee, stw:
g.ararteed
pies • crie 2 Bcr7
512 753 4"5'
sliding glass doors.
St.;NTAt. bcctt- 753 3488
3 Betrrn Ixattc
'.4
14111 S. Pith St. Murray. ky
vVANTED
eseaee
men
&
vvomens
chelie
Drive
i
ii.
s.gner ,Abie
7",i,-.0‘
- 'ANDY 1000 640K corn
clothes - big sizes disSubdivi
sion
and meet wit,
outer wet- io's of progra
nes etc
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
ms
Need good 0',QA
489-2289
$AO: 759 9696
A
c,"33 att•es
2BR 2 bath gas heat cen
Plant mate,
ee
after 6 p.m.
-"" - 026
smaller'
'./GR se`a eerier
ring
•62,
tral air country 753-3942
5-8pm
acee t'aCts or the etc.." s.de of
RN Are You Ready
tate 4 c"a •s
Cai
• e.
!WO 16 acre tracts to TVA
For A Challenge?
RENT or rent to own 2br
753 5e42
370
•
•
r.;-..at Creek just off the BioOd
mcb,
e home in Pirates
_
..
livestock
' '40. "i
•
WOO:
.
L
Skuatton
='PER Good
The property would be
Cove Recreational Deve
Rain or Shine
- a- "
& Supplies
sord•t e' •eaey to use
Wanted
yea's
good
▪ ,
lopment near Aurora Ky
deveiopment or the perfect
Sat..
April 27th
eeee reg.. -es F'e, _See6cy' Fere eee.-"e
o ace
,Recreational facilities 2 PONIES 13 2H. 9yr old
175G
.• a#e home Near Panorama
mowo:
8
a
m
•e'm ca'e
-12 Noon
753 43;.:-1
- an age m e•-• ee753 5960
sorrel, 12 2H 8yr old black
:available to renters or own
.
*WO fr.), -04*•,.-!St i."4.,S7Got' Cc.Jrse. only seven
1402 Hillwood Dr
f.""ee eieeiree-ers For information ca
and white pinto Well man
pr•ce
•
75-3-2613
nered, trail ridden shown
753-6986
hunterilurnper Sorrel pulls
Ce-,-ace Jaee ric•ghtOn. D rector
of Nurs!ng
SHAD
Y Oaks 2 or 3br
MAGS Errand Seeece
cart $500 ea 2 western
7153-1304
eectric or gas Walking dis
fers housesetrg g•seery
saddles 154' $150 and
REFRirLiE.--‘1,70R washer
tance to tollege 75.3 5209
Weshs.ew Nursing Home
snopping poste
$300 One English childs
Wingo - 376-2222
irg needs etc 753 9630 dryer 753 44
1401 S '6th St. • Murray Ky
Stubben all purpose
James Majors Residence 328-8
418
Mon-Fri 8 5 Re'ereen.ei
saddle
$ 2 00
Business
502 382 2773
00 house :mar leg or
Rentals
•
etc.
,
JOHN Lyons Horse Train
4 CAR shop vvith office Cal
ing Seminar April 30 1991
753 4509
Murray State University
WILL do housekeeping
1 800-877-1302
Gall 7arr 6pm 753-8417
320
Sat., April 27
MORG
AN horse sale 2
Apartments
WILL wash and wax mobile
8:00 to 3:00
proven
brood
mares 1 3yr
Sedalia, Ky.
p.17.
For Rent
:rik But
homes
d like to find
Ca I Starks
1001
A Johnny
old filly
753 7187
Brothers Mobile Home
"lore -ricaningful than a simple
1BR apartment 1 block evenings
18 r.J00 BTu Frig
Robe
rtso
n Rd.
Parts and Supplies
;
Hwy. 79E._ l'g'!
from University No pets
aC-055
Atr Conditione,r 4
753-2022 75-3-2753
STAN
DING
Rusty
Roan
753 5992
lo;r. the Ker.L.Lls.
. National (ivard For two
Glasses, dishes,
years old $350
Image AOHA Red roan
.Ac•eks a year and one weekend a month, you)l
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
pans.
lamps
stallion good conformation
Sear
s
Almond
Dance to the Music of
rewards that last 24 hours a day - all yo...•
753-4109
lots of chrome Skipper W
mens
wome
ns
Washer
Large
fc
clay gray bred Stud fee
cloth
all
es
2BR apartment in North
sizes
Cap
$225
$150 901 24 7 5350
)..); get in great physical shape. learning to r,
wood $265/mo 753 3964
lots of misc
evenings
Local
sandwi
.1
ch
soldie
&
yor
You'll
have
Magic
training opportunities that
(From Bumpes M
Chef
T
2BR
duplex
with carpet
gurt business. Exc,
vi: ou new expertise in new technologic,
Microwave $99
Extra nice washer/dryer
business opportunity.
Yoi.. II find excitement - and you II know thehook up Central HIA
Parts & Service
Yard Sale
Northwood 753-4487
•
pirit of a group (if people much like yoursel,
8 till 12
Sat. - Ladies Night
382-2353
8-5
''avc joined to serve their countri and their
2BR duplex in Westwood
ADULT male Great Dane
& 50c Draft
$295/mo 759 4406
ir: mutiny when people need them most.
Black with white chest
Sat. April 27
That can he just as important as the paycheck
Very gentle $75 Call
2BR energy efficient du
tt..%. 641 North 5th
759 1808 leave message
• iu receive from the Kentuck National Guard
plea New paint extra
drisessay past Knoth's
clean
Centra
l H/A ap
.ich month
AKC Golden Retreiver
Bar-11-Que (Trailer)
NE V11 K
pliances Available now
Come join the party at the all new
pups Vet checked Light
Stand out from
the
BEDROOM suite
Bair,. A alkcr, stroller, playudes
Coleman RE 753-9898
(Exce
color
ption
s
ally
2BR house 2 car garage. bed
ro'd' Dare to he different'
pen,
set
infant car seat. childbeaut
iful)
$200
large deck on 3 lots with an
2BR furnished apartment
• toda!, and get started
rens clothes, infant-ha lk
mat
Hwy. 79 E., 1 1/2 miles west of Paris
502 247 0781
canal to lake Will trade for tr
Landing
No
pets
$190
with water
springs
shoes, toys, adult clothes,
sour future!
Radooafamrd
Phone 642-6674
house trailer and/or land
and sewage furnished
AKC yellow Lab puppies
753-4364 after
win,I crabs, satin torrifor
250 llp
$190 deposit Available 8wks $150 males $125
SF( EDDIE DILLION 753-8210
436 5369
5 30pm
ter, rt much more
May 1 Call 753-8477
females 753-5211
( ancel in roar of rain

HAM MC
Antique
sale Thi
8-3pm
Lakes%
436-226:

3
Yal

Yard Sale

Sat.

503 S
Fumitu
Items, t
knick k
tree ite

'131

:
r“

Aprl
7 a.n
814 H
TV, qc
ture, a
laneou!
hold it€

Garal

Sat A

•-•

Set- ice Manager
and
er-‘ice Technician

8-3

Clothes,
items, je
641 N t
Furn. tI
3rd h(
right.

Car l
Sa

Sat. AI

Nioving Sale

Immediate Opening

7-1
108

Hid,

Floor scru
interior dc
corn fonen
back boo:
household

Yard
Sat. Ai
7 a.m.-

Garage
Sale

Corner
Glen

Items: tun
nac's,
clothes - n
men's &

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

%% est% les% Nursing Home

Moving
Sale

1•••.ik-

I rees to P
bath, with
central hea

,

Kc

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

TIME-OUT

Lounge &
Restaurant

Carport
Sale

Part-time jobs.
Full-time rewards.

KEN BARNETT
APPLIANCE REPAIR

711 Main

Ari
GRE
frAL

B(

Triple "X"

,
riv 41,a

Fri & Sat., April 26 & 27

•
,
•

..1,40kireik.••••!..f
•

•

Contact Video Elite
618420388

[
Pool Tournament Every
Thursday - 7:00 p.m.

TIME-OUT LOUNGE & RESTAURANT

4

F 'di

One Ba
fi Home c
Foaturin
Inc., Jet
# newest
;n Pre Owr
Hatteras

i

•

* Be
prize
28th
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THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

IJ

410

410
Pubic
Sala

safe
lome
)nally
ay for
3

Homes
For Sale

HAMMOND organ $600
Antique pump organ Yard
sale Thursday and Friday
8 3pm Cancel it rains
Lakeway
Shores
436 2263

3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Yard Sale
Large
en with white
Murray Middle painted kitch
cabinets, Genn Air
stove 20x28 family room
School
with woodstove lots of
Sat. April 27
built-ins Shutters, wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
8-12 Noon
tile patio Energy efficient
Kitchen items, furniWalking distance to shopping Quiet street Reasoture, vacuum cleaner,
toys, clothes & more nably priced Call
753-2206
(Sponsored by 1st BapBEAUTIFUL wooded lot
tist
Church
Youth Oaks Estat
es Brick, with
Group)
cherry fireplace, 3bri2
•
baths Also modern
kitchen, carpeting, central
Garage/
Sat. April 27
gas heat/air, 2-car garage
9.?
Moving Sale
Lots of closets Washer/
dryer included MLS(3201)
503 S. 11th St.
Hal Nance
Office
Furniture,
759-1591, home 753-7955,
baby
Professional Real Estate
items, toys, clothes,
Inc
knick knacks, some
free items.
Reduced to sell

pup
gree
ed
nese
$350

`atrarAr;Ores
FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 1991
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CLASSIFIEDS

460
Publla
Sale •

A , .*

Services
Offered
1983 MUSTANG GT
Local one owner low
miles Excellent condition
759-4018

1984 GMC Siena Classic
SWB loaded $3500
474 2318 after 4pm
510

530

Services
()tiered

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632

Servkes
Offered
•

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day Of rite, 753-5484

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

WILL do yard work and odd
BLOCK brick, concrete finjobs of any kind No job too
ishing Basements footCampers
small 759-4401
ings garages drives
HOUSE wife will clean your
1985
PROW
LER
WILLIAMS Concrete Findeluxe walks 30yrs experience
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
home or office 436-2818
28ft New awning, air, 13yrs in
ishing Service Low prices
lam Blue 2 door loaded
Murray area
INSULATION Blown In By
Free estimates 354-9397
61,000 miles $3750 Call microwave stereo Has roll 753-5476 Charles Barnett
down jacks 2 new heavy
Sears TVA approved
T C Dinh Repair and Main
759 4808 after 6pm
WILL
mow lawns and do
duty bushhogs with stump BOAT DOCKS Over 20 Save on those high heating tenance Plumbing
and other lawn work
436-2528
1986 WHITE 'roc TP! fully jumper $310 each, 1-2 row years of satisfied customers in and cooling bills Call
Elect
rical
Cleaning
Sears
the building and repair of boat 753 2310 for tree estim
loaded t tops Must selll tobacco setter 435-4141
Sewer 1210,1212 Main WILL mow yards Reasonate
docks, rails and lifts. All work
$6500 Call 753 7975 or
Street 753-6111 office
able rates Free estimates
1911 CAMPER Fully appro
436 2318
ved by TVA or Corps of I will mow yards and do 753-0606 after 5pm
No job to large or to small
equipped Bathroom with Engineers.
yardw
ork
Super
ior
service
Former owner of
474-2300
1987 HONDA Prelude large shower $1800 Air Twin
qualit
TOTA
work
y
L lawn service Free
and the best
Lakes Mooring. Call
Power sunroof AM FM conditioner 1400Obtu Mark (Ton
estimate 436 2744
YARD Work Mowing, trimy) Krimm at prices in town 753 3665
energ
cassette, air
y
saver 110,120V 354-8695 before 8arn
Day
ming odd jobs of any kind
or after KITCHEN CABINET RE
VCR
REPA
IR
Wood
VCR
753-6
753 5500 evenings
481
Free estimates 753-8463
5pm for free estimates
MODELING with wood Service Center, cleaning
753-3813
CAMPER top for small BOGA
servic
ing
grain
$15
formi
ca
most
all colors
repairs
RD Paving Paving
1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta LWB pickup Fiberglass arid sealing drive
$35 all brands 3rd Street.
ways and Free estimates Wulff s Re
88 Fully equipped 90,000 Sliding front window $275 parking lots Over
Almo
covery Murray 436-5560
Open 912 1-5.
20yrs
miles Must sell Excellent OBO 753 4359
Mon Fri 9-2pm Sat
experience Free esti
LAWN
MOWI
NG Depend- 753-0530
condition
$5600
FREE puppy to good home
mates 753-9552 or able
person 7537O27
753-5211
3237 Sq. Ft.
437-4391
Exercise bike, hiWILL bushhog and do 7mo black Lab mix
Housebroken. loves childA LICENSED electrical blade work
1987 OLDS 98 Regency 4
Under Roof
Reasonable
BREAKING and disking
fi speakers, furniren 753 6265
contractor JAMES C GAL- prices 492-8722
New 4 BR home Large
door local car 46,000 mi
gardens Yard landscaping
LIMORE ELECTRIC Comture, etc.
All extras Extra sharp 169' HYDRASPORT and bushho
family
room,
L R.
gging
mercial and residential fast
753-4575 after 5pm
115hp Mariner, trolling mo- 436-5430
kitchenidining combinacourteous and efficient ser
tor ski bar 436-2420 after
tion, utility room 3
vice 759-1835
BUD'S WELDING SER5pm
1988 BUICK LeSabra
baths,
lots of closets,
1st Time
VICE EXPERIENCED
1984 Chrysler Laser
McKI
NNEY Bookkeeping
17ft SEARS canoe and 7am-6pm
double garage, concrete
Garage Sale
75,3 1078
Mon Sat
April 26, 27
service now taking new
trolling motor $250 492-8419
double driveway Patio,
Sat. April 27
clients 759-4173
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
1988 RED Mustang con- 759-4158
sidewalks, carpet. oak
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
BUILDER, new homes
vertible GT 39 000 miles
8 am.-?
814 Hurt Drive
parquet floors, range &
MOODY S mower repair
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1965 RUNABOUT in good garages, additions
$11 900 Will trad
Beadelleld Sabd. (between
remod- Pickup and
e
dishw
asher, energy effidelivery All
All Types Of:
TV, quilts, furniHorny & Mayfield on 121)
753 3704 1601 Loch condition with 75hp Evin eling framing decks, pa
work
guaranteed
cient, large wooded lot
rude OB in excellent condi- tios, solar green
Custom Woodworking
GO to eon of strwet tarn
ture, and miscelLomond
houses
753-5668
tion $1000 Call James at pole barns Exper
left Brows house oa right.
laneous houseienced
489-2126
Little boys name be and clothe
1989 LINCOLN Contmen
435-4425
carpe
MOWING jobs wanted in
ntry
Tripp
Willi
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ams
shore like new, mace, bans-bad
hold items
Nights 489-2387
tal loaded low miles local
eleata/parna. prom Oresi akwea
753-0563 after 5pm
Murray Call Britt 753-9366
'Drop by & see our showroom
1983
ASTR
OGLA
S
fish
baby Rerna. /*her price record
car $18,500 753-1518 at
after 4pm
409 SUNB'JRY MURRAY L Behind Bunny
and ski 18ft boat and BULLDOZI
player key board. tiro a/ race twre
Btaan)
ter
NG
5pm
and
back
waterbed VCR. eaercube bike bays
75.3-sgiso
trailer 200hp Johnson
hoe work Call after 4pm
MOWING. ROTO-TILLING
Wee. met W.k *urea hi Vat cymbai.
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
New
Eagle
1989 RED Camaro RS Thauschai.1 Lef111 porcefish locator, 354-8161
\l'°1‘110
Financing in-town only Will take limranch brick Great family
'
11.1Pb. 4°Yri.l
lain doil. Jr clothe. Much more. Ir er
.
ited number of small to
loaded
inio °in;4S23.
V-8, Johnson trolling motor available
area, warm hearth, central tops
Very
good
19,00
'
condi
0mi
tion
Excel
medi
lent
um size yards for '91
condigas heat/air, paddle fans.
753-2922 days.. 753-5490 CARPET and vinyl repairs season 753-0611
carpeting, woodburning tion $8000 753-6326,
and
instal
lation
after
6pm
Prole
753-5
s
094
stove, manicured lawn
sional service Glen Bobber MR Chimney Chimney
Don't miss this one
Clothes, household
82 TOYOTA Celica GT lift- 1984 CHEETAH ski boat 759-1247, leave mess
age cleaner 492-8561
$69,950 MLS (3212) Hal back 5 spe, Tay brnok
16*/s ft 120hp Mercruiser
,
items, jewelr), etc
•••
Nance Office 759 1591
loaded e •-•
Life jackets,' ('HIM Chim Chimne) MURRAY Fence Co Chain
r
• 30 WOODED rolling acres home
Sweeps has 10, senior cin- ink ferce dog kennels, re
753-7955, Profes- $3000 489 ,486
a. zessor es included
641 N to Wiggin northwes
t Calloway
Block, brick, stone, complete foundati
ten discounts. We sell chim- s,dentiai commercial Free
$4000 negotiable
on, consional
Real
Estat
e
Inc
County Building site
CAR Stern., Instaii.ilie, 345
Fur ti turn right
estimates 753-9785 o•
ney caps and screen •
rete work, sidewalks & patios cove
2520
red with
dozed, landscaped Mature HILLTOP Home
753-0
113
753-3
:lc
.
254
4191
3rd house on timber $22,500 365-0145. 3bedrm lbath Must sell Must, SI:Ir•ay 's Alpine
brick.
Car 1988 20' SUNCRUISER
attached
NEED
CUNN
lawns
INGH
to
AM
mow
5-9p
ponto
S
Heati
m
Audio
on
Pre
ng
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Specialist, 1)ixieland
60hp Jo
garage 4 out buildings
on oil
right.
and Cooling Service Com- ler medium to large lawns
Center, 1 block from VW: injection m
Fruit
trees
rn
On
Hale
Rd
37/i ACRES Clerks River
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
plete service on all central Fourth year. neat and detilt,
dorms
otor
bottom ground Power. 'I. acres $25,000 negoticooling, all makes and pendable 492-8568 after
gas
For
able
A Job Done Right Because We
nder,
502-4
cus36-2010
well, bung sae $25,000
GOVERNMENT SEIZED to
e cover and trailer models Call Gary a! 4pm
365-0145, 5-9prn
vehic
Guarantee Our Work,
les
from $100 Corvet- $6500 753-4
HOUSE in country on 1%
759-4754
364
PAINTING, remodeling,
tes. Chevys Porsches, arid
acres
3bed
rm
1bath
cenBOB HALEY, Real Estate
CUSTOM garden tilling deck and landscape contral gas/heat & air $28,500 other confiscated proper- 1988 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24
Sales and Appraisals
with Troy Bet reartne tiller struction Free estimate
delux
ties
e,
For
full
Buyer
furnit
or
first
ure,
s
reaso
cus- Small
Guide
nable otter
Roberts Realty 753-1651
size garden $40 and 436-2744
(8001
tom
equip
772-9
ped
212 eat 1774
for fishing,
489-2362
pr 489-2266
7-1 p.m.
Also open even rigs and 1989 Johnson-88 WfT&T, up 436-2003
PAINTING -Interior and ExService on all brands: window air condi
tioners bought new 5,89 $10500 DAVIDSON Roofing New terior Free estim
KOPPERUD REALTY of- NEW 3br 2 bath house in weekends
108 Hickory Dr.
refrigerators - freezers - washers
ates
Marti
n
Heigh
ts
Lots
- dryers •
of stor
080 753-3648
fers a complete range of
Small
roofs
repai
repair
and
rs
s Tear offs
Reasonable
microwaves • dishwashers - gas & electr
PUNCIf 45 S225
Nn
ic ranges
Floor scrubber, two
Real Estate senesces with a age Buy now and pick your
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft and re-roofs Written guar- rates 753-6844
interior colors Call niscrsa,‘
wide
select
aon of quality
antee
Fact
Local
ory
refer
interior doors, twin
Auth
ences
oriz
Plvd
ed
Repa
Slo•!
irs For
pontoon deluxe 1990 Mer,
753-3903
PLUMBING - Free estihomes, all prices
753-5812
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
Rockford
tutti, -ved cury 90hp trailer, trolling
comforters, papermates Affordable rate
753-1222, toll free NEWLY decorated
2br dealer Dixieland Center motor 12-24 foot contro
l 2 LICENSED for electric Same day service Ali work
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
back books, misc.
house, vinyl siding, carport Chestnut Sr 7c,',1,
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
fishing eats grill. AM/FM gas refrigeration Inspalla guaranteed 753-4
11.?
711L
20C
stoveirefrigerato, on 9
household items.
cassette full furniture All tion and repair Free, est,
PLUMBING repairman with
new condition 436-5684
3BR 17, bath on Broad 2br acres 4 outbuildings, satelmates 753 7203
same day service Call
mobile home in Pine Bluff lite 4 miles south of Murray
39 HOUSE Boat Living FENCE sales at Sears 436-5255
Shores 3br central HJA on paved road 759-1110
room kitcheregalley, bed- now Call Sears 753-2310
near lake 2br on Ash St
PRICE reduced on spa- 1978
room and bath air- for free estimate for your PROFESSIONAL [awn
FORD Van Clean
$8,000 Commerc.kal prop- cious, 3br house
care Mowing, trimming
1 bath
conditioned Excellent boat needs
354-6075
erty in city Wilson Real dining room, kitche
hauling, landscaping. Rean, utility
at a great price $15000
Estate 302 S
1985 DODGE Caravan
GENERAL Repair plumb- sonable rates Satisfaction
12th room, shop and carport
753-6
487
753-3263
$1800 1989 Dodge Grand
ing roofing tree work guaranteed Free estiCentral HA $26,000 OBO
Caravan Air AM FM casOwner relocating
436-2642
mates 759-4440
Corner 16th &
460
sette, ultra wheels $9800
492-8595 after 5pm
GRAV
EL
dirt
sand
white
753-3632 nights 753 4424
QUALITY lawn mowing
Homes
Glendale
rock and all type hauling
THREE
bedroom, days
erlth references 437-3046
Fro Sale
Kenn
Call
bath, brick, excellent
ey Travis
Items: furniture, nic
20yr SEARS installing
Display home
759-1039
condition on quiet street in 1989 FORD .Aerostar XL
REMODELING and connac's,
bicycle, 3BR brick 5 miles south- city Central gas heat, living V6, auto air tilt. cruise. technician will service Ken
Wark
crete
enti
work
n-Pe
nner Carpentry Co.
Exper
ience
and
more washer/dryer
GUTTERING By Sears
east 136050 • 1 bath 1
references 759-9254
room dining room, kitchen. cassette 7 passenger, 1 753
clothes - men's, Wo3
Br,
2 bath
4684
or
Sears
7531
reside
8298
ntial
acre wooded lot, new well utility room,
and corn
large sunroom, owner Immaculate $8900
men's & children.
mercial continuous gutters ROCKY COLSON Home
and septic Mid $40's
AlA T ENTERPRISE Expaved driveway, carport. 753-7527
436-2742
cavating Dozer backhoe. installed for your specifica- Repair Roofing, siding.
detached garage or work
•parnting, plumbing, conshop, fenced backyard
trucks Levies, roads. drive- tions Call Sears 753-2310 .
for free estimate
crete Free estimates Call
ways, parking lots, septic
Lots of extras Call
474-2307
tanks foundations. base753-1893, Chuck Foster
G W CONSTRUCTION
ments. gravel, dirt. ponds
Gerald Walters roofing ROGER Hudson rock haul1967 CHEVROLET auto- 753-0
577.
painting vinyl siding all ing, gravel. sand, dirt, drive4'0
matic Straight 6 cylinder
kinds of remodeling Phone way rock 753-4545,
Directions: From Murray 2 milts west
Al TREE Service Stump
Very little rust $700
on 94
489-2267
753-6763, 759-1823
Motorcycles
removal and spraying Free
753-5058
to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10
mile
to
estim
HAUL
ates
ING
753-0906 after
yard work tree SEWING machine repair
1980 XR80 Honda motor- 1973 FORD
Oakwood Terrace, 435-4013, 759-4422,
Ranger F-100 5pm 759-9816
removal mowing Free es Kenneth Barnhill
753
cycle good condition $130
0495
with topper Runs good
345-2462
timates 759-168.3
753-2674
753-0864 new tires $750 759-1860 ALPHA Builders - CarpenI rees to Please •
Quality built 3 BR. 1 I
try remodeling, porches,
bath, with 2 car garage, timberline roof arid
1974 INTERNATIONAL roofing,
480
new gas
concrete drivecentral heat & air $79,900 00 MLS-2
pick4 $600 492 8364
089
Auto
ways painting mainteSenile.**
1977 DATSUN pickup De- nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
NEW and used tires Key pendable 762-3515
711 Main
75 Auto Parts Hwy 1215
1979 CHEVROLET Shp ANTENNA repair and in753-5500
John Deere 8hp Ariens stallation Replace or install
mower. topper for LWB channel master antennas,
Must sell Excellent condi- rotors and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan
tion 1709 Calloway
Tn 901-642 4077
1985 CHEVY Suburban
1965 PLYMOUTH Valian
Silverado 9 passenger ex- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
30,300 act miles Nea
cellent condition Limited Factory trained by 3 major
show condition 225 slant 6 slip rear end &
manufacturers Most parts
tow pkg
motor, auto 502 247 7015 753-8672
in stock on my truck All
after 5 30pm
work and parts warranted
1987 SILVERADO ChevAsk for Andy at The Ap
1973 CHEVY Impala
rolet 350 fuel injection
phance Works 753 2455
$600 489-2273
36.000 miles SWB been
(New & Pre-Owned)
lowered Can be seen at APPLIANCE SERVICE
1977 MERCURY Cougar
Gene & Jos Florist $7000 Kenmore Westinghouse
753-3229
753 4320
Whirlpool 30 years experi1979 FORD LTD very deence Bobby Hopper
pendable and reliable used 91 S10 BLAZER 4dr
436 5848
car Call after 3pm Stripped needs tran motor
BACK
parts.
HOE Service ROY
Ores
wheel
s, back
753-3510
On Barkley Lake
HILL Junior Thorn. operaglass $9700 527 3512
tor 30 years experience
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Pd 41979 OLDSMOBILE blue 91 515 SONOMA 43
door, fully equipped CB,
auto
Septic system, drive-wPes,
April 26, 27 and 28
good shape 753-5114 or air ext cab hit in right side
hauling, foundations. etc
$4500 527-3512
753-7
947
759 4664
One Barkley Drive, Grand Rivers,
Ky
Home of Dockers Bayside Rest
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
aurant
speed, blue, runs great
Featunng in New Boats' Rega
l, Cruisers
436-2174 evenings
Inc , Jet Flash, Wet Bikes,
and this year's
newest toy - The Jet Star
1980 BUICK Stationwa
gon Small V8, all power
Pre Owned: Sea Ray. Carver,
Chris Craft,
auto with air Good me
Hatteras, Formula.
chanically Fisherman s
* Be sure and sign up for
special 753-4448 after
free door
prize to be given away Sund
5pm
ay. April
121 N. In Coldwater
28th at 3 p m
78s40 concrete block building with adjace
1980 HONDA Prelude 5
nt building
Excellent condition Ideal for clean up shop
speed, air, sunroof $1000
or mini
storag
e Owner anxious Ext.elleni terms
111.1116‘.47
753-9778
‘ .
.00%
Billie Wilson
4
1981 CHEVY Citation
Of °row".
VI
O
mb
ra
Centu
Ledger & Times
.44
ry
21
• Loretta Jobs Realtors
IL's!' •
Sim actual mites V-6
• -.. ••••
753-1492
• 4.1.'ns..S.%
sAls, ;IWO ac 753-3742
759-1922
1985 CORVETTE excellent
condition
901 644 0160 after 6pm

3 Party
Yard Sale

516 Broad St.
Saturday
April 27
8-?

at
ne

Yard
Sale

DC
7
:an's
E a

Garage Sale
Sat April 27
8-3 p.m.

le
Dr.
inc
27
end
IC

rs,
eog-

Carport
Sale
Sat. April 27

ale

Inc

27
Rd.
and

APPLIANCE REPAIR

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleillbritten, Inc.

Yard Sale

Sat. April 27
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1•11•111.

MAY 3 & 4 9a.m.-9p.m.

ick
er.
rs,
ns
.5-

Air

7—

)01011.4 P

r.

Kopperud Realty

amine

!EMIR,

OPEN HOUSE
FRI. & SAT.

m.
OrT1
31fith

th

Smith
Masonry

"GREEN TORTLE BAY
Marina
IN THE
'#4
WATER

BOAT SHOW

Now that we are entering. our "ga
want you to be informed on our rage sale season," we
policies.

WA,

We do work 2 days in adva
nce
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and to better serve you.
Yard sales do have to be paid in adv10 a.m. on Saturday.
ance and are $7.50
per day.

502-362-4213

For assistance call, 753-1916 or
come by
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4.

CLEARANCE SALE

•

When It's Gone, It's Gone! Some Items One-Of-A-Ki
nd!

Recliners

$99

Button-Tufted
Country Living Room Suite

Your Choice
of Colors

Sofa and Love

61599
All 3 Pieces
Daybed
and Rails

$799
Colonial
Pillow Arm

Sofa
and
Chair

Tufted-Back
Rocker Recliners

179

Colors
Available: Blue,
Beige, Mauve

Sectional
With Two
Recliners

s9N

Cushion il—ar
L/pE -arranty 1
T/Ate
(Omer
14arrant),

$599

3-Piece Sectional With Corner Table
and Two Incliners

Over 20 sectionals to choose from.

Nightstand
Also
Available

,

$99

Maple Finish
5-Piece Bedroom Suite

•Tyin Poster
Headboard
•Dresser
•Mirror
•Chest

Full
(When Sold In Sets)

•Headboard •Footboard •Dfesser
•Mirror •Chest Mirror •;inular Picture ,

Oak, Cherry
and Maple
Curios

-I

ill ea

Full
Queen

-

999 set
'299 set
'399 set

pc.

'299 set

on

Heavy Solid Wood Crew*
Quarters Loft Bed With
Chest and Bunkie Mattress

$199
$299

Reclining Sofa

Sealy
Posturepedic Sets
15 Year Warrnaty

Twin...11 ea. pc.

Nightstand Also Available

Floor Model
Waterbeds

Starting at

Luxury Quilted
Sealy & Simmons
10 Year Warranty

•Headboard
•Footboard
•Dresser *Mirror
•Drawer Chest

$599

Brass/Glass Sofa Server
$900

Stationery Love Seat

$349

Sale Priced!

Reg. 24.95

WOODC1
41/1kFTEIS
SALE HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Fri. & Sat. 10-8

GALLERIES
Chestnut Hills, Murray • 759-4522
•
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